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OPENING REMARKS ON RAMP AND FLIGHT NARRATION

John Sharkey: I'm the ERAST Project Manager here at NASA-Dryden. I want to welcome all of you out

here for a very nice morning for flight testing. You can tell with the sun rising why the AeroVironment

guys named their aircraft Helios. It's a perfect timing, perfect setting for the demonstration today. Looks

like a good crowd here. We're going to spend just a few minutes getting you oriented for the day's
activities with a welcome address from Kevin Petersen, our Center Director--some other opening

remarks, and then we'll turn [it] over to Ray Morgan. So I'd like to introduce you right now to our Center

Director, Mr. Kevin Petersen.

Kevin Petersen: Thank you, John. And welcome, everybody, here this morning. Welcome to the Dryden

Flight Research Center. I know it's a very early start for everybody, but you see the kind of mornings that
we have here out on the desert this time of year--it's great! We have a lot we'd like to show you today

during the NASA exclusive preview of ERAST. ERAST stands for Environmental Research Aircraft and

Sensor Technology. And you'll see the progress we've made in these exciting aircraft developments

today. Thanks for making a special effort to be here for the kickoff this morning. This will be a very full

day of events--a day full of flight demonstrations early this morning followed by static displays and

workshops this afternoon. I think you'll be very glad that you took the time to come out today. One of the

ideas that we hope you'll go away with is just how mature this unique class of aircraft has become in

5 short years. This NASA program was initiated about 5 years ago. We think this is good news for those

who would like to explore commercial applications of this technology. It's also good news for the science

community because it provides an exciting new class of research platforms and new capabilities for

carrying a new class of experiments.

The aircraft you'll see here today have amassed a combined total of about 100 flights. These are the

prototype vehicles for the new industry, the civilian UAV or unpiloted aerial vehicle industry. They are a

result of a new way of doing business, too. A true partnership, and it's called the JSRA (Joint Sponsored

Research Agreement) between NASA and our industry partners. Another part of this new way of doing

business is for us to invite you out here to show you the results. We could tell you about the results at

symposiums in various forms, but I think the best way is to show you the results, and that's what we

intend to do today.

Our partners here today are AeroVironment, Inc., builder of the solar-powered Pathfinder Plus and

Helios prototype flying wing aircraft. The Helios is the aircraft behind us here that we'll see in a flight

demonstration shortly. Aurora Flight Sciences is the developer of the Perseus B. That aircraft will be on

display for you to see today. General Atomics Aeronautical Systems is the manufacturer of the Altus 2,

also on display later on this morning. Scaled Composites is the builder of the Proteus airplane, which will

also conduct a flight demonstration this morning after the Helios demonstration is over. It's a very unique

group of aircraft. I think you'll see as you view the aircraft today just how unique they are. It's a very

prestigious group. These companies represent the world's premiere companies for civilian UAV

technology. But don't take my word for it. Talk to the folks today. They're here to talk with you and

show you what these aircraft can do. You have the opportunity to check them all out for yourselves as

you go through today's events.

Shortly, you'll see the Helios aircraft take off from the lakebed for a flight demonstration. It's a truly

remarkable aircraft, and I think you'll all see just what the capabilities of the aircraft are. Then the

Proteus aircraft will conduct its flight demonstration. Then later on this morning, you'll be able to see

these aircraft and the Altus 2 and the Perseus B over in our hangar not too far from here. You'll be able to

talk to the designers and the developers and the operators of these aircraft. Then later on today, we'll hold
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discussionson the science and the commercialization opportunities for these aircraft, and I think you'll be

amazed at the possibilities. So I'm really looking forward to a great day. I hope all of you will have a

great day and enjoy the ERAST preview events today. Let me turn it over to Ray Morgan to initiate some

of the Helios events. Thank you.

John Sharkey: I'll get Ray up here in just a minute. Because he's going to script the flight and talk you

through it, and narrate the event that's going to come up. I did want to follow up on some of Kevin's

points here. These are prototype vehicles you're going to see today. But they also represent a class of

vehicles that's ready to do business. And that's one of our themes of the gathering today. So even though

these vehicles are in the flight test phase, they have started doing productive work already. So I would like

to encourage you to have discussions along those lines today with the companies.

Now we wish we could have demonstrated all four or five of the vehicles for you today. But the flight

demonstrations themselves would have taken the whole day--you guys standing outside in the sun. It

does get hot in the desert later today. So we really just picked two of the vehicles to do demonstrations for

you. They're representative of the capabilities of all the vehicles, but we're trying to keep it manageable.

We want you to participate in the workshop and have exchange with the companies. So we just have two

of the vehicles this morning. Now when we go to do the flight test here, I want to just try to make sure we

stay confined to this area here in the front. Don't go beyond the curve right here. We'll have very good

viewing of the Helios--the flight tests will be out in this area right here [points]. So if you can just keep

constrained and stay in this area, I'll turn it over now to Ray Morgan, and he'll get us started with the

Helios flight. Ray Morgan is the Vice President of AeroVironment down in the Simi Valley, the

manufacturer, design developers of the Helios.

Ray Morgan: Thank you, Kevin and John. Thank you very much.

The aircraft you see on the lakebed out here, as you were told, is called Helios. It's our prototype

solar powered aircraft. It's intended to fly up to 100,000 feet. That's above 99 percent of the earth's

atmosphere. And ultimately it's intended to stay in the stratosphere for months at a time and act as an

11-mile-high tower, we like to call it. The flight demonstration that you're about to see will perhaps be

startling, initially, but, I guarantee you, it's going to be the most boring 20 minutes you've ever spent at

an air show.., and that's part of what I want to show you. This is not risky.

We're very pleased to demonstrate our confidence in this aircraft, and we want to show you that it has

a very unique, slow, and stable flight characteristic. And, this is particularly good for trying to create a

tower in the sky, because that means we can fly in fairly tight circles and be, essentially, a geo-stationary

platform in the sky--and that has lots of potential application.

Also, to add excitement as much as we can ... you won't be able to tell this from looking at it--but

trust me, we're really going to do this ... we'll be demonstrating one of the features that makes this,

perhaps, the most reliable aircraft ever designed and built. We are going to lock all the control surfaces

and control the airplane on all axes using just differential motor control. So, we'll be controlling our

turning, and we'll be controlling our air speed and our pitch attitude, completely, using only differential

motor control.

John Sharkey: Thanks, Ray. I did forget one point I wanted to tell you about doing the flight

demonstrations. All these vehicles we have in ERAST are designed for extremely high altitudes and long

durations. That's real hard for us to demonstrate for you. Your necks would get tired of looking up at

65,000 feet for eight hours. So the demonstration we're going to do for you today really is just to give you
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a little flavor of the aircraft and how they handle.But they really don't demonstratethe true design
capabilitiesof thevehicles.That's goingto comelateron todayattheworkshopsandthepresentations.

I do believewe're getting closernow to our plannedtakeoff. That's one thing I compliment the
AeroVironmentguyson--they script the stuff out in advance.They'vebeenout heresince3:30 in the
morningtrying to conductthis. They're goingto goperschedule.SoI believenow we're 30 secondsto
go,andwe'll getRaybackup here.

Ray Morgan: I'm going to go ahead and start to chat a little more. This is a remotely piloted airplane, or

an unpiloted air vehicle. There are all sorts of acronyms that go with these kinds of airplanes. Even

though there's no pilot on board, we do have a pilot. If you look out there you can see that funny looking

little van, with the appendage on top, behind the airplane. We call that our mobile ground station. During

these tests here on the lakebed we use that to go behind the airplane during takeoff and landing. That's

where the pilot resides. We also have a mobile engineer who sits beside him and a mobile director who's

calling the shots for the flight. You'll see those guys trailing behind them during this flight, but that's not a

normal thing. When we take off we'll use the mobile station, but then it really switches to a remote

ground station, and we go park the mobile van and the airplane flies mostly autonomously during the

flight. I'm going to check to see how we're doing on time here; 7:26 and 45 seconds, and they're going to

take off at 7:30 a.m.

What will happen next is just like a regular airplane with the pilot sitting in it. The pilot is going to

call the tower and get clearance to take off. Once he does, he'll advance the throttle.

We just recently expanded the span of this airplane by about 40 feet. It's now 247 feet. We're doing

this low-altitude series of tests in this configuration--with batteries--instead of with solar cells installed

on the wing.

Later on when we go back in the hangar, you'll see our Pathfinder Plus airplane sitting there. That does

have the solar array on it. That airplane has flown to 80,000 feet. You'll get a feel from looking at that

aircraft what it would look like with the solar array on it. But right now we're flying under battery power.

The pilot will use about 70 percent of his maximum power available to take off. It will still be a fairly

short takeoff roll. During that takeoff roll he will manually steer the airplane. As soon as the airplane

breaks the ground, then he will switch to one of several automatic modes available. We can go all the way

up to where the airplane can fly itself completely autonomously with no input from anyone on the

ground. Then we have several layers back below that we can revert to where we have varying amounts of

control over the airplane, down to where there's no automatic damping whatsoever.

We will be installing solar cells over the next year on this airplane. We will be putting in two different

types of cells--one [with] fairly high efficiency and one a little less efficient. But with that configuration
we should be able to do both missions--both the 100,000-foot mission and one to demonstrate

multi-day flight.

When we go to demonstrate the multi-day flight, we'll be adding an energy storage system to the

airplane. That energy storage system will store about two-thirds of the power that we collect during the

day, and we'll get about half of that back during nighttime flying. That allows us to maintain our altitude

at around 50,000 to 60,000 feet for days at a time.
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Theyjust calledfor clearingtheairplane.You seethegroundhandlersout theremoveawayfrom the
airplane.Thepilot will becallingthetowerhereshortlyfor clearance.Andhe's throttling-upto beginthe
takeoffroll. It fliesat about20milesperhourat sealevel.It will be flying at about200milesperhourat
100,000feet becausethe air is 100timeslessdense.You canseethe wingtips lift up. You'll seethe
outwardlandinggearstartto lift off first. It graduallyworks its way into themostinboardlandinggear
still rolling, andthenit's off.

Now actually,we havea lot of peoplemonitoringa lot of thingsduring this phaseof the operation,

but the airplane can literally take off by itself. You can advance the throttle and let it go and it's perfectly

stable. They're going to begin some turn investigations now. One of the things they'll be doing, will be

investigating how fast we can turn the airplane. Because of its very large span and its very slow speed of

flight, one of the issues we worry about with these configurations is making sure we can still maneuver

this airplane for landing approach and takeoff. Because when you get a wing so long, once you start

turning at a standard rate, there is a significant difference in speed between the tips of the plane. We've

already demonstrated up to standard rate turns in this plane, and we think there's not going to be any

problem. In fact, we think we can fly an airplane with an even larger span if we needed to.

One of the things about solar power is that it offers some unique capability for flying in the

stratosphere. The first thing is, that the higher we go, the brighter the sun--so the more power there is

available. This is opposite to air breathing engines, which depend on oxygen. As the air gets thinner they

have less power to get higher. Another advantage is that the energy from the sun is virtually unlimited.

Once we can store enough to get past that first night, then we have the capability of flying, limited only

by the reliability of the systems.

He's starting a right turn. He's starting at 2 degrees per second. He'll be increasing that up to about

3 degrees per second, which, as I mentioned, is the standard rate turn. If we turn at these rates at about

60,000 feet, that will keep the Helios well within a 2,000-foot turning radius.

One of the main benefits of reliability is cost. It's a very low-cost way to fly. If your airplane is

reliable, you do less maintenance on it. In our case, the more reliable it is--the longer we can fly. Since

our fuel cost is relatively low, we have a tremendous advantage for low-cost operation.

The reliability for the Helios is achieved in two ways--the first one is simplicity. We like to call that

the ultimate sophistication. The second one is redundancy. Much of these two attributes you can see just

by looking at the airplane. It's simply a flying wing. As you can tell, it has a lot of motors and propellers.

Each of the motor pylons takes about two horsepower and turns it into ten pounds of thrust. Each of

those, in fact, only has one moving part in the pylon. There are no motor brushes. There's no gear box.

There's no active cooling system and there're no radiators to leak. There's no mechanism for variation in

the propeller pitch required. We can just have the motors spin faster or slower as we go faster or slower.

In fact, the throttle is controlled completely electronically and with all solid-state components.

The flight control system also uses nearly all solid-state sensors. All the critical flight sensors are

triply redundant. In fact, the design principle for all these series of unmanned airplanes has been that any

failure required no immediate action and you could return safely home.

You know, even though we use differential thrust to turn the airplane, we can still allow multiple

motors to fail and adequately control the airplane. We're currently using elevators on the trailing edge as

our only moving control surface, but we have 72 elevators that are independently actuated. We could lose
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a dozenof themandstill operatenormally.Not only that,but, we'll bedemonstratingin afew minutesa
modewherewedon't evenneedthoseelevators.We'll beusingthe differencein thethrustbetweenthe
high motorson the tips of the wing and the low motors in the centerof the wing. We'll use those
differentiallyto controlthepitchof theairplaneandtherebyits air speed.Thismeanswecouldthrow all
72elevatorsaway.Sotherewe've achievedanotherlevelof simplicityandanotherlevelof reliability.

We've beendemonstratingsince1995,aself-testsystemthatallowstheautopilotto determineif any
partof theflight-control systemis degradingfor whateverreason.It doesn'tneedto know why. And it
will allow the flight-control systemto reconfigureitself--reconfigure the control laws so it will be
tolerantof afailureof anypartof thesystem.

To describethis to you in layman'sterms,if you've everownedanold carwith worn ball joints or,
evenworseyet, wornkingpin joints, you know that whenyou're driving straightyouhaveto slamthe
steeringwheelbackandforth to keepit going straight.Well, theautopilot canaccountfor that. If the
hingesarewearingor something'sgoingwrongwith thesystem,it canaccountfor that andreconfigure
itself so it takesanewsetof gainsanddoestheequivalentof slammingthesteeringwheelbackandforth
with worn ball joints.

I told youthiswasgoingto beboring,right?Sonobodyshouldbedisappointed.Therealexcitingpart
isjust minutesawaythough.BecauseWyatt, ourpilot, will bedoingsomechecksashecomesout of the
next turn. Andhe'll be readyto go into theM-mode.That meansall theelevatorsarelockedout.At that
point we'll beusingstrictly differential thrustto control the airplane.If you can tell that they're doing
that,you're betterthanI am.

Well, what valuedoesthis airplanehave?If you're a scientist,imaginethat you could monitor the
tropopausepersistentlyover a site, not just for hours or weeksbut monthsat a time. If you're a
meteorologistor an insuranceactuaryor afarmeror acommodityspeculator,imagineif youcouldhave
anairplaneloiter off thewestcoastof Africa watchingstormscomeacross,waiting to seeif oneof them
organizesinto a hurricane,andthenbeingableto continuouslystaywith thathurricaneandtrack it asit
movedacrosstheAtlantic.You couldcontinuouslytakemeasurements,dropdropsondesinto it, sensethe
effluenceoutof it, doall thethingsthatallow themeteorologistto haveamuchmoreaccurateprediction
of its strengthandpath.

In fact, I recentlymet with a Naval meteorologist.He told me that the Navy today can predict,
24 hoursin advance,thepathof a cycloneonly within 110miles,andthat hasnot improvedin the last
decade.The main reasonis that theycannotget a fix on thecenterof a cyclonewithin 50 miles using
satelliteinformation.Until it's developedto a full-fledgedhurricanewith a developedeye they cansee
from above,theyhaveto havesomethingtheycangetin to sensetherotationsoasto figure outwhereit
is.If theycoulddosomethinglike this,theycouldimmediatelycuttheerrorbandof thatpredictionin half.

Imagineif you're a disasterrelief organizationand amassivehurricanedestroysa country in Latin
America. You can't find out the condition of its seaports,its runways,its highways or its cities.
Communicationis wipedout.You can't getapprovalto fly in amilitary airplane.Imaginethatyoucould
launchoneof thesebeauties,here,from theUnitedStates--continentalUnitedStates--fly downandstay
overtheLatin Americancountry,provideall thegeographicalinformationyouneedremotely,andatthe
sametimeevenprovidecommunicationrelaysfor thepeoplethere--therelief teams.A gentlemanfrom
theStateDepartment,Mr. LarryRoeder,will bespeakingattheconferencelater todayandtalking about
thesesortsof operations.



However, the really big payoff for this type of systemis in telecommunications.NASA, in it's
wisdom, createdthe EnvironmentalResearchAircraft and SensorTechnologyprogramnot only to
provide scientific researchvehicles,but to kick-start a commercialU.S. industry for theseremotely
pilotedairplanes.

I've got thewordtheaircraftis in anM-modenow.... Let's seeif wecantell.... They'll belandingin
just afew minutes.

We believethattheHelios is ideally suitedasalow-cost,rapidlydeployableplatform for broadband
andothertelecommunicationsapplications.We alsothink that it couldbeusedto overcomethelastmile
barriersthat faceconventional,terrestrialandspace-basedapproaches.As I saidearlier,becauseof its
slowflight, wecanactprettymuchlike an11-mile-talltower.

Oneof theadvantagesalsois thatwecanprovidelocal frequencyre-use.Becauseweareactinglike a
tower,wecanprovideaimedantennasthatusethesamefrequencyoverandoverandgetmuchmoreuse
from the spectrum.Due to the lower altitudeof Helios versusspacesatellites--we areat 11miles up
insteadof 400 or even25,000milesfor geo-stationarysatellites--lesspower is requiredfor transmitting
andreceiving.Smallerandlowercostcommunicationsequipmentcanbeused,andnetworkperformance
canthenbeimproved.There'salsomuchlesslatencyin thetransmissionbecauseit doesn'thaveto travel
thedistances.

The really uniqueaspectof a stratospheric-platformapproachis that you couldrapidly deploythis
systemandprovideanimmediatecoveragefor atargetarea.Youdon't haveto deployafull constellation
of satellites,for example,to bring in your first customer.You cango intoonemarketat a time.You can
expandthatmarket.You canrelocateit, andyoucanmaintainit. Youcanupgradethesystem.

Anotherreal advantageis that you don't haveto space-qualifyyour hardware.The equipmentthat
youhaveto puton thesatellite--justbecauseyou've got to besureit's goingto last 10or 15years--you
haveto put throughperhaps5yearsof qualification.Thatmeansyou're freezingyour technology5years
beforeyou launchit. With a systemthatyoucanput up into the stratospherelike theseremotelypiloted
aircraft, if you haveaproblemwith your payload,you canbring it backdownandrepair it or youcan
upgradeit. Everysix monthsyoucanhavethelateststateof theart. If youlook atthedifferencein desk-
top computersfrom now andfive yearsago,you geta feel for what that means.You canusethe latest
technologyat the lowestpossiblecostandthebestperformance.

They'll be landingto thesouth,right downherein front of theramp.Do I haveanyquestions?

Question: How much power do I expect to be available to support a science payload?

Ray Morgan: We're nominally aiming at one kilowatt and 100 kilograms for the Helios. But that's

flexible, depending on how we configure the airplane and the mission itself--where the mission will take

place, and things of that nature. So it's variable. But on the average of one kilowatt is what we're

planning.

Ouestion: What would it cost per unit if you produced thousands of these things?

Ray Morgan: We expect the production price of the Helios to be on the order of 3-5 million--depending

on the solar array, which will dominate the purchase price of the airplane. Hopefully it will be around

3 million. It could be higher. But that's our estimate right now, as best we know it.

Question: Would the one kilowatt be the maximum amount of power available?



Ray Morgan: No. The one kilowatt would be an around-the-clock average. You could have peaks much

higher than that. We have up to 40 kilowatts available from the array. For momentary pulses, you could

conceivably give the whole 40 kilowatts to the payload.

Question: What is the wind and turbulence envelope for takeoff and landing?

Ray Morgan: That's a very good question, because obviously this is a slow flyer. You can fide your

bicycle faster than this airplane flies near the ground. And, therefore, we don't take off in strong winds.

And we try not to land in strong winds. Our rule of thumb is that we don't fly with the winds near the

ground over 10 knots at takeoff and landing. However, we have landed in 26-knot winds. There were

26 knots at 500 feet, and we actually flew the landing approach backwards. We landed perfectly okay on

an island in Hawaii with no problem whatsoever. It's all in how we plan it. We use a device called a

SODAR, which our company also makes. It is in a box. And that device will give us the wind vector, over

time, up to about 4,000 feet above the ground. We include that in our planning.

Do we see it here? It's by the edge of the lakebed over there.

But the fact of the matter is that we plan when we launch and recover. When we're flying just a

daytime mission, we launch in the morning. We recover about midnight. Both of those times are in the

diurnal cycle where the winds have died down and the turbulence is low. We also characterize the area

we fly from, and we do that as part of our planning process. Once we get to the Helios where we stay up

for six months at a time, we could launch from--say Las Cruces, New Mexico--and service the world. I

mean if you can stay up six months, it doesn't matter if you take a week to get over there. So you really

have a true hub capability. And when you're staying up six months, you can choose whether you land this

week or next week, so you can avoid any bad weather that comes in. The fact that you're flying for such

a long time--and you have the capability to fly even after something is broken so you can stay up until

you can bring it back--it enhances the ability to get around any weather limitations of the system.

He's down. He landed back behind the guys. He landed pretty much fight on schedule--maybe one

minute late.

Thank you very much on behalf of the crew.

Any other questions?

Question: What are the stall speed and cruise speed?

Ray Morgan: I know it in feet per second. So if you can divide by 1.47 you can get it in miles per hour. It

stalls at about 27 feet per second. Cruise speed is around 32 feet per second. Maximum speed is a little

over 40 feet per second at sea level.

Question: What is the maximum speed at cruise altitude?

Ray Morgan: If we're at 60,000 feet, it's about three and a half times what it is at sea level.

You'll see a dolly be brought up next to the airplane now. This dolly is much like a boat trailer, except

that we have wheels that we can let it move in whatever direction we want to. It's towed behind another

vehicle that has a great big funny-looking fence on it, that's a wind fence--same thing they put around

tennis courts. That helps shield it from the wind while we're towing it. We have ramps we drop down.

The ground crew will roll the airplane up on the ramps and onto the dolly, then will lock it in place. After

it's on that dolly it's quite secure. We can tolerate very high winds in that condition while we're taking it

back to the hangar. Right now, for this display we're in a large hangar that allows us to put the full
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247 feet into it all in one piece. Normally when we fly here we're flying from a hangar that's not that

large, and we actually have a quick disconnect joint in the center of the airplane. We roll the airplane up

to the front of the hangar. Then we disconnect the halves and bring it into the hangar in two halves. When

we go to fly again, we roll it out, and, in 15 or 20 minutes, hook it together, and then go fly. It's the same

thing. Therefore, we can actually operate in quite small hangars. And we have operated in Hawaii with a

portable hangar for a couple of years. That worked just fine. It's quite small. Because it's only long in one

dimension ... so it's like a long string ... you can put a lot of them in a small space.

Question: What is the payload at 60,000 feet?

.Ray Morgan: The payload at 60,000 feet would be on the order of 100 kilograms for the Helios prototype.

We have flown as much as 600 pounds, a little less than 300 kilograms, on this structure--and it's a

performance trade. When we put more weight on there, we could trade off how high we go or whether we

stay up there continuously day or night, or what latitudes we fly at to carry more weight, if we need to.

And for a day mission--the 100,000-foot type mission--if we wanted to load it up, we could still get

600 pounds to about 80,000 feet for awhile.

Question: What is the maximum latitude of operation?

Ray Morgan: In the summertime we can go right up to the pole. In the wintertime, it depends on the cell

efficiency we're flying, mainly. And with the cells that we expect to be available in three years, we're

looking at nominally about a 25-degree maximum wintertime latitude for continuous operations.

But that's expected also to increase gradually, and within ten years we expect to be able to cover most of
the U.S.

Nick Colella: Do you have any plans for satellite links?

Ray Morgan: We don't--for commercial operation. Certainly satellite links could be a piece of what we

could do, both to expand the footprint of a satellite--help punch through with a different frequency if the

satellite's coming down at a high frequency. Because of bandwidth, we can reconvert that and punch it

through at a lower frequency, through the rain. We don't have specific plans in place fight now for a

specific type of satellite link, though.

Duestion: While you're flying it, what does it cost for the ground crew?

Ray Morgan: Once we're deployed with a system, we expect to be able to operate up to ten aircraft with

one pilot monitoring them. Because they're up there like satellites--up there for a very long period of

time. They're completely autonomous. All we need to do is an occasional health check. So we're

forecasting that one pilot could actually operate up to ten aircraft at a time. We would have a ground crew

that would be there when they're cycling the airplanes up and down.

Well, we have about half an hour before the Proteus will be flying. I want to thank all of you very much

for coming out to see this boring exhibition. If you have any questions--you see any of us walking around

here with funny caps and the green shirt, we're part of the AeroVironment team with the added individual

of my boss, Tim Conver, who's in the brown coat fight over here. Feel free to ask us any questions.

John Sharkey: Thank you, Ray. To set the stage for the Proteus flights, I want to introduce Bob
Waldmiller.

Bob Waldmiller: Good morning. In a few minutes you'll see the Proteus aircraft. I'll give you a little

introduction on it before we start the flight demonstration. The Proteus is a unique aircraft, designed as a

high-altitude, long-duration telecommunications relay platform with potential for use on atmospheric-
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samplingandearth-monitoringsciencemissions.It wasdesignedby famedaircraftdesignerBurt Rutan
andbuilt by ScaledCompositesin Mojave, California.Normally flown by two pilots in a pressurized
cabin,theProteusalsohasthe potentialto perform its missionssemi-autonomouslyor flown remotely
from the ground. Burt Rutan initially designed the Proteus to carry an 18-foot-diameter
telecommunicationsantennasystemfor relay of broad-banddataover major cities. His designallows
Proteus,so namedfor the mythical Greekseagod who could changehis appearanceat will, to be
reconfiguredfor avarietyof othermissionssuchasatmosphericresearch,reconnaissance,surveillance,
commercialimaging,andlaunchof smallspacesatellites.

Theaircraft is designedfor extremereliability andlow operatingcosts,andto operate out of general

aviation airports with minimal support. It is designed to structural load requirements of Part 23 of the

Federal Air Regulations for general aviation aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds or less. Proteus features an

unconventional-tandem-wing, twin-boom configuration, with two rear mounted turbofan engines

providing power.

The aircraft features modular construction, including a removable center fuselage barrel that can

carry payload internally or externally in an underbelly pod. Removable tip sections can be added or

removed from the wings to tailor the aerodynamics for various external payloads or for maximum

altitude. The main landing gear is set wide apart, allowing for large, externally mounted payloads to be

carried underneath the fuselage. In addition, smaller payloads can be carried in a variety of locations

throughout the aircraft.

In a few minutes Proteus will be passing through, and we'll start our air show demonstration. It will

be beginning from the south, which is to your right, and I'I1 start the narration at that time. When we're

ready to go, the crew will maneuver the airplane to a position in front of us and initiate a maximum

performance climb.

To achieve its objective of high-altitude flight for long durations, Proteus must climb quickly to the

desired altitude. In its typical mission configuration, Proteus is capable of achieving an initial rate of

climb of over 6,000 feet per minute. The aircraft set two milestones on its 16th flight in February 1999,

when it reached an altitude of 50,000 feet while carrying the operating science imaging payload the

Airborne Real-Time Imaging System known as ARTIS.

The small ARTIS camera was developed by HyperSpectral Sciences under NASA's ERAST Project.

It was operated remotely by the flight crew taking visual and near infrared photos of the California desert

near the Mojave Airport. The system mounted in NASA's designed pod beneath the Proteus fuselage was

later used to take similar near real-time images over Oshkosh, Wisconsin, during the Experimental

Aircraft Association's Air Venture 99 Air Show, with the images displayed on a computer monitor at the

show only moments after they were taken.

Equally important with Proteus' climb performance is its descent performance. The ability to return

from high altitudes quickly, means the ability to turn the airplane around for another mission. Being a

slow-speed airplane, to achieve its mission objectives Proteus has an operational speed limit of 160 knots,

or Mach 0.6 at high altitudes. In the configuration being flown today the limit is 140 knots, or 0.55 Mach
at altitude.

Originally intended for long-duration loiter missions in support of its telecommunications role,

Proteus was designed to fly in a relatively small volume of airspace and at slow speeds. If Proteus were to
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loiter for an extended period of time, it would be flying at 90 to 110 knots. At those speeds the aircraft

could remain aloft for 12 to 14 hours. Let's watch, as Proteus completes a typical loiter maneuver.

Somewhat unique among other manned, high-flying airplanes, Proteus is flown without pressure

suits. In many ways, the Proteus crew cabin is designed more like a space vehicle than an airplane. In that

context, the crew works in a very comfortable shirt sleeve environment, much like the environment on a

space shuttle.

Proteus is being flown today by two of Scaled Composites' most experienced flight crew. The pilot,

Doug Shane, has flown the majority of aircraft produced by Scaled Composites, including a previous

ERAST airplane known as the Raptor. In the right seat is Pete Seebold. Pete developed most of the

autopilot software under the ERAST Program in this airplane. In addition, Pete flew with Mike Melville

to Paris, France, in the very same airplane being flown today. They crossed the Atlantic twice non-stop.

With the ability to operate out of most general aviation airports, Proteus is very neighborly. During this

slow speed fly-by, notice how quiet Proteus sounds.

The flight crew will now conclude the flight demonstration and return for landing on the main base

runway at Edwards Air Force Base. In a short while, Proteus will return to the area for further viewing.

And we can field the questions at this time, to which I'll refer to Burt Rutan, who is somewhere in this

crowd. I'll now turn over the mike to the legendary Burt Rutan.

Burr Rutan: Proteus was developed to perform multiple missions. In addition to telecommunications,

we're looking at using Proteus for airborne early warning as well as reconnaissance. We are presently

working several programs at the concept design level that involve using the Proteus airplane to launch

rockets, both manned and unmanned.

Relative to the flight demo you are about to see, I apologize that you will not see the takeoff from our

vantage point. When we practice this air show at Mojave, you get to see the airplane take off and land

right in front of you. The takeoff demo is important because the airplane has a unique landing gear

system. I'll describe it and that may be helpful. An airplane that has a low wing loading, which an

airplane must have for good loiter capability, also is an airplane that is more subjected to the hazards of

landing when you have gusty crosswinds. The normal way to solve that is to remove wing lift at

touchdown by putting up spoilers. When you land on an airliner, you'll notice that the wing spoilers come

up so that the airplane can plant itself more firmly on a runway. Proteus has a tricycle landing gear that is

really [a] "three mains" landing gear. It doesn't roll along, rotate and then lift off like a conventional

airplane. Its center of gravity is well forward of the main landing gear. So Proteus sits nose down on the

landing gear. It flies off the runway at that attitude. When the pilot pulls back on the stick he deploys his

canard elevator, which doubles as a full-span slotted flap on the front wing. During the takeoff roll, at a

speed when the airplane can lift off in the nose-down attitude, it lifts off, and then can immediately climb.

For landing, it can touchdown at a nose-up attitude. As soon as touchdown occurs, the airplane falls onto

the forward main gear, and then the pilots can push the stick forward, which depresses the lift of the

entire front wing such that once the airplane lands, without slowing down even a knot and without putting

up any spoilers, it places the majority of the weight on the wheels instead of on the wings. That's kind of

a unique design feature that allowed us to have an airplane very simple without littering the wings with

spoilers, and yet able to have an airplane with a very light wing loading to go out and land in very gusty

conditions. A continuous-presence mission for the telecommunications or for airborne early warning

requires that the airplane must fly, even in bad conditions.
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Doesanyonehaveanyquestions?Theceiling with theFJ44enginesis thequestion.Our basicissues
with the operationof the FJ44 at high altitudesare not just altitudes;they're also the lower Mach
numbers.We loiter bestat around0.45Machnumber,belowthenormaloperatingspeedof theengines,
which is 0.5 Mach numberat altitudesabove50,000to 55,000feet. The engineson Proteusare not
standardFJ44-2s.They'vebeenmodified to havebettersurgemarginsat the lower speedsand high
altitudes.We expectto be ableto operatethemup to about 65,000feet. The Proteuscan extendits
wingtips.Theairplaneis structurallybuilt to allowbolt-onwingtip extensions.Whenwehavea needto
govery high--for example,to goup andsniff ozoneathigheraltitudes--we canbolt wingtipextensions
on thecanardandthebackwing andgo higherthanwecangowithout them.TheProteusairplanedoes
havea limit, like theU-2, wherethecritical Machnumberandstall cometogether.However,wedon't
approachthat becausewe're thrust-limitedto lower altitudes.The engineswere selectedfor minimum
operatingcostfor thecontinuouspresencemission.Unlike theU-2, theairplaneis underpoweredsothat
it doesnot haveenoughthrustto get it up to the altitudewherethe stall speedandour critical Mach
numbercometogether.If wehadmorethrustwecouldfly it above70,000feet.

Answer to anothcr question about the pod: That pod is built for Raytheon, which is working on a

telecommunications payload. Currently its payload is spec'd at 1,800 pounds and 23 kilowatts for

continuous use. The airplane is structurally designed to carry a lot more payload--as heavy as

6,800 pounds. However, with a 6,800-pound payload, we don't carry the full fuel load.

Ouestion: What is the flight endurance if it's remotely piloted without a crew?

Bort Rutan: Well, the airplane can carry as much as 8,000 pounds of fuel. A flight crew of 400 pounds

isn't a large percentage of that, so it's roughly the same. The airplane's telecommunication missions will

be run using 5,000 pounds of fuel at up to 14 hours. The airplane can be flown as long as 20 hours, if it's

flown at its best altitude and loiter speed.

Question: What is the turn radius?

Burt Rutan: You saw a relatively small turn out here at low altitude. As we go higher, we are limited to

roughly the same indicated air speeds, but our true air speeds are much more. The issue on turn radius for

the telecommunications mission involves what you lose in altitude capability by staying in a tighter turn,

and also that is exacerbated by winds. For example, if the winds are 100 knots, the airplane has to bank as

much as 30 degrees when it's in a 6- or 7-nautical-mile-diameter circle. If we bank more than that, then

we put portions of the airplane in the field of view for the sensors. So we believe we'll be limited to
somewhere around 6-nautical-miles-diameter for the telecommunications missions to be able to deal with

the performance, which we lose by higher bank angles, and also the field-of-view that we lose by banking

more steeply. The reason that the airplane is tandem-wing and the reason that it has this strange-looking

aft-wing dihedral is a field-of-view-for-telecommunications design issue. A reconnaissance airplane can

be designed to look only out to the side or only down. But the telecommunications requirement for the

airplane as it's orbiting was that we needed to look continuously at all azimuths and the lower hemisphere

up to about 10 or 15 degrees below the horizon. We had to look all the way around continuously without

the airplane being in the way. That was a very difficult thing to do. It makes an airplane have to have a tall

landing gear with the antenna below. And, again, when the winds are blowing 100 knots, you have to

bank more. The Proteus has a relatively large dihedral for most of the span. The fuel is in that portion of

the wing where the ailerons, flight controls and other systems are located. But the portion of the wing

that's turned down outboard of that to give the airplane the proper aerodynamic dihedral effect--that

portion has no systems, no metal--it's just very light basic structure, almost like a radome. So Proteus has

a dielectric left wing and a carbon fiber graphite right wing. Where the wing makes this transition, this

curve--even though that wing spar is made in one operation--the materials transition from graphite to
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fiberglass.That waywe havea dielectricwing that'sin theway at thehigherbank angleswhenwe're
looking thatdirectionandwhenwe'returningleft.

Another question, about the turnaround time between flights: The Proteus can be turned around very

much like a business jet. It has commercial-business-jet-like systems. The airplane can be pre-flighted,

fueled, and turned around within an hour. In general, though, on a continuous presence mission there's a

longer post-flight and pre-flight, and generally we're planning on an airplane being on the ground for at
least three hours before it's turned around for another mission.

Another question abgut pressure suits: We plan to use pressure suits in our development. That's what's

been limiting us to 50,000 feet now. We cheated a little bit. We went up to 51. But, in general, we don't

plan to take the airplane up to its high-altitude capabilities until we have pressure suits. That's an item that

NASA has been helping us with in terms of borrowing pressure suits. Our program right now is not

funded by a large customer, and we're on a shoestring, as it were, now. We've been very appreciative of

the help that we've been getting on the pressure-suit support. The airplane is not intended to have pressure

suits, though, for operational missions. It needs to be a shirtsleeve environment for the continuous-

presence mission when you're up there all day. You don't want to be sitting upright in a pressure suit like

you are in a U-2, because the fatigue factor on those flights is just horrible. Operationally, the airplane

will be operating above 50,000 feet. We just want the pressure suits the first times that we go up there

until we demonstrate and prove the various failure modes of the pressurization system. We have built and

tested-to-failure a pressurized cabin of Proteus that's identical to the airplane. We've shown large margins

over what we would need to certify the pressure vessel. Structurally, we're in very good shape. It's just

that until the first time we go up there, we're unable to test the pressurization at the flight loads and at the

flight temperatures. When we go up there the first time with a flight crew, we go up to an altitude in

which the crew would die if the structure fails. We want to have pressure suits when we go up there

because we will be exposing the airplane not just to the pressure but also to the flight loads and the very

low temperatures.

Question: Are there plans for more than one vehicle?

Burt Rutan: We have put out bids for several applications that require several airplanes. We have also bid

to Angel Technologies a fixed firm price to build 100 airplanes. We're very interested in building

additional small numbers of airplanes--research airplanes like this one--and we're also, of course,

interested in a production run that would kick off a full certification program.
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FORMAL ADDRESSES

Vi_l_oria Regenie: Welcome to our next session on the formal addresses. My name is Vicki Regenie, and

I'm the Flight Research Program Manager at the Dryden Flight Research Center.

I have the honor to introduce Mr. Rich Christiansen. He's the Director of Programs at NASA's

Aerospace Technology Enterprise. He has been a major instigator in the whole ERAST Program. He was

there helping it get started at the very beginning, which is one of the reasons he's speaking today. In his

job as the Director for Programs, he's responsible for the strategic management of all the Enterprise

programs being planned and conducted for the aeronautics and space transportation goals. He leads the

Headquarters and the Center program management staff in formulation, advocacy, and assessment of

basic and focused research and technology programs. These span R&D from fundamental research to

flight demonstrations of advanced systems. And we go anywhere from the low-speed regime, as you've

seen with the ERAST aircraft, to low-cost access-to-space vehicles.

Before he was in this job, Rich was Division Director or Program Manager in several organizations.

He was also Acting Associate Administrator for the Aeronautics and Space Transportation Technology

Enterprise and has received the NASA Outstanding Leadership medal. In 1998 Rich was awarded the

Presidential rank of Meritorious Executive for his superior accomplishments in program management

since becoming a Senior Executive Service individual. His past--He worked for the Ames Research

Center conducting system analysis and large scale aerodynamic and propulsion wind-tunnel tests. Before

that he came to NASA from General Dynamics, where he came from California State Polytechnic

University in Pomona, California. I'd like to welcome Rich.

Rich Christiansen: Thank you, Vicki. Welcome. This is an amazing turnout. It was a great day out there.

I've been supporting flight programs out here at Dryden now for about 15 years. Every time I get to come

out and enjoy the opportunity of seeing a flight it kind of makes me giddy. So if you feel me wandering

off a bit and sounding a little nervous, it's because today was a great day--two birds up, two birds down.

Can't be better than that.

I do want to thank all of you for coming out here. There were 275 people who signed up this morning.

And I think most of you are all still here. We have people from various government agencies besides

NASA: many people from industry, both those who are part of the program in developing this capability

to supply aircraft that can go into commercial ventures as well as people from the business end--those

that would use these capabilities to create new businesses. We've also had the press there this morning

and some here now. You haven't seen them, but we also have an important component of this. There are

about 80 school kids here participating in a separate program that's all part of beginning to learn and

enjoy the experience of flight. So perhaps sometime during the day you'll run into them. It's always been

amazing to me to see the faces brighten up when they see things like we do in this program in ERAST--

things that are unusual and different and unique and exciting.

I'm going to go through a little bit of introduction of why we're here today and then talk about how

we got here, and in the end wrap up with some comments of where we think we may be heading in the

near future.

This exclusive preview of the various remotely piloted aircraft is the work of a group of people

formed under what is called the ERAST Alliance. ERAST stands for Environmental Research Aircraft

and Sensor Technology. The alliance itself, again, refers to individuals both in industry and in

government and from academia and all around who have formed this unique partnership to develop this
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extraordinaryclassof aircraftthatyouseeheretoday.Thismonth,October,markstheERASTAlliance's
fifth anniversary.We've beenworkingagreatdealin theworldof R&D upuntil todayin trying to create
thecapabilitiescollaborativelysothatin theendthesetypesof aircraftcanbeput intousefuloccupations.

I wastalking with JennyBaer-Riedhardt,who helpedmeput this thing togetherall thatwhile back.
We werecommentingonhow this is kind of like graduationfrom high schoolfor the kids.Sowe're all
kind of excitedto seethishappeningandinterestedin what'sgoingto everbecomeof them.That'sreally
what todayis about.Someof theconceptsarequitemature.Thereasonfor this previewis to makesure
that manyof you canseethe demonstrationsandrecognizethat the fine prototypeswe havehereare
proving that thesetype of capabilitiesare availableand they're ready for business.I think it was
mentionedearlier--readyfor businessis thethemefor thisevent.

Many of you representtheprospectivecustomersfrom manydiversefields of applicationthatcould
usehigh-altitudeaircraft asmeansto eitherreplaceor supportconventionalsystemssuchassatellites,
whetherit befor telecommunicationsor other typesof observingactivities.We don't pretendto foresee
all thepotential useshere.But certainly I think theaudiencerepresentedherewill bring a lot of keen
ideas,notonly with regardto sciencebutothertypesof commercialoperations.I hopethroughthecourse
of theday,goingthroughthevarioussessionsandforumsandtalkingto a lot of the individuals,thateach
of youwill activelyparticipate,both in askingquestionsandseekingguidance.I hopethoseof you who
arehereprovidingthecapabilitieshavegotyour salescardsoutandreadyto work from thebusinessend.

A little bit of background:I think I talkedaboutmy participationin gettingthis off thegroundabout
five yearsago. But the journey to this point actually, for myself, beganabout ten years ago. At
Headquarterswehadbeenconductinga setof studiesto look at thepossibility andthe marketandthe
potentialbenefitof technologythathadbeendevelopedoverthepast20yearsto seeif thetimewasright
for supersonictransportsto be broughtback into the picture.Of course,the experiencewith the SST
programof the '60's and '70's showedus that environmentalconditions and factors need to be
consideredfirst.

It was also during this time frame that researchwas being conductedby various atmospheric
scientistswhowerebeginningto find evidencethat man-madeemissionscouldeffect theatmosphereon
a global scale.So we really wantedto get seriousaboutunderstandingwhat was going on and, in
particular,for supersonictransportsthat do want to fly in the upperatmosphereor the stratosphere--
becauseit is anareaof ourskythatisparticularlysensitiveto whatgoesonin it. However,in theanalysis
of variouscomputercodesand trying to gleansome information from satellites,we found that the
uncertaintyin thedatadid notgive usagreatdealof confidenceto fully predictwhethertheeffectswere
long-lastingor, in fact,entirelydetrimental.And sothequestbeganto look athow dowe gainbetterdata
from thehigheraltitudesin orderto improvethecodesandbettervalidatethesatelliteinformation.

Soatthattime--again, thiswasabouttenyearsago---Icameout to Drydenandtalkedto someof the
folks aboutwhatwe coulddo. And, of course,we sortof got in thecar and drovedown to Lockheed
SkunkWorks becauseof its heritagewith U-2's andthe ER-2's that werebeingoperatedby NASA's
AmesResearchCenterjust northof here.After consultation,while it lookedfeasibleto dosomethingthat
would get added altitude beyond the current capability, at the time the costs just didn't justify
themselves--pluswe reallycouldn't affordthelossor theuseof anyof theaircraft thatwehad,to doany
of themodifications.
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Sowelookedfor other venues. It also turned out at the time the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA) was involved with Boeing developing the high-altitude, autonomous platform called

Condor, and we began some dialogues with them. But even there, the costs to add the capability that we

were looking at--the much higher altitudes--were a little bit out of boundaries for the benefit that we

thought we would get and, in particular, since they were in the course of development, we couldn't

impact their schedule. So instead, at that time, we decided to wait, let the computer models improve, and

have the Earth science folks get more satellite data and get other activities going--and while they were at

it, being able to use the current platforms to better improve certainly the prediction capability at lower

altitudes. So we postponed that for awhile.

Then shortly after Dan Goldin arrived at NASA, a lot of things changed. We went into high gear in

many places, and this was certainly no exception. I won't say that it happened overnight, but it did

happen over a weekend. Dan took a great deal of interest, not only because there were folks within NASA

talking to him about things that he'd asked about, where can we build some new excitement, explore new

frontiers and create new capabilities--but he'd also been taking advice from many people outside of the

agency. Many of you, I think, were involved in some of those early discussions.

Funding was identified. We were charged with the responsibility of creating a robotic aircraft

capability that NASA could use to obtain stratospheric data. Now, all that happened very quickly. But

with that decided, the most interesting debate left to us was what to call this new program. I had offered

up an idea that I'd toyed with earlier--the High Altitude Research Program or HARP--had logo sketches

with planes flying with angels in the sky, playing the harp and all that. For whatever reason, that idea was
turned down. And after several iterations, Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology

became the name. The name was important, because it added a very important idea to what we were

about--that the job is not just to fly at altitude, but it's also to carry sensors to do a mission. The sensors

that were available at the time were seriously overweight for what we needed to do. So the ERAST

Program started off looking at both complimentary technology activities to not only create the aircraft

capability but to help bring the weight of the instruments down. It was the only way we could see how we

might get to our goal of 100,000 feet. You may not immediately appreciate the tremendous task of

making an aircraft capable of flying in this environment where the air is very thin.

I think folks, this morning--Burt Rutan, in particular, and I know Ray Morgan can speak much more

eloquently about the technical issues--about flying at these altitudes. I'll say it very simply, though, that

the problems of control and propulsion at these altitudes are quite daunting. Of course, there are aircraft

that do fly at those altitudes. The SR-71, for example, routinely flew at these very high altitudes. But it

does it by flying very fast. At these speeds, the shock wave that's created whenever you stick a probe out

to gather air samples--that shock wave actually changes the character and nature of the air you're trying

to gather and basically makes the data--I won't say not useful--but it adds so much uncertainty in trying
to back-calculate what the air was before it went through the shock that it didn't help improving our

confidence in reducing uncertainty. So we didn't venture that way.

But not only do we have to go high; we have to go slow as well. In fact, some scientists were

suggesting that we just stop. That would greatly improve our chances of gathering good samples of air.

Well, going high and slow--you need either a lot of wing area for very little weight--and this morning

the discussion was about, low wing-loading--or you need something that has a lot of thrust. Well, to be

able to provide a lot of thrust at those altitudes you need either big engines or perhaps rockets. Well, big

engines and rockets moving slowly are going to put emissions out into the very atmosphere that you're

trying to get pristine measurements of. So that really wasn't a choice that we could make. The only thing
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left to uswasbuild big wingsandlosea lot of weight.We thoughtaboutaskingthepilots to goonsome
ratherseverediets.But evenin theendwhenwe lookedatit andcountedup thepoundswe felt that still
wasn't feasible.Sowedroppedthepilots.While wedid that,weaddedagreatdealof complexity to our
problem,asyoumight understand.Roboticaircraftstill havea greatdealof work in trying to makesure
that--whether theautonomouspartor thesemi-autonomouswherepilots areon theground--flying can
be feasibleand very reliable.And that wassomethingthat we neededto focuson very early in the
formationof theERASTactivity.

Anyway,we've gota program.We've got aname.And we've gota veryseriouschallengeof trying
to makeit happen.So again,I cameout to Dryden, asmanyof you know readinghistory books and
whatnot--out to thissite,wherebothNASA andtheAir Force(andmanyothers)havetakengreatstrides
in aircraft development.Altogetherwe askedourselveshow andwho in this countrycan get this job
done,andhow canwe do it in the shortestpossibletime framewith a quitemodestbudget.The list of
possibilitieswasactuallyquiteshort.

That's when we kind of createdthis idea that what we really neededto do wascreatea kind of
stratosphericdreamteam,pulling togethera handfulof brilliant experimentalaircraftmanufacturersthat
were already beginning to look at solving these problems--not with NASA but with various
organizationswithin DoD. And sothatbecameourchallengeto createthisand,in essence,gooutandtry
to adoptthe existingkids that wereout thereandbring theminto ourhome.Thefour small businesses
that were part of the effort areAeroVironment,Aurora Flight Sciences,GeneralAtomics, and Scaled
Composites.I'm sureyou've readaboutthemandyou've seenthevariousthings--whetherin thepress
or, at leastfor today,certainly,to beableto go out andseein reallife what they'vedone.This teamhas
grown togetherover time since the beginning.I'll talk a little bit more about someof the specific
partnershipslater.

We're veryproudaboutthe accomplishmentsthat we've madein ERAST.We've workedvery hard
to producecutting-edge-technologyresults,whetherbringingafew of thestaff from within theagencyto
focus on particular problemsand certainly within thesesmall, highly skilled companies--bringing
togetherthetalentsthattheyhave.We think thatERASThasproduceda greatdealmorethansimilarly
fundedprogramsin otheragencies--inparticularfocusingon theunpilotedaircraftdevelopment.How
did we do it? We looked at new ways of doing things.We tried to breakthe old barriers in strict
contractingand specifyingrequirements.We tried to find waysof doingmorewith less.At the same
time,we alsowantedto makesurethattherewassomethingin it for thepartners.The fact that wewere
opento promotingtheirpotentialcommercialbenefitsfor thesesystemswasanimportantelement.

Thepartabouttrying to designsomethingnew--somethingthatwehadn't donebefore,atleaston the
scaleof this program--it took a greatleapof faith and alot of visionarymanagementto try to explore
newwaysof doingbusiness,newregulations,newrulesfor how wewouldoperateUAVs andnewways
for actuallyconductingbusiness.Jenny,whomI mentionedearlierwasthefirst ProgramManagerhereat
Dryden.I give her a greatdealof credit,and alsoa greatdealof credit to the professionalswho have
followed Jenny in recentyears,for finding thoseways of doing it, working with the companiesand
universities,andreally gelthis to a finely honedteamthat is verymotivated--not just to helpus doour
job, but alsomotivatedfor their own purposes.I hopein theend that a lot of whatwe've built hereis
going to leadto a greatdealof businessin thefuture, andin doingsoprovidea greatdealof thesupport
andresourcesthatwecanthenusebytakingadvantageof thefact thattherearemarketsout therelargely
responsiblefor supportingthecontinueddevelopmentandoperationof thesevehicles,andthat we can
takeadvantageof thatin havinglower-costoperationsto doourscience.
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As I said,ERAST hasadoptedquiteafewplanes.And I thinkcertainlywe've workedveryhardwith
five of them. Threehavealreadyflown above60,000feet. In fact, the ERAST Programhas setthree
world altituderecords,particularly usingthe solar poweredPathfinder--thepredecessorto the Helios
that you sawtoday,which flew to anamazing82,000feet.That's the highestflight for anypropeller-
drivenaircraft.

Besidesaltitude,thereareothergoalsfor the ERASTProgram.Oneis long-durationflight. And we
heardaboutthediscussionsof thatthismorning--looking anywherefrom 12hoursat veryhighaltitudes
to asmuchas6 monthsat moremoderatealtitudes.We alsoneedto workwith theaviationauthoritiesto
clearthepathfor regularrobotic aircraftoperationsin civil air space.In particular,anERAST member,
GlenWitt, who's a formerFAA official, is working togetherwith the University of New Mexico to
establishaflight testrangefor thisvery importantdevelopment.

Finally, wedon't know whatelsecanbedone.But certainlytheideais to promotenotonly theneeds
of NASA's sciencemissions,butalsoto try to do whatwecanto fosterthecommercializationcapability
within thedomesticaircraftindustry.And thiseventtodayshouldmakeit clearthatweareseriousabout
helping thesecompaniesdevelopthe technologyand developthe capabilitiesthat will allow themto
createproductsthat areusedin many,manyways. At the sametime, we canonly go so far. Private
interests,suchasthoseof you representedhere,musthelppick up theslackandcarryusthenext steps.
We're not going to abandontheprogram.But we think that a greatdealmore ideasandinfluence(and
influencere: money)needsto comein to helpguideusinto working thatway.Eventslike this aregoing
to helpthattwo-wayexchangewherewecantalk aboutthat.

Lastly,oneof thethingsthat--I won't saywe've necessarilypioneered--butanimportantelementin
doing somethingnew and bold and amazingsuchas we were trying to accomplishin the ERAST
Programgaveustheopportunityto addavery importantpartto whatweshouldalsobedoing,andthat is
focusingondevelopingthepioneersof thefuture.You'll heara lot moreaboutthatwhenMariannetalks
aboutit. But I've personallycommittedmyself not only to addingresourcesto bring the education
componentthat aprogramlike this canbring to bearbut alsoto bring it out to students,whetherthey're
highschoolor sixthgradeor whatever.But this is anothervery importantthingthatwecando.

I mentionedthatI'd coverpartnerships.The rosterof ERASTpartnershasgrownover thefive years.
Thefour original aircraftmanufacturersstill makeup thecoreteam.But 28otherentitieshaveall come
togetherto work in this activity.Their contributionshavebeenall theway from very fundamental,such
as thermomechanicalsystems,developmentof double and triple turbochargedenginesto supportive
activitiessuchasUniversityof Hawaii's helpwith someof theflight teststhatwehadwithPathfinderout
on Kauai.

Comingtogetheris notbad.I'll tell you thatthesecompaniesareindeedseriouscompetitorsaswell.
When we began,in fact, most of the companieswere quite apprehensiveaboutgetting togetherand
sharingthewealthandworkingcloselytogether.But I thinkovertime andwith a lot of work--and I owe
thatto a groupof lawyersthat wehadworkingwith thosedelicatenegotiations--thecompanyAmTech,
thathadworkedwith NASA beforein trying to facilitateotherbusinesses,did anamazingjob working
with eachgroupwith NASA andnegotiatingthebestpossibleof all deals.

Along the way, the alliance has also formed relationshipswith many others, particularly the
Departmentof Energy, where we had a sharedsciencecampaignlast summer--again looking at
gatheringinformationaboutglobal warmingandtheenergybalancethatwehavehereonEarth.ERAST
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hasalsoworkedcooperativelywith theU.S.ForestService.Another area that you're going to hear much

more about is with the U.S. State Department, looking at disaster management.

We're looking forward to forging even newer and greater partnerships with other prospective users of

the type of vehicles that ERAST can produce, whether these partnerships are with other agencies,

universities, or for-profit organizations. I think we need to continue increasing the partnership to explore

the value of these aircraft for any scientific, civil or commercial applications.

For the future, we do have plans to still try to conquer the 100,000-foot goal. We have started in

earnest putting together the technology requirements and the needs and the supplies that we would have

to make Helios the aircraft that tries to achieve that goal in 2002. Along the way not only do we need

solar cells, but we need a more efficient energy storage system, not only to help support the high altitude

goal but also to support the long endurance. We're very actively pursuing development of a regenerative

fuel cell that will be very small, very lightweight, and allow us the ability to stay on station for months.

At the same time, we'll continue to pursue flight tests and engineering tests so that we can ensure that

the reliability continues to be improved and that the safety of these vehicles is well understood, further

maturing their capability so that when you pick them up and you use them you know they're going to be

there to do your job.

We'll also continue to support the science payload mission development. Again, in the end, NASA

still has a great desire to use these platforms to conduct science. I think you'll hear a little bit more this

afternoon about some of the plans that we have with the Earth Science Enterprise, preparing to put NASA

research announcements out, inviting bids and solicitations for conducting missions using these kind of

platforms. I hope there are some of you out there who are looking forward to or are interested in making

those proposals. Because this was a day that was set up for you as well, to come out and meet the people

that you could work with and include many of these concepts in your proposal.

We're still not certain how far we're going to go with this. Again, we're going to try to support the

development and nurturing of the technology and the capability for as long as we can, in order that we

can get that capability to support the Earth science. We've laid out a plan for another five years. But,

again, a lot of that is going to be very dependent on when that precise time is that this market that we

think will blossom actually does blossom. I keep going back to a 1992 EIA--Electronic Industries

Association--report where the claim at the time--and I know because I used this a great deal in my

advocacy of this program--that if we could create this capability by the end of the century, it will be a

billion dollar business. Well, if we're going to get there in the next few months, we've got a lot of work to

do. But I think the ideas behind their estimates are still out there. I think all we need to do is step up and

take the chance. As many of you know, business is about taking chances. I encourage you to do that. And

we'll help as far as we can in order to support the needs of the agency. So hopefully there's a mutual

advantage to doing that.

Anyway, that's what today is about. I hope for yourselves--I know it is for me already--a successful

event. I hope that through the course of the discussions later on this morning and this afternoon that

you'll find more stimulating answers and find a great deal more enthusiasm about what we think can be

done. On behalf of NASA and the ERAST alliance, I'd like to thank you all for coming. I'd especially

like to thank the numerous presenters who are going to be here and have generously agreed to testify to

their interests in these aircraft and the needs that they see ahead. I hope you'll enjoy the presentations

throughout the remainder of the day.
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Next, I'd like to invite Karenup from AmTech--again,anotherjob of facilitating what we do here

and there--to introduce Larry Roeder, who's the next speaker from the State Department.

Karen Risa Robbins: Thank you, Rich. I think you can tell he's the godfather of this program. It's my

pleasure to introduce to you Larry Roeder, from the U.S. Department of State. Larry is a Senior Policy

Advisor, and joined the State Department in that capacity in 1995. That was after he had many years of

work in peacekeeping, in crisis management, and in economic sanctions.

Larry has a very extended and interesting bio. I picked out a couple of items that were particularly of

interest to me that I wanted to share with you. It's fascinating to know that he was one of the chief

negotiators on the Iran hostage team. He is today, the lead for the United States Government in the

development of the International Global Disaster Information Network called GDIN. You will hear much

about that in his upcoming presentation. It's interesting to note also that in that capacity he recently

negotiated the Tampere Convention, which provides for emergency telecommunications in the context of

disasters. What it does is to remove barriers to providing telecom assistance across national boundaries

during emergency circumstances. Let me bring Larry up then.

Global Disaster Information Network

(GDIN)
and

The NASA ERAST Program

Larry W. Roeder, Jr.

United States Department of State

Iroeder@hotmail.com

_.. October 13, 1999 ._/

Larry Roeder: Thanks, Karen. Good morning. Thanks for offering me the distinct honor to be with you

today. This is really hallowed ground for me. I' ve been following NASA and all of your accomplishments

for so many years. To be where the right stuff exists is fabulous.

The NASA ERAST Program is, in the view of the State Department, an American crown jewel,

which brings great credit to the Congressional delegations from Hawaii, West Virginia and California

and, of course, to our late friend, Congressman Brown. The program also reflects well on NASA and on

America's industry as a whole. For without industry and its synergy, there would be no NASA. The

Department of State has been on a journey with NASA in search of innovative approaches to disaster

management, which is what I want to talk about today. What we have discovered is that ERAST is clearly
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on the right track to do that and alsoto developcommerciallyvaluableproducts.In addition,NASA
ERASTwork is essentialto theeconomyof thewholecountry.In fact,NASA ERASToffersenormous
hopeto theworld economyandto my specialfield of crisismanagement.

WhenI wasborn in Lebanon,a neighborhoodnearbywasdestroyedby civil unrest.Betweenthen
andwhenI waseight, theagemy sonis now, I lived througha civil war in onecountry,an invasionin
another,a forcedevacuationunderfire acrossthehostiledesertat night. I also survivedanearthquake
anda locustinfestation.I wasalmostshot in Cuba.Once,while seriouslyill, I hadto be transportedby
bailey-seatbetweenships in the Mediterranean,and ! had to make an emergencylanding. So my
introductionto crisis managementcameratherearly--all of that by the time I waseight yearsold. I
wantedto find solutions.I provide thoseanecdotesbecausemy son is eight, and the world that he is
growinginto is moredangerousthantheoneI wasborninto.

NASA hasalwaysbeenAmerica'sgreatinnovator.ERASTsolutions,for all of ustodayandthoseof
industryin general,canchangethe dangerousworld I just spokeof just assurely asNeil Armstrong
changedtheworld of my youthwith hiswalkon themoon.Todaywehavejust asmanyconflictsaswhen
I wasa kid, perhapsmore.In addition,wehavea rise in thenumberof naturaldisastersandtheir costs.
Takehurricanes--liketheonethat recentlydevastatedNorth Carolina.On average,tenhurricanesform
in the Atlantic and the Caribbeanevery year.A third hit U.S. territory. And while our fatalities and
injuriesaredeclining,thanksto improvedearlywarningpreparednessdueto FEMA, NOAA, NASA, the
U.S. GeologicalSurvey and others,economic lossesare skyrocketing.A major hurricanehas the
potentialfor morethan$30billion in lossesto theU.S.economy---onehurricane.Thepoint is thatthese
stormscouldrenderinsolventathirdof theU.S. insuranceindustry.

A driving factorbehindincreasinglossesis populationgrowthin disaster-proneregions.In theUnited
Statesalone,thecoastlineshaveseenanannualgrowthrateof threeto four percent.Peoplearemovingin
thedirectionof danger.That populationtranslatesinto enormouscapitalrisks.With peoplecomehomes,
bridges,buildings,all mannerof infrastructure,all mannerof risk. As aresult,in theUnitedStatesweare
losingabillion dollarsaweekto naturaldisasters.

Now think of the restof the world wherethereis lessinfrastructure.The annuallossesto theworld

addup to nearlyhalf a trillion dollarsa year.Kobealonecostover 150billion dollars.If wehadarepeat
of the 1906SanFranciscoearthquakeor the 1857Los Angeles earthquake, $200 million right there. If

Tokyo was hit again as it was in 1923, there would be a cost of one trillion dollars in that one incident.

And think of the lives. What would happen if a liquid petroleum gas tanker exploded in Istanbul. That

could happen. The recent event in China killed 240,000 people--the earthquake. Some reports suggest

750,000. Even more frightening is that many of these events happen where there is no infrastructure. This

is a picture of a mud hut that I took a few weeks ago on the border of Sudan. These people have no

insurance, no early warning, no infrastructure at all. They need us desperately. The bottom line is that

natural disasters are systemic risks to world societies. Events triggering a chain of events that cripples the

society and where repairs can't be made in the short term without incurring very considerable costs.

These disasters hurt every sector--health, transport, energy, water, telecommunications and, of course,

the environment.
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WhatI do is crisis management. And I will tell you that managing this new class of risks constitutes a

critical, dual challenge for governments and the business community--one that will only grow in the next

millennium. So my speech is really a call for unity--the dividing line between the responsibilities of the

market and those of government must be re-examined. We must share the tasks and responsibilities

among individuals, academia, business, governments, the volunteer agencies and, of course, the

international community--just as ERAST has done. We must do this because of a growing

interdependence and complexity of society and because of the nature of these new systemic risks. In other

words, we must be partners--not competitors. And, again, ERAST is the model for all of us.

Now my current job in the State Department derives from the Rwanda crisis in 1995. We realized that

international disaster managers were not talking together as well as they might. Disaster information was

not flowing smoothly. So we developed specially designed products such as relief web. This was the first

international website that focused on disasters where the United Nations has been asked to play a role.

It's been endorsed by the entire United Nations General Assembly. At the time, in 1995, the Internet was

a fairly new product for those of us who do disaster management.
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Anotherproductunderdevelopmentnow is GDIN--the GlobalDisasterInformation Network, an
internationalpartnershipbegunby the United Statesand on the international side led by the State
DepartmentandAID to convinceall sectorsto sharedisasterinformationfrom all sourcesat the lowest
possiblecost.A big partcenterson theuseanddistributionof remotesensinginformation.Fromocean
sensorslike weuseto predictEl Nifio, groundcenterslike weusefor earthquakesandvolcanoesand,of
course,overheadfrom satellitesandairplanes.Now whywill wedo this. This is onereason.This picture
of malnutrition wasgiven to me a few weeksago,again,on the borderof Sudan,by an Irish relief
organizationnamedGOAL.
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Now let me explain how GDIN, this partnership, will help us help that problem and other disaster

related problems. Two stories--one a response story, one a mitigation story from 1996. In December of

that year I received an e-mail message from Nairobi saying that a volcano had just erupted in Virunga

National Park in the former Zaire. Right below the volcano was a series of refugee camps. There was a

real fear that lava would come down and wipe out thousands of people. There were also refugees along

one slope. Well, they said, give me satellite imagery. I was looking, at the time, at a photograph about this

big taken by commercial satellite some weeks earlier. I thought, if I try to e-mail that to East Africa, it will

take about three years to get there. So instead I found a satellite that day that happened to have the right

sensors, and I had the information converted into what we might call a derived product--a map about this

large in black and white showing the contours of the volcano, lava flow, vents, that sort of thing. And we

used it within eight hours to save people's lives. That's the right information, right format, and the right

amount of time to save people. But what if I wasn't there that day? And even if I was there, what if there

wasn't a satellite? You can't move a satellite to a disaster--not very easily. It's very expensive. But we

could move an ERAST platform to that volcano--something Mexico wants to do. You know about

Popocatdpetl south of Mexico City--a semi-active volcano--and other volcanoes that straddle Mexico.

They would like to have your platforms, and particularly Helios, going along the various volcanoes,

looking down the calderas at the dome to give us better prediction of when they might erupt.

Mitigation in 1996--a story from California, from Mendocino, California. There was a major forest

fire. Burned off trees, shrubs. We had to replant. Harsh winter rains were coming. What were we going to

do. Well, what we did was, for the first time we fused together information from a wide variety of

satellite platforms, both military and civil--hadn't done that before--as well as information from

airplanes, park rangers, feeding information, historical data. We created a model which told us not only

what to grow and where to grow it but how much to grow. As a result of that, we saved $250 million in

reduced vegetation at replanting. Just think. If we could take that example and a more effective response

example using your technology to the developing world--Albania, Honduras, E1 Salvador where there's
so much deforestation.

Disaster mitigation is not cheap. It requires information and money. No one says your systems are

going to replace satellites. That's not the plan anyway. But we believe that your systems will significantly

augment the current system--in our view revolutionize disaster information management. I see a world

where ERAST does what we did in Mendocino County. Leasing the world your tools to develop

mitigation plans less expensively than now, and implement them less expensively. That means smaller

and less expensive loans from the World Bank. Debt servicing goes down. That means we have more

stable political and economic structures. That's good for everyone. And it defines a world market for

ERAST products.

Now here's another mitigation idea. What if we could use the high-grade quality of ERAST data--

submeter resolution--to convince ordinary people why they shouldn't live in harm's way. This is

something Turkey wants to do. Traditionally, many governments tell people where to move. If you're in

a flood plain, move out of there. We're not going to help you. The government of Turkey, the disaster

management people have a new idea. Why don't we--instead of developing remote sensing products for

disaster managers, like I did with the volcano in Zaire--why don't we develop products for ordinary

people that we could take to mayors in small villages who have very little education and convince them,

not tell them, where they ought to live so they can survive and so they can prosper. That's part of the

vision of the Global Disaster Information Network I mentioned a moment ago. We really believe that

your products could be an essential part of that.
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Well, here'sanotherexampleof partneringI'd like to talk about.[Thenext two slidesdiscussedare
notavailableto includein thedocument.]Thisslideandthenextslideareproductsthat ateamof people
I led put togetherfight aftertheearthquakein Turkey.Within hoursof theearthquake,wecontactedthe
disastermanagementpeoplein Ankaraandin Istanbulto askthemwhatinformationtheyneededin order
to dealwith thedisaster.Theyhadalot of information,of course.But theysaid,weneedcertainspecific
thingssentto useverysingleday.Whatwedid waswereachedout andfoundwhatweneededin theway
of platforms--remotesensingplatforms--and reconfiguredthe informationto show wherethe disaster
wasworst. ThesewereGIS productswhich I thene-mailedtowardstheendof the day.Sofor abouta
week, in themorningwewould geta specificrequestfrom theTurkssaying,tell us somethingabouta
specificareain this format,andby theeveningtheStateDepartmentwouldhavea productlike thatfor
them,all donebye-mail.It showsthepowerof theInternet.Thatis somethingwewantto do throughthe
GlobalDisasterInformationNetwork ona regularbasis.We believethat yourplatformscouldaugment
the currentsystemof satelliteswewereusingto do anevenbetterjob thanwe did of this. The work is
really sovery important.

A fewyearsagowhileI wasapeacekeeperin theSinai,I flew in ahelicopterthroughamountainpass
one springandsawsettlementafter settlementwipedout by flash floods.They werepoorly placed.In
Turkey last yearI traveledthroughfloodedareasbetweenAnkaraandtheBlackSeaandsawapartment
buildingswhereroofsbecamebasements.Theywerealsopoorlyplaced.Andyou've all seenthepictures
of Turkey's earthquake--badconstruction.My point againis that internationaldisastermanagementis
toobig for government.To succeedasaworld wehaveto work together.Suchapartnershipis theGlobal
DisasterInformationNetwork.It's aninternationallink betweenindustry,governmentandacademia.

If wework together,theworld will getbetterforecastingandbettermitigationandresponse.Within
hourswecouldreducethedisastersthatwehadin Turkey,reducethedisastersthatwehadin Chinaand
in Taiwan--savemorelives.This wouldhelp usdevelopdisasterresistantcommunities,makingNorth
Carolina,California,Hawaii andtherestof usstrongerandsafer.Somespecificexamples--evacuations,
businessclosures,canbe orderedonly when needed.Citizenscan be better protected.Unnecessary
alarmscanbe avoided.Insuranceratescanbe setlower, andmarketswill be lessvulnerable.We can
betterpreparefor internationalrelief efforts, and we can minimize global economicdisruptions.The
impact on U.S. foreign tradecan be reduced.Airlines and shipping will be safer, and oil and gas
productionwill beprotected.

But there'sa problem.Many countriesareafraid of remotesensingplatforms.They feel that these
platformswill put their economicandnationalsecurityinterestsat risk. What weneedis away to both
use the technologicalpromiseof the Global DisasterInformationNetwork to mitigate andrespondto
disastersaswell asprotectthoseeconomicandsecurityinterests.Here,ERASTcanplayakey role.

What I want to talk aboutnow is PeaceWing. At theMexico City GDIN Conference in May, we

introduced ERAST to many disaster experts of Latin America and the rest of the world. They were very

impressed. So, too, were all the experts I spoke with a few weeks ago in Paris at a meeting of the

OECD--Organization of Economic Cooperation andDevelopment--as were African experts I met, with

someone from NASA, in Kenya and on the border of Sudan last month. What we proposed was Peace

Wing--a GDIN-related concept using ERAST technology to provide the very best in submeter remote

sensing and telecommunications without the risks. Our plan is to fly Helios over a portion of Africa next

year to test the Peace Wing concept.
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The planeswe want to useweredevelopedby your AeroVironmentpartnerbecausethey aresolar
poweredandbecausethey aretransparent.You canseeright throughthem.Thevenuefor PeaceWing,
again,will likely be Africa. Large numbers of animals migrate traditionally between Sudan and South

Africa. This is also where a drought is building. Drought mitigation therefore is essential. With drought

comes malnutrition, pneumonia, dysentery, other diseases, and political unrest. Assuming all goes well,

our plan is to pick a group of experts from industry, the United Nations, local governments, perhaps the

Kenyan government, etcetera, who are interested in environmental and disaster issues.

Each partner will pick off-the-shelf sensors themselves, put them on the plane. Remember, the plane

is transparent. The idea is that they know exactly what's on the airplane--no hidden doors. This is not on

a military plane. This is not a spy plane. This is a civilian plane doing a civilian function. When we

showed pictures of Helios to everyone--the military, the civil side, the United Nations, whoever it was--

they said, this is intuitive. We understand this right away, how this could be used. We're not afraid of

this. Each partner would jointly select what sensors it put on. And then the plane will fly over a jointly

selected flight path for a few weeks to examine the land, its rare animals, do population and

environmental impact studies, test the techniques used in disaster management and cell phone telephony.

Again, over a disaster you can't move a satellite. You also often don't have telecommunications.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could not only move a platform over a great flood to find people in

trees--a real problem in Somalia. But what if we could also--in North Carolina, down in southern

Mexico, wherever it is--have instant telephony so relief workers could communicate, looking at the data,

finding people, talking to each other to guide folks to where help is needed.

The plane will also be on radar so we know where it is at all times. All the data will flow down into a

control room live where all the partners are. Again, the idea is transparency. Everyone knows what

everyone else is doing. Again, it's not a military thing. It's not a spy thing. It's a civilian plane doing a

critical job really well.
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In North Carolina dead pigs are floating around. People are sitting on roofs. Pollution is flowing into

wells. Animals are trapped. ERAST technology could detect all of those disaster situations using

resolution levels at submeter level, geocoding problems, directing relief workers to where help is most

needed. There's an enormous market for your products.

In our Peace Wing experiment we're also going to surround the control room that I talked about with

trailers linked via Intranet. Inside any one of these trailers you might find an expert in one particular

area--black rhinos, for example. It tracks individual black rhinos by flying with the sensor. There might

be somebody who does population studies looking at the data, flying with the sensor to do that. What I

want to do here in this controlled way--this political experiment, if you will, demonstrating this thing can

be done safely--is illustrate a future world where ERAST is flying over a disaster such as, again, a flood

in North Carolina. The experts don't have to come to the disaster to help the folks on the ground fight the

disaster. Maybe the world's experts on pollution in the water happen to be halfway around the world.

Again, disasters happen when you least expect them. Why should we fly the world's expert on pollution

to the disaster? Maybe there's another disaster on the other side of the world. That's awfully expensive,

and people can't bi-locate. So instead, it would really be wonderful if one expert could have on his TV

screen possibly five or six disasters going on at the same time, or looking at five or six views of one

disaster at the same time, even though he's a thousand miles away. That's enormously powerful, and it

isn't done today. You guys can make it happen and save a lot of lives, save a lot of money.

Park rangers in Kenya want to use Peace Wing cell phone telephony to find smugglers, poachers, and

then tell their other park rangers where to go and what to do when they get there. Enormous value.
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What we want to do is test Peace Wing. We call your plane in this context Peace Wing. We call it a

sophisticated simulation of a disaster done under controlled conditions that also shows local leaders it can
be done without risk. If successful--and we believe we will be successful, given the reaction we've had

in Africa and Europe and in Latin America--we hope to stimulate broad use of your technology in the

developing world for both commercial and disaster applications. I would add that this concept will be

discussed in detail at the April 26-28 conference in Ankara, Turkey on the Global Disaster Information

Network. At that conference we're going to be talking of course, about the earthquake that has happened

in Turkey and how a GDIN, if it had existed a few years earlier, might have caused fewer buildings to

collapse through better building codes based on better data from remote sensing, and we're going to talk

about how a future partnership involving all sectors, including your sector, could do that in the future.

So in conclusion, I would like to mention that over 2,000 people were killed in the earthquake in

Taiwan. In addition, two weeks ago a thunder clap that sounded like dynamite reverberated in southern

Mexico, and the town of La Aurora slid off a mountain. Over 200 may be dead under mud--90 percent

women and children, according to the press reports. Over 400 are known to be dead in nine of Mexico's

31 states--over 200,000 homeless. It's going to take years for those states to recover. It's to those

people--the folks in North Carolina and other victims of disasters around the world--that this speech is

dedicated. With your help industry, government, the United Nations, relief agencies around the world

working together can use ERAST technology to revolutionize disaster management and save a lot of

lives. Thank you very much.
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Karen Risa Robbins: Thank you very much, Larry. This is really an example, I think, of swords to

plowshares--knowing the original genesis of the technology that Rich Christiansen spoke of earlier.

Finally, this morning I'd like to introduce Dr. Marianne McCarthy. As Rich mentioned to you, education

has been a very important theme of ERAST in addition, of course, to the important work in R&D and also

in reaching out to the user community. But there has been a great recognition--and this is true throughout

NASA--that education is an important part of the mission. I won't detail for you some of the amazing

things that have happened in education. Marianne perhaps will do that. Let me just tell you a few things

about her.

Her own background is, of course, very distinguished in education and she was a principal of a high

school at one point in time. In that venue she worked with NASA on a computer technology project. That

led to her familiarity with NASA and NASA Dryden is with her. It was at that time NASA decided to

create an Education Department, and they were very fortunate that Marianne was willing to come and

lead that department here at NASA Dryden. So let me introduce Marianne McCarthy.

e to

Marianne McCarthY, Ph'D.

Education Office: " : ._

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Marianne McCarthy: I'd like to start by talking about the vision statement in NASA's strategic plan.

NASA is an investment in America's future. If we are to actualize this vision statement, we, as an agency,

have to communicate knowledge. We have to communicate the knowledge of what research and

development are doing for you, and also for the educational community--for the young.
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America andtO benefit the quality of life

on Earth.

NASA has a commitment to educational excellence. We want to involve kids, even as young as the

kindergartners and the elementary students, in our missions. The reason I was asked to give a

presentation at this event is because ERAST was my partner in conducting a successful education

outreach program. The program was so well received that it is considered a model partnership between a

center education office and a research project. The ERAST partners were willing to work with me from

the very beginning. The technical people helped me formulate a method of translating the very

sophisticated aeronautical technologies generated by the ERAST program and get the concepts across in

a meaningful and useful way to a third grade teacher in Iowa and her class of eight-year-olds.

How were we able to do this? I found in Jenny Baer-Riedhardt an excellent and open partner. As a

result, we were able to do extensive educational outreach and formed a comprehensive education

program around a flight research project. The education outreach was very rewarding. It is always

gratifying for us to work with teachers and students. Our office developed an educator guide that

provided background information and was the translating tool to make the connection between the core

curricula teachers are required to teach and the applied science going on in the ERAST program. The

educational guide used Pathfinder's research as a context for teaching science, mathematics and

technology. We conducted 20 different workshops and over 200 teachers were involved in this initial

outreach effort. Following the teacher workshops, we worked with the state science supervisor in Hawaii,

the local school district on Kauai, and the Pathfinder project team to organize an open house at the Pacific

Missile Range Facility. On that day, we set up learning stations for the kids and over one thousand

students and teachers participated in the event. The outreach effort culminated with a dedication of the

ERAST record-breaking flights and technology development to Ellison Onizuka, our only Hawaiian

astronaut, who perished in the Challenger accident, and to the children of Hawaii. We received

recognition by the local community, state and congressional representatives as a result of this effort.
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In terms of the future, the ERAST aircraft have applications ranging from disaster assessment to crop

management to storm tracking. What I am looking forward to is the opportunity to develop educational

programming that enables teachers and students to learn using real-time data and images downloaded to a

student's desktop. I had an interesting conversation with the gentleman from Boeing last night.

Technologies are changing so fast, we can forget about the desktop. We're going to download images,

information and data to a belt, and the students and teachers will have mouthpiece and a heads-up

display. The point is that by using actual research as a context for learning, you can do all sorts of

simulated or real scenarios for kids. Opportunities to function like real forest rangers, scientists or pilots

captures their imagination and inspires them to continue to study science, math and technology, and to

keep America preeminent in aeronautical research.

A question about distributing information.

Marianne McCarthy: The package we developed is going to be distributed through NASA's Educator

Resource Center Network. The products are being reviewed at a Headquarters level now. There is a suite

of products including an educator guide, poster and a video fact sheet. The video fact sheet gives the

teacher background information to share with students and also provides a visual demonstration of what

the aircraft is capable of doing. They will be made available free to educators. The product will also be

made available through NASA's Central Operation for Resources for Educators.

Question: How could we get this information to a teacher?

Marianne McCarthy: Well, you could contact me. There's also several NASA education websites with

information for teachers. I would be happy to answer your questions. If I don't have the answer, I will

redirect the question or request to the proper person.

Karen Risa Robbins: What is your website address?
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Marianne McCarthy: You can start at spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov or education.nasa.gov.

Question: With respect to the restrictions on flying these autonomous aircraft, how are we going to

approach that or what are the possibilities of flying these over the CONUS, and also at what altitude do

we need to fly these things in order to obviate the need for special permission to fly over other countries?

Rich Christiansen: Well, I don't have a lot of details about other countries in mind. But let me talk about

the first part. Unrestricted operations in the normal air space are a little ways off. What we have to work

right now is taking off and returning back through that air space. How we do that today, of course, is

through use of controlled airspace to go out and come back. Our hope, though, is that we could get to a

point where we go in and out of commercial airports. And that' s why we need to do some demonstrations.

Because the uncertainty of having a vehicle without a pilot in it is perhaps nerve-wracking to pilots who

are flying in the same airspace. And it's mostly just a transient issue right now. Most of the work that

we're looking at will be far above the normal traffic lanes, greater than 40,000 feet. Once we get there,

there shouldn't be any real issues flying over the U.S. I don't have all the details on that. As far as

operating out of other countries, there's the normal work that we go through with the State Department

and things of that nature. In fact, there are some countries that just won't allow unpiloted vehicles to fly

over their airspace. We've come across that. That's more of a governmental policy issue that we have not

taken on yet, because we're not ready to do it.

(_._uestion: One of the issues, of course, in any project is insurance coverage. At a higher level have you

had discussions with entities that might address insurance coverage at some point for the ERAST

platforms--if they're over metropolitan or rural areas? Or is it premature to be having those

conversations?

Rich Christiansen: We covered the issue of insurance early on in some of the discussions. I'll admit not

being up to date. My belief, though, is that each company right now that's working with us has its own

insurance policy. Again, within the limits of flying within the restricted zone, recognizing it's a prototype,

a test vehicle and they're not going into operations. But I think, again, it's a question of reliability. In the

future as we begin to demonstrate greater and greater reliability of these operators, the insurance will be

more available and less costly.

Question: The gentleman from the State Department talked about doing things from remote control for

disasters, and so on. Is your program working on uplinks to satellites for these vehicle packages or sensor

packages, or is this all on another program someplace?

Rich Christiansen: No. We have looked at it from the prospect of operations over the horizon. And I

believe some of the experiments we've looked at in doing the uplinks have been through the TDRSS

[Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System] satellites that NASA has up there. Again, it's experimental. I

won't say for a fact that we've worked out all the bugs. But, yes, that's a part of ERAST.

Ouestio_n: Rich, you talked about the controlled air space aspects. I was wondering if you expect the FAA

[Federal Aviation Administration] or the NTSB [National Transportation Safety Board] to work

cooperatively with the ERAST Program whenever you have an incident where an airplane goes out of the

controlled air space. Will that be a problem for your program?

Rich Christiansen: From day one, FAA certainly has been cooperative--I mean to a T. Not only is it

working with us, but it is also working with the Department of Defense to try to understand what the

issues are. They began writing a circular about three or four years ago to begin looking at what some of

the issues are. So they're working with us. It goes both ways. We asked them to work with us early. That

is something that allowed them to get in at the beginning of the technology area so that they aren't

playing catch-up. They're with us every step of the way. So it's been collaborative all the way. As far as
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NTSB is concemed--I think that hasto do with somenext stepsin trying to considerthe commercial
venturesthat go out and how that goes.Currently, most of the operations--in fact I think all the
operations--arecoveredby theNASA policy andguidelines.And if wehavean incident,wecoverthat.
Soit's agovernment-sponsoredactivity atthis time.

Jenny Baer-Riedhardt: I want to thank Rich for giving me part of the spotlight. I'm Jenny Baer-Riedhardt.

I was the Program Manager with the ERAST Program during the early stages. What we're going to be

doing right now is we'll invite you to go down to the hangar and actually see the airplanes up close and

personal. Not too close--please don't touch. Also, we have the luncheon set up down there. We will then

resume back up here in the Mezzanine for the Plenary Session this afternoon. So thank you very much.
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Jenny Beer-Riedhert

Jenny B aer-Riedhardt: My name is Jenny Baer-Riedhardt. I was the ERAST Program Manager. I'm now

the Deputy Chief of the Public Affairs, Commercialization, and Education Office out here at NASA

Dryden. I've moved on to work more outreach efforts, not only for ERAST but also other programs.

What I'd like to do this afternoon is give you a pictorial summary of what we did with ERAST. Rich

did a very good job on giving you the details and the history of the program. I'm going to give you a

slightly different perspective about how ERAST came about and also a little bit on what

accomplishments we've had over the past five years. This will go up to about August of '98, at which

time I transferred out of the program and we started the transition with Dr. Jim Stewart and also John

Sharkey, who were the follow-on Program Managers. John will go from that transition to present. So it's

sort of a two-part series.

One of the things I might mention is that, as Rich said, we started out with primarily the four main

companies and also with AmTech, which is a non-profit organization that works at doing facilitator work

in developing joint sponsored research agreements and partnerships. I would like to recognize Karen

Robbins and Eric Brockhauser, because they were the ones that actually helped me work with the

17 lawyers. We went from an 8-page document up to 91 pages.

Before the ERAST program, there was actually the Truckee Workshop, where most of the scientists

got together and looked at what kind of platforms they wanted for capabilities to do some of the

atmospheric type of work--primarily in the in situ measurements area. What came out of that workshop

was looking at platforms that could fly higher and longer than the current piloted airplanes, primarily the

ER-2 and the DC-8--also ones that could go in and do more hazardous missions than they've been able

to do with those two piloted airplanes. As part of that workshop, the SHASA Program came into being,
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whichwasSmall,High-AltitudeScienceAircraft. Thatwasdonewith thePerseusA aircraftwithAurora
Flight SciencesCompany.Thatairplanedid someinitial work.Thereweretwo mainthingsthatwefound
on thatairplane----one,thatwedid haveaclosedcycleengine,whichwasabrandnewtechnologythatwe
wereableto operateup to 50,000feet,whichwasaverygoodplus.Theotherthingwe foundoutwasthat
thetechnologyto dothesekinds of high-altitude,slow-flightmissionswasreallynot quitethere.It wasn't
matureenoughto dothefaster,better,cheapertypeof approachthatwewantedto dowithin NASA aswe
startedto changetheimageof theagencyto get thingsdonea lot quicker.Soit becameERAST.ERAST
waslooking at doing rapidtechnologydevelopment.We wantedto look at reinventingthegovernment.
We didn't go out with the standardcontract.The approachwas: Well, you know, we've got a big
challengewith technology.Why don't wemakeit a little bigger,andlet's doanexperimentonhow to do
managementand governmentpartnerships.We actuallyhad a government-industrypartnership.There
aresomekeythingsin this,in thatthepeoplein industryweretheoneswholed in therequirementsof the
technologyandwhatweneededto workon.Theyalsohadto look at whattheNASA mission was and be

able to develop technology that would suit both our mission and the requirements for commercialization.

The other part of it was that these industry partners did not get any profit or fee from this. In fact, they

had to provide in-kind resources, which was in facilities, technology, funding, or whatever they chose to

do. We had a very good working relationship. It was a little tricky at times because since they weren't

getting paid with a profit or fee, it was kind of hard to get people to work. It was sort of an exercise in

motivation. But it did work. We went from 4 companies up to 28 companies as part of the alliance

activity.
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What did we accomplish? We had the Perseus A Program. Before it came in, we had the D-2 with

Scaled Composites. The work that was done under the D-2 Program involved the flight control system,

auto pilots, and some of that work on remote piloting, TDRSS, which is the satellite day-link-testing with

payloads--all that work was done. Pathfinder, Pathfinder Plus, which went up to 80,000 feet. We've got

the Perseus B aircraft. We've got the Altus aircraft that completed a science mission over in Kauai. We

looked at the very, very high altitude with the Apex Program looking at unique structures, advanced boron

composite structures for ultra light wings. We also had the pointer aircraft, which did volcano sampling

over in Hawaii to look at flying these things in hazardous missions. We had the Alliance 1 all four

companies actually contributed to the design of that program, looking at three-stage turbocharged systems

so that you could fly above 80,000 feet, looking at low Reynolds number inlets, heat exchanger designs

that are required, etc. Of course, we also then came into the Centurion, the Helios. We did sensor work.

We have an instrument that was developed by Harvard under the program. Again, looking at small,

lightweight sensors, we have the ARTIS, the Daisy, and also the Argus instrument that were all developed.

We also worked with the Office of Naval Research and the Naval Post Graduate School. Under that

program we did joint funding, and we actually did a lot of other sensor development work. Many of those

sensors are actually being used and co-funded by both agencies in doing some of the science work that

we have today. We'll be going on in the future.

I'd like to introduce Dennis Reinhardt right now. He's the Director of Remote Sensing for the Risk

Management Systems, Inc. He has had an illustrious career and experience in doing remote sensing work

in applications in the environmental area in particular.
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Dennis Reinhardt: [Slides unavailable] What I'd like to do for a very few minutes is talk about remote

sensing as it relates to the insurance risk business. I should say risk insurance business, because we look

at it broadly as encompassing all kinds of risks, even noncatastrophic types of risks.

In reflection on Larry's talk, I wholeheartedly agree with almost everything he said. In fact, I don't

think there is a single thing I could pick out that I didn't completely agree with and find in parallel with

our activities in the private sector to be on line with what Larry is proposing to do. We have a big

problem in the private sector, however. That slide was intended as a portrayal of the kinds of things that

we do at risk management solutions and/or MSI in India, our primary subsidiary. We're built around a

worldwide model of risk modeling and advice to insurance companies. Three-quarters of the world's

largest insurers are our clients. That's not so important. It is financially. But what's important is the long

run--in the way that we evolve our business. What I had hoped to lay out here for you is what we find

wrong in terms of the data that we gather, what we're doing to solve the problems of data acquisition, and

so forth. But that will come out in the rest of the remarks.

Now, anything that happens that is of a major problem in the world like the earthquake in Turkey,

where buildings crumbled atop each other, where bridges fell like matchsticks because the design had not

been followed or something was wrong in the follow-up regulatory process, where a major oil refinery

erupted. What the previous slide was showing is moving from earthquakes in Turkey. When I showed the

oil refinery I wanted to illustrate a major fear that we have in Tokyo. Tokyo is a possible tinder box, with

its oil refineries and other facilities that are explosive in close proximity to major human populations. A

major earthquake in Tokyo would be a true catastrophe.

We've moved into places like Nicaragua. Of course, every time there is a major event out around the

world, we send a field crew out. And we hopefully then support that field crew with remote sensing

information. In the case of Turkey, we started to seek remote-sensing information--got some low level

shots, which I showed just previous to this--then tried to get high resolution space imaging but couldn't

get it. SPOT (Satellite Pourl'Observation de la Terre--satellite for the observation of the Earth) offered

ten-meter resolution, which wasn't good enough for damage assessment. We got a commitment from the

Russians to task a military satellite two months later at submeter resolution, then charge us an arm and a

leg for it. We said, "Nothing doing. We'll wait till the IKONOS goes up." Now we have the IKONOS.

We even tried to task the Air Force with a U-2 which we thought might be in the region, and we're still

waiting for a reply on that. [IKONOS, whose name is derived from the ancient Greek word for image, is

a commercial imaging satellite with one-meter resolution. It was placed in orbit shortly before

this conference.]

So major frustration in gathering remote sensing information. That's where we look ahead to ERAST.

The picture I just showed segues into what we do in terms of data collection. The earth is a seismic

region, globally based on the plate tectonics. We gather scientific information and convert and translate

that into useable information into our models. We then engage in predictive modeling, which enables us

to predict the track of hurricanes on a micro scale--but not accurately enough.

We also have assembled information on multiple perils around the United States. We can do this

around the world. We have sufficient data which might guide the location and the strategic positioning of

ERAST vehicles around the world. We'd like to suggest that as an approach. Come talk to us. We look at

hurricanes in detail, trying to pattern them and to identify where they're going to hit. But, as you've been

observing lately, most of the time it's off. We like the ERAST aircraft for reasons that were spelled out
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earliertodayfor scientificdatagathering.We basealmosteverythingwedoongoodscience,but alsoon
someintuition.

Now what is remotesensing?To usit's everything.It's usingall sourcesof legitimatedata.And we
believethatERASTin thatcontextis amajormid-rangeaddition.We needhigh-resolutiondata.ERAST
aircraftcanobtainsubmeterdatawith varioussensors.We needspectraldata.We needhyperspectral
data--new instrumentsthat arenow beingflown to gatherelectromagneticspectrumdefinitionsacross
theboardin microchunksinsteadof sixor sevenor eightbands.

Now,here'syourcompetitionin satellites.About adozenareup therenow doingEarthimaging.By
theyear2001,or20021guess,aboutanother40 totalsatelliteswill becollectingimagesof theEarth.But
wedon't do that asa threatto you. I shouldsayathreatto us.Becausewe feel that we're a partof your
teamnow.We've gonefrom thehistoryof closedskies[tooneof moreopenskies].

Here'swhatwecanfind on theInternetnow--just acoupleof clicks away.The Sputniklaunchsite.
A comparisonof theearlysatellite,or theearly spyimagingwith SPOT-missilesin Cuba.Thesecond-to-
the-latestkeyholespysatellitelaunchedby theU.S.We're movingnow to aconditionof transparency--
openskies.This is in debate.It's in debatein the literature.If anyof you are interested,I havesome
papersandsomearticlesthat I might refer you to. But basicallywe're moving to wherewecangetan
imageof Bosniain somedetailthat showsthedamagedoneby bombs,etc.,andalsoliterally animageof
peoplemovingaway.Sowe're movingin thatdirectionrapidly.

We've gonefrom 30yearsin older-satellite30-meterresolution--80meterwhenwe startedwith the
earlyLandsatto 30 to 20metersto 10for SPOTPan,to 5for theIndiansatellite,andnow 1meterwith an
IKONOS. An IKONOSfirst image,incidentally, is out on theWeb.You canpick it upby dialing in to
www.spaceimaging.comand download it yourself. It's about a gigabyte. It's a biggie. It's of
Washington,D.C., but it's a beautiful image.That's what we're trying to achieveas well with the
ERASTimages.

WhatI dowantto pointout is oneof themajordeficienciesin thedatathatwenow haveavailableto
us--andthat is thefrequencyof coverage.We needmuchmorefrequentcoverage.We needcontinuous
coverageover a disastersite and agricultural areas,and, of course,the continuous operationfor
telecommunications.Sothat's whereourneedsare.

WhatI wantedto doalsois giveyoua feelfor whatsomeof theseimageslook like andhowyoucan
projectaheadandseewhatwemightbeableto attain.

Thefirst imagethattheRussiansannouncedthattheytook of us--you'll all recognizeit. It wastaken
back in the '50's. The imagesthat we took for GeneralSchwarzkopf--EarthSatelliteCorporationin
threedaysproduced20,000copiesof multiple imagesfor theGulf War becauseGeneralSchwarzkopf
couldn't usethe sodastrawsof spysatellitesbecausehe neededto seethe whole picture.So thatwas
done.

Therearealso thefirst images,the one that we had of Kobe--that earthquake--andthenthe first
imageof Chernobyl.If you look atthesecarefully,you'll seethatyoucan't seemuch.Becausetheseare
low-resolutionsatelliteimagesthatwill enableyou to coveranentireterritory:theentirewatershedof the
Mississippidrainage,for example,26Landsatscenesmosaictogether.But weneededmoredetail.Soas
wewentinto that study,wecomparedpre-floodconditionsontheMississippiin '93 with thethen-peak
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flood conditions.We usedradarasa collateraldatasource.But eventherewehadvery little data.Wehad
to selectscenesthatwereaslongas60daysawayfrom thepeakflood in orderto try to calculatethepeak
flood.

Changedetection.We look at placeslike the CaspianSeaandmarvel at the fact that the Caspian
Sea'slevelgoesupanddowndramatically.Now wehavedatathatgoesbackovertheyears.This is low-
resolutiondata,but it's veryusefulin giving ussomeideaof what'shappeningthere.Theonly placein
the entire Mississippi during that flood of '93, where we had sequentialdata that could havebeen
obtainedby anERAST vehiclein all of the areaof theMississippiflooding,was in a small areaon the
MissouriRiver.This [slide] isbefore.This [slide]is atpeakflood.Whenwe look at this,look ataboutthe
centerline of this.That's about20kilometersacross.The river itself is maybemaximumof a half [of] a
kilometerin thatposition.Then,amonthafterthepeakflood.

In addition,we've usedchangedetection.And this, of course,is an ideal useof theseaircraft for
flood-relatedwork andrelatingthat to FEMA's flood zones,to thebuilding of properties,andsoforth.
And asyou look at theseastheycomeby, it will showyouwhereinsuranceclaimsare,whereclaimsare
outsideof theflood zone.Why aretheyoutsideof theflood zone?Maybeit's a fraudulentclaim.Sothat
is nowbeing investigated.

We look all over theworld. We canuse low-resolutionsatelliteimagesto coverall of Asia or the
wholeof Bangladeshor SaudiArabiawherewe get thewholepicture.Or we cango to placesthat are
difficult to get to--Olduvai Gorge,for example,andNgorongoroCrater.

Here's wherewe're going.With the equivalentof imagingthat is asgoodas or better thanaerial
photographytakenby the standardaerialphotographicmeans,imagerythat is asgoodasor betterthan
thespysatellitesor theonestakenby theSR-71overVietnam,for example.Imageryin which datacan
beextractedautomaticallybecausetheevolutionof imageprocessingis takingplaceat averyrapidpace.
We arenow ableto takean imagelike this oneof WestSacramentoandautomaticallyextracta digital
file, avectorfile from thatimage.

Thetechnologyis evolvingbothup in the air andon theground.I wouldoffer the assistanceof risk
managementsolutionsandoursubsidiaryfor anyassistanceyou folks mightneed.We welcomethefact
thatwe've beenaskedto participate.

Jenny Baer-Riedhardt: Our next speaker is Professor Stan [Stanley R.] Herwitz. He is the current

Professor of Biogeography and Earth Science at Clark University [Worcester, Massachusetts]. He

specializes in airborne remote sensing and 3-D modeling of light interception in tropical rain forest

canopies.

Stan Herwitz.: [From File Provided by Speaker]

Title of presentation: "Coffee harvest optimization using UAV platforms for the acquisition of

high-resolution multispectral imagery."

Coffee is the largest agricultural commodity traded on world markets. Hawaii provides rich fertile

soils and a very favorable climatic regime for coffee and many other tropical crops. Historically,

Hawaii's two dominant crops have been sugarcane and pineapple. However, economic factors have led to

their recent decline. Coffee has been the primary replacement crop. Traditionally, Hawaiian coffee has

been grown on small farms averaging about 3 acres in aerial extent, with few farms exceeding 50 acres.

Hawaii's Kona Coffee, for example, is from 600 independent small farms. On land previously used for
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sugarcane,the conversionto coffeehasbeenon plantationsexceeding1,000acres.The fundamental
differencebetweenthesetwo scalesof productionis that on smallfarmsthe coffeecherriesarehand-
picked,whileon largeplantations,suchastheKauaiCoffeeCompany's(KCC) 3,600acreKoloa Estate,
thecoffeecherriesarebeingmechanicallyharvested(Fig. 1).

Figure1.Fleetof mechanicalharvestersin operationon theKauaiCoffeeCompany's
3,600acreplantation.

Themechanicalharvesterusedby the KauaiCoffeeCompanypassesovereachrow of coffeetrees
with anarrayof slowly rotatingspokes(Fig. 2). These"dynarotors"shaketheripeningcherriesontoa
conveyorbelt assemblythatleadsto largecapacitysideloaderbins.The mainlimitation of mechanical
harvestingis theinability of theharvesterto discriminatebetweenripe,unripe,andoverripecherries.No
coffeefield or row ripenssynchronouslynordo thecherriesonanindividualcoffeetree.As aresult,any
cherry-beatingtreethat is shakenvigorouslyduring the four to six weekharvestseasonwill contribute
cherriesin different stagesof ripening.All harvestedcherriesareof somecommercialvalue, and the
KauaiCoffeeCompanysortstheir harvestedripe,unripeandoverripecherriesusing a systemof water
baths;however,it is theripestcherriesthat havethehighestcommercialvalue.To maximizethe annual
harvestof ripe cherries,the daily challengefor any large scalemechanicalharvestingoperationis to
harvestthosesectionsof theplantationhavingthehighestpercentageof ripecherries.
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Figure2. Close-upviewof amechanicalharvester.Notethedynarotorsandsideloaderbin.

Of thefive million poundsof coffeecherriesharvestedannuallyby theKauaiCoffeeCompany,only
about30 percentare ripe; the other70 percentareunripe or overripe.It would neverbe possibleto
mechanicallyharvest100 percentripe cherriesbecauseof the variationin thetiming of coffeecherry
ripening.However, if thepercentageof harvestedripe cherriescould be increasedby only ten percent
annually,therewouldbea substantialincreasein revenue.Ripecherriesareworthabouttwo dollarsper
poundmore thanunripe or overripecherries.Therefore,if therewas an increasefrom 30 percentto
40 percentof harvestedripe cherries,then the additional500 thousandpoundsof ripe cherrieswould
representanadditionalonemillion dollarsof revenue.

Thequestionis:how will this increasein theannualharvestof ripe cherriesbeachieved?The answer
is by usingUAVs asplatformsfor acquiringhigh-resolutionairborneimageryduring theharvestseason.
The timing of this NASA ERAST ExclusivePreviewin Octobercoincideswith coffee harvestingin
Hawaii.TheKauaiCoffeeCompanymechanicalharvestersarebeingdispatched,aswespeak,to selected
fields in the Koloa Estatebasedon small samplesof branchclippings.The cherrieson eachsampled
branchclipping aresortedby color and groupedfor the determinationof percentageripe, unripe and
overripecherriesin thecorrespondingfield.TheKoloa Estateconsistsof severalhundredfields,andit is
simply not possiblefor this branchsamplingapproachto providea spatiallyintegratedandtemporally
synchronousassessmentof eachfield's state of ripeness.The unpredictabilityand the spatial and
temporalcomplexity of coffee tree ripening needsan integratedairborneperspective.We envision
defining the spectralreflectancesignaturesof ripe, unripe andoverripe fields, and then using recent
advancesin thereal-timetransferof airborneimageryto theoperationsmanagerswho areresponsiblefor
theschedulingof themechanicalharvesters.To understandwhy UAVs wouldserveasthe mostuseful
platform,weneedto first reviewthestructureof acoffeecanopy.

During the harvestseason,a ripeningfield is anassemblageof darkgreenleavesinterspersedwith
clusters of non-pendulous cherries borne directly on woody shoots. As the cherries ripen, they enlarge

and change color from green to yellow. This color change corresponds to the main variety of Coffee

Arabic grown on the Koloa Estate. The challenge is detecting this change using airborne imagery. As an

ERAST Science Team Member of the Pathfinder Hawaii Mission in 1997-1998, I defined a series of

flight lines over the Kauai Coffee Company plantation, and imagery was acquired by ARTIS (Airborne

Real-Time Imaging System). ARTIS, which was part of the Pathfinder payload, consists of a Nikon
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Figure3. ARTISview of neighboringcoffeetreerowsin March 1998,with theunusuallybright rows
correspondingto asynchronousflowering.

camerabody with interchangeablelensesattachedto a high-resolutionKodak color infrared digital
camera.In March 1998,theFAA restrictedtheuseof Pathfinderoverpopulatedareas.Over theKauai
CoffeeCompanyplantation,apilotedPiperaircraftwasusedas a surrogate platform. My analysis of the

high-resolution ARTIS imagery revealed the location of several unexpected anomalies defined by

subsequent ground-truthing. Coffee tree rows exhibiting unusually low reflectance in the infrared

waveband were found to be infested with a black sooty fungal mold that had proliferated on leaf surfaces

in response to honeydew secretions from green scale insects. A distinctive multiband signature was found

to correspond to localized patches of spreading vines that often climb and envelop coffee trees,

complicating the operation of the dynarotors during the harvest season. The most striking anomaly was a

set of neighboring coffee tree rows exhibiting unusually high reflectance in the red and green wavebands

corresponding to asynchronous flowering in response to a localized failure in the Kauai Coffee

Company's drip irrigation system (Fig. 3). It was this detection of flowering in a well foliated coffee tree

canopy that led to our interest in the airborne detection of coffee cherry ripening.

If the flowers of coffee trees can be seen, then the cherries also can be seen. The cherries are of the

same size as the flowers and they are located in the same position in the canopy. Recognizing the

possibility that coffee cherries may be detectable from an airborne perspective, my colleague Professor

Barry Ganapol of the University of Arizona and I applied a radioactive transfer model to a coffee canopy.

The model simulates the processes of photon scattering and absorption within a heterogeneous canopy in

which green leaves interspersed with clusters of small fruiting bodies were represented by a complex

array of optical elements. Ripening was simulated by gradually changing the color of the cherries from

green to bright yellow. The model predicted that a considerable proportion of canopy reflectance received

by a digital imaging system such as ARTIS would consist of spectral noise and that only a narrow set of

wavelengths would reflect coffee cherry ripening. In an effort to resolve the ripening signal, we plan to

test a series of customized narrow waveband filters. The objective is to discriminate between fields with

different percentages of ripe cherries. Real-time image transfer would assist operations managers of large

coffee plantations such as Kauai Coffee Company's Koloa Estate in coping with the unpredictability of

coffee field ripening. Some fields exhibit sudden pulses of rapid ripening, while other fields may ripen at

exceedingly slow rates. Most confounding is the fact that these fields do not exhibit the same predictable

behavior over successive years.
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Tomorrow I fly to Hawaii to conducta seriesof ground-basedmultispectralmeasurementsdirectly
abovethe canopiesof ripeningcoffeefields usinga portablespectroradiometerandtestour predictive
model. Harvestinghas beenin progresson the Koloa Estatesince October 1st.The week of peak
harvestingis expectedto beginthis Mondayon October18th.At that time, themechanicalharvesters,
whichareequippedwith headlights,will beoperating24hoursperday.Measurementswill beconducted
aboveselectedfields duringnearmiddaydaylighthoursimmediatelybeforeandaftertheyareharvested.
Our spectralreflectancemeasurementswill thenbecomparedwith theactualpercentageof ripe cherries
collectedin theharvester'ssideloaderbins.We arepredictingastrongcorrelation.Uponcompletionof
this groundphasein which the spectralsignaturesof ripe,unripeandoverripefields will bedefined,we
will bereadyto proceedwith ourairborneefforts.

TheUAV platformmustmaintaina high level of aerodynamicstability,minimizing vibrationsand
insuringthat thedigital sensormaintainsa nadir view.Slow flight speedswith anability to linger over
areasof interestis thekey characteristicof theUAV platformneededto acquirehigh-resolutionairborne
imageryof narrowwavebands.Thedigital imageacquisitionunit thatweproposeto useis calledALFI
(AirborneLargeFormatImager)(Fig. 4). ALFI is a high-resolutionDaedalusdigital cameraequipped
with a filter wheel that rotatesin quick succession.Theresult is a seriesof spectralimagesthat areco-
registeredusing a specialsoftwaremodule.The slower the flight speeds,the morereliable is the co-
registration.A lingering UAV characterizedby slow flight speedswill enableus to test a set of
customizedfilters for thedeterminationof thosenarrowwavebandsmoststronglycorrelatedwith field
ripeness.Examiningsuchnarrowsectionsof thespectrumin aneffort to eliminatespectralnoise,it will
benecessaryto openthecamerashutterfor longerexposuretimes.And if theshutteris heldopenlonger,
slow flight speedsmust be maintainedto insurethat the imagery is not blurredby aircraft motion.
Anothercriterion for selectinga UAV will be its ability to accommodatethe greaterweight,the ALFI
payload(125 pounds)comparedto ARTIS (29pounds).Thereasonfor usingALFI, ratherthanARTIS,
is to takeadvantageof its filter wheelcapabilities.ALFI will serveasa tool for defining the specific
wavelengthsthatprovidethemostaccuratespectralsignaturesof field ripening.

Figure4. View of ALFI with protectivebaseplateremovedto showtherotatingfilter wheelandthe
detacheddigital camera.
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A digital camerais the desiredpayloadbecauseof its ability to generateviews of the plantation

recognizable by the coffee operations managers. A complex array of spectral graphs would not be useful

for real-time decision-making, particularly as it relates to the location of the ripest fields. The acquired

imagery will be transferred in real-time to the office of harvest operations. High-resolution airborne

imagery covering their entire plantation will appear on their computer screens. Once we establish the

spectral threshold for ripening, those fields with the highest percentage of ripe cherries will start flashing

and the harvesters will be promptly dispatched. The cost of the UAV platform will be a relatively small

percentage of the increase in revenue generated by the 10-I5 percent increase in the annual harvest of

ripe cherries.

Establishing partnerships involving NASA, universities, and commercial business interests is a well-

defined NASA objective. Technological advances such as UAVs need to be introduced to the business

world in order to contribute to the betterment of the US economy. If our optimization of coffee harvests is

successful using UAV technology, the state of Hawaii will be a major beneficiary. Hawaii faces some

serious challenges in commercial agriculture over the next decade. The Kauai Coffee Company is not the

only company pursuing large-scale coffee production. We hope to assist all companies that plan to

convert sugarcane and pineapple to large-scale coffee production. Strategically joining the new

technologies of UAVs, real-time digital image transfer and mechanical harvesting, we hope to contribute

to the revitalization of the Hawaiian economy.

Jenny Baer-Riedhardt: Thank you very much, Stan. Our next speaker is Gary Darling. He's the Chief

Information Technology Officer for the California Resources Agency. He's also the Director of the

California Environmental Resources Evaluation System.

Gary. Darling: [Slides unavailable] There's one thing that someone asked me to add that I think was

meritorious but I didn't get in. And that's: What is the Resources Agency? We assume that in California

you will have heard of us. But the answer is that often people have not heard of the agency, but you have

heard of our constituent departments. The Resources Agency is only ten professional staff. But there are

16,000 people in our constituent departments. Those include the Department of Water Resources, Fish

and Game, Parks and Rec, the Department of Conservation, and all 19 departments, boards, commissions

and programs. We also have the conservancies--the Tahoe Conservancy and the Coastal Commission

within Resources Agency. We're a thin coordination line. That's kind of a tricky position to be in when we

start working with technology, because there are so few staff in the agency that we're dependent on going

into the departments and looking for value.

One of the things that was pointed out to me just as I was about to start this talk is that California

already owns a remotely piloted vehicle. It can hover for up to ten hours. We're getting very good

resolution. We can resolve 100 centimeters often from it. We're using it for monitoring individual

species. It's serving us well off the north coast. We're able to monitor abalone populations and starfish

and the like. Remarkably, this was very useful in explaining to the agency why remotely piloted, as we

say in our infancy, unstaffed autonomous vehicles are useful.

Well, I want to couch this more in what's going on in California so you have a sense of what's

happening in this state as this technology is advancing. Our population's just exploding. And that's

putting huge pressure on our ecosystems. Voters in California are about to make some very critical

decisions. There's going to be a park bond on the year 2000 ballot and a water bond--S4 billion in your

investment. It's the largest natural resources bond in history. And this is happening because California

has not put a whole lot of money on the table in capital infrastructure in a long time. From the 1960's

through the 1990' s you can see that our share of investment' s just been declining and bottoming out. And
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this is a time that we reallyhaveto makea decisionwhetheror not we're going to savetheremaining
ecosystemsandbuild backupour infrastructure.

If Californiansdecideto increasetheinfrastructureinvestment,how arewe goingto usethosefunds
efficiently?This is aquotationfrom areportthat'sjust comeout that'sgettingquiteabit of a press--the
continuing study for California economy.It points out that a family or a businesswouldn't make
decisionsbasedon thepaucityof informationthatwenow have.We don't havea lot of informationon
what infrastructureneedsareandweneedto makethat a goal. Gooddecisionstakegoodinformation.
Someof thethings that we're going to needif the bondactscomethroughis, we're going to haveto
enhanceour datasystemsandgeographicinformation,federateddatabases,mathematicalmodelingand
remotesensing.UAVs arein a senseat theright placeat theright timein California.They'reapowerful
andanefficient informationsource,andtheinformationwill be timelyandgatheredasneeded.

This is aslideNASA providedme.I think it's agoodpictureof wherewe're trying to go.You seethe
growthin theBay areafrom 1850to the 1990's,andwe're trying to setupanappropriateState/NASA
partnershipto moveforwardin this technology.

Now I wantedto stopandgiveanadfor oneprojectthatwealreadyhavegoingthatwethinkhasalot
of potential. This is a NASA, ResourcesAgency, Governor's Office of EmergencyServices,and
Universityof Californiaprojectto takeEOS[EarthObservingSystem]dataandget it into thehandsof
thepublic, to distributea GIS [GeographicInformationSystems]systemwith imageryaddedin. This is
goingto beimportantin the longrunaswedevelopgeo-spatialdatain California.

There'relotsof advantagesto goinginto un-staffedautonomousvehicles.I think themostimportant
hereis leveragingtechnologybetweenNASA and California programs.One of the really nice things
aboutthe wayparticularlyAmeritechhascometo the Stateis a commercialentity hascometo us and
said,"Well, you're goingto be theendcustomer,whatproductdo youneed?"andhashelpedfacilitate
thingswith NASA. That's the first time we've beenapproachedthis way. That's really beena good
approachto commercialization.Usuallywhathappensis after thefactwe havecompletedproductsthat
arepresentedto us.And we'll often say,"No, we really can't useanythinglike that." This time we've
beenin theloop alot more.And I think that's goingtobeagreatboonin termsof California,NASA and
Ameritech'ssuccess.

Now the benefits [are] to the California ResourcesAgency, or more broadly, to the State of
California.I'm goingto talk aboutafewthatI thinkarethemostimportant.After awhileworkingin state
governmentyou feel like you're on a first namebasis with the four horsemenof the apocalypse.
Everythinggoeswronghere.We haveearthquakesandfloods andfires. Andwe've hadbig ones.We're
looking at a few potentialeventsthatcouldbe just devastating.We paya lot of attentionto emergency
services.Certainly this new technologyhasa lot of potential advantages.Sometimesthe smokeis so
heavyoveraforestfire we really can'tdeployour resourcesvery well. In floods it's hardto getahandle
on flood perimeter.And the syntheticapertureradarpayloadwould let usgeta senseof wheretheflood
watersare.Communicationfor California after a big seismiceventwould be critically important.In
emergencyservices,this is plainly quite useful.Also in water ship management,datafor geographic
information systems.Somethingthat I find particularly personally interesting.Under the California
EnvironmentalQuality Act you don't haveto do anEIR [EnvironmentalImpactReport]if you're doing
somethingthat doesn't have a substantiveimpact.But you could fill in the entire central valley of
California houseby housewithout everwriting anEIR. Becauseyou're not in any individual action
takingasuppletivething.There'snonotionof cumulativeimpactasequalasit now stands.
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This technologywould let usmonitortheentirevalleyatonce. We'd have the initial property rights to

the image, which is something most of the time we don't have. And it's a requirement under the Public

Records Act that we be able to give what we use for information--the information we use for decisions to

the public. This time we'd be able to get the image, give it to the public under the Public Records Act, and

make decisions based on what we saw. That's kind of unprecedented. That's not been true in the past.

Let me finish up in this way. I think one of the things that's playing here is that the aerospace industry

really has a very great opportunity to help the environment, to help business, and to do it in a very

important way starting in your own backyard. As I was walking out talking to the public information

officer for our Agency about what was going to be said today, he said, "You know, stress to everyone that

they're, in a sense, doing God's work." This is very important stuff to do right now in California. It's

information that we really need to manage natural resources in. I want to compliment all of you on the

good work that you've done. We're very excited about the potential effect of what could come forth here.

Jenny Baer-Riedhardt: I'd like to go ahead and reintroduce John Sharkey. He's the Program Manager of

the ERAST Program right now.

Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology

October 14, 1999

John P. Sharkey

John Sharkey: One of the things we wanted to do at the Plenary Session is cover some of the common

topics, and then we can break up and go to the workshops. This morning we saw demonstrations of

Helios and Proteus. But I wanted to just go through quickly our suite of aircraft one more time in case

there are any questions or comments to cover the aircraft prior to the workshops.

We did not get a chance to see Altus flying today. You saw it down in the hangar today--the General

Atomics vehicle. We have flown just in this past year, 47 flights of Altus, from June of '98 to July of this

year. This year we achieved 50,000 feet for 8 hours and 55,000 feet for 4 hours. So that demonstrates the

current capabilities of one of our reciprocating-engine aircraft.
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Topics of Discussion

• Summary of Current Capabilities

• Overview of Future Capabilities

• ERAST UAV Deployment Guidelines

• Acknowledgements

Altus DT Description

Owner:

Manufacturer:

Where Operated:

Flight Safety:

Air Worthiness:

Range Safety:

Wing span:

Fuselage length:

Wing area:

Aspect ratio:

Take off weight:

Payload:
Altitude:

Airspeed:
Endurance:

Structure:

Engine:

Engine Hp:

General Atomics/ASI and NASA

General Atomics/ASI

El Mirage, CA w/chase; EAFB, and PMRF

General Atomics/ASI

General Atomics/ASl

GA/ASl; DFRC

55 ft

24 ft

131 ft 2

24

2250 lb

330 lb

65,000 ft

70 kts cruise;100 Vne
30 hrs max; 8 hr @50k

Composite Construction

Rotax 914 EFI with twin turbos

100 Hp

Propeller: 8.2 ft diameter Radius: 400 mi

__ F_ _mr_ _r ................ ......... _m
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Owner:

Manufacturer:

Where Operated:

Flight Safety:
Air Worthiness:

Range Safety:

Fuselage length:

Wing area:

Wing span:

Aspect ratio:

Take off weight:

Payload:

Altitude:

Airspeed:
Endurance:

Structure:

Engine:

Aurora Right Sciences Corp.

Aurora Right Sciences Corp.

Dryden/Edwards Air Force Base

Aurora Flight Sciences Corp,

Aurora Flight Sciences Corp

NASA Dryden
25ft

194ff 2

71.5 ft

26:1

2450 Ibs

176 Ibs

65,000 ft

52 KIAS cruise; 69 KIAS Vne
7 hrs at 60,000' with 80 kg payload

Graphite epoxy, nomex honeycomb and kevlar aero surfaces,

tubular steel frame fuselage

Rotax 914 horizontally opposed 4 cylinder modified to

operate with triple stage turbocharging

Engine Hp: 100 Hp @ 60,000' Radius: 60 nm without Over-The-Horizon command.&.c_ntrol I

Propeller: 8.9 ft diameter I:: : : _'_;i_;::: __:_'__;_':_:_:_%_._'_'_"_ ..........

And then Perseus B is the other consumable-fuel aircraft--reciprocating-engine aircraft. Both of

these aircraft are using that Rotax engine with a turbo charge, and that gets us up to altitude. Perseus B is

designed for 65,000 feet just like Altus is. And for eight hours--this year we plan to do flight test for

eight hours at 60,000 feet. Both of those aircraft fly in that 70-knots regime up at altitude.

Owner:

Manufacturer:

Where Operated:

Flight Safety:

Air Worthiness:

Range Safety:

Wing span:
Fuselage length:

Wing area:

Aspect ratio:

Take off weight:

Payload:
Altitude:

Airspeed:
Endurance:

Structure:

Engine:

Engine Hp:

Proteus RPV Description

Scaled Composites

Scaled Compostes

Mojave Airport, CA

Scaled Composites

Scaled Composites

Scaled Composites

77.6 ft

56.3 ft

131 if2

24

15,600 Ib

44O0 Ib
65,000 ft

280 KTAS @ 40,000'
15.3 hrs

Composite Construction

Williams FJ-422

100 Hp
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We heard pretty much the discussion this morning on the Proteus. Proteus is flown today. It is piloted,

but we're working with Scaled Composites to develop the remote pilot capability for these vehicles.

Solar Powered Helios Prototype Description

Participants:

Take off weight:

Length:

Wing span:

Altitude:

Airspeed:

Payload:

Endurance:

Structure:

Engine:

Propeller:

Power:

Energy Storage:

NASA Dryden & AeroVironment, Inc.

1734 Ibs

16.5 ft

247 ff

50,000 -80,000 ft

52 ktsTAS @ 60,000'

100 lbs and 400 watts

3 months design req't

Composite

8 Electric Motors (2 hp ea)

6 ft diameter

33 kw solar cell arrays

600 w-hr/kg fuel cells

You saw outside in the hangar today, and in the flight, the Helios aircraft. What we saw flying today

was the 14-engine configuration. Later on this year and next month we'll be flying the eight-engine con-

figuration, which represents the 100 hour mission for Helios.
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Solar Powered PathFinder Plus Description

Participants:

Take off weight:

Length:

Wing span:

Altitude:

Airspeed:

Payload:

Endurance:

Structure:

Englne:

Propeller:

Power:

Energy Storage:

NASA Dryden & AeroVironment, Inc.

12ft .........................................

17-21 mph cruise (IAS) ---_-==._mJ_............................................................................. ==

100 Ibs and 400 watts ___i_ _:_: i_

15 hrs in daylight _ _ .

Composite il!:_ i -:

B Electric Motors {2 hp ea) __*_" * __:__':_* _;L_;;_"=";:::;_:::_i_E!!!:_ _

6 ft diameter i!i.!_!_;!12 kw solar cell arrays __ •"

Lithium battery packs (3 hrs) _ " _ '_i.. :"

The Pathfinder is available to do missions today to support any proposals or concepts--flight

demonstration concepts that might support the discussions we had earlier today. That's the current suite
of aircraft.

ERAST UAV Platforms Perseus B Aims Proteus

Code Y Science Requirements

Payload Field- "_"--, w* _'_
of-View:

Payload Pwr:

Payload Mass:

Primary
Altitude:

Mission
Endurance:

Airspeed:

Range:

Helios prototype

Unobstructed V¢_

Access to free

airstream Ig00Wat_ @ 28

3kW @ 28 VDC .2kW @ 28 VI_ 71.3kW @ 28VD( 19kW @ 2SVIX & 3kW du_n8 _tay

_ _:p to ZIXtOkt¢ I[]0kg max

300-400kg

40k-to-65k feet

5rig'*TreK'

100_g Payload:
6 monks @ 50-70X"

19-25 rnph 0AS)

1,000,000 nm!! !

24-to-48 hr. with

300kg min. payload up to 6S_, Up to _,sk Up to 53k

@ the p_nih'_ 2¢hr _ 7k _ :¢._ _ t58 hrs

Mission alt. 7hr @. 6_f., i_, _ 22 b.,-s w_t_

_ Aux. T_k_

P_uh_.__.j _ ....

N/A 52 kts cruise 70 kiss 280 KTAS
@ 40,_O0'

N/A 16(]0 nm i000 nm 3000 ran
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Future ERAST Project Objectives

- Develop very high altitude solar power UAV technology by

demonstrating flight capability above 100,000 feet

- Develop extreme duration solar power UAV technology by

demonstrating sustained flight capability above 50,000' for

more than 96 hours

- Develop ERAST consumable fuel UAV technologies by

demonstrating flight operations and capabilities that exceed

the minimum Code Y science requirements.

,c_ l_ I_ .................. : :-_'_-- __ ................... ...............

,_ :: ...... .......................

Broiler% Type

We have three main program objectives for ERAST in the immediate future. One is to continue the

solar aircraft program to achieve the 100,000-foot objective. The second one is to demonstrate the

extreme long-duration capability by demonstrating the Helios flying for 96 hours or more above

50,000 feet. Now in order to do that, the key feature here is what Ray Morgan discussed--the energy

storage system that's shown on the right. That energy storage system is a regenerative fuel cell that takes

the excess solar energy during the daytime and decomposes water into hydrogen and oxygen. In the

nighttime it converts it back into electricity. To do that, the scale on the right shows the regenerative fuel

cell. Our target is to reach 600 watt-hours per kilogram as an energy storage device. That's like three

times better than the best state-of-the-art batteries available today.

Those are two of our main objectives over the next four years. And then finally, we are going to

develop one additional platform under ERAST. That's going to be a next-generation science platform

that's being designed explicitly to meet the Code Y [Earth Science] science requirements, and that is

24 to 48 hours at 40,000 to 65,000 feet with payloads of 300 to 400 kilograms. So that would be between

now and FY-02. In the three years we'll demonstrate that capability.

Now I want to give you a couple of planning guidelines just to follow up some of the discussions we

had here on potential uses. From our recent experience--this is just from my perspective and just

something to get on the table, something we can talk about--when we do a deployment, there are some

fixed costs. So I want to give you some parameters, both cost-wise and time-wise, on where we are today

to go conduct a mission. If we want to do demonstration flights, there are $250,000 to $500,000 of fixed

costs up front to do experiment planning, integration, and to deploy. Once we get deployed, that will run

something like $250,000 a month to conduct these flights. Some other items underneath that. One of the

major cost drivers is hull insurance for the vehicles at this time. It's a significant cost driver. As we get

more and more uses out of the vehicles and more flight time demonstrating the liability, insurance costs

will go down and make it more affordable to the rest of the community.
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Planning Guidelines for

ERAST UAV Deployments

• $250K-$500K fixed cost for deployment (location dependent)

• $250K/month for operating costs

- Crew of 3-7 for consumable fuel UAV

- Crew of 10-15 for solar powered UAV

- UAV hull insurance comprises 40%-60% costs
• Insurance costs will decrease as UAV utilization increases

- Operating costs do not include capital costs or depreciation

• Acquisition costs of UAV aircraft alone

- Without Ground Control Station, training or operations

- $2 - $3M for reciprocating engine UAV's (Altus, Perseus)

- $3 - $5M for solar powered Helios

- $10-$12M for Proteus

.... @i_tght _uar_ Cei_er

Then on the next board, this is just my guess to the companies on what acquisition costs could be for

these vehicles. Without providing ground-control stations, training or operations--just the vehicles

themselves--you can see here we're talking about for the reciprocating engine aircraft $2-$3 million in

ballpark prices; $3-$5 million for the solar powered aircraft; and for Proteus in this current configuration,

something like $10-$12 million.

Notational ERAST UAV Mission

il il. Ii lll_ _ ,._×

[].................................................!7'.) ))!) t_--., i
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I just wanted to show you a notational science mission on how we might actually use one of these out

in the field. This is actually an extract from current proposals that we have for the Code Y science

platform. The point I want to make on this is that right now our vehicles, our prototypes, typically take

off and land in restricted air space. That's the takeoff segment on the left hand side here. Once we get up

above 40,000 feet, we can operate under radar control, and we no longer have to stay in restricted air

space as long as we've pre-coordinated with the FAA. Again, we'll go do our mission up at altitudes of

40,000 to 65,000 feet. That can be done outside the range if we planned that with the FAA. But then when

it descends, either you have to descend and land back inside controlled air space like Edwards Air Force

Base or the Pacific Missile Range Facility in Hawaii, or you have to work with the FAA at a pre-

determined site, spend a lot of time working with them, and actually when the aircraft gets down to

18,000 feet or so, have some means of meeting up with the airplane like the guys at General Atomics do.

They provide a chase aircraft to meet the aircraft when it leaves Edwards Air Force Base and they fly it

into E1 Mirage. So that's one other way to conduct these missions.

Typical ERAST UAV Deployment Timeline
Months Before Flight Flights

"1 '41 t'l '21  111 9 i, 17 I 6 I' I .4 I .3 [ .2[ I (t [ +1 [ +2

i_ w,d,i ] Experiment definition and proposal development

Cost and Schedule negotiations /
[ t : 3 maat_s ] Program Plan; IfF requirements; llazards Analysis, Fli I _t Test Plans, etc

[ 6 m_t_s ...... J Payload H/W and ;/W interface

FAA certificate ofoperations L _-gn_.lh5 I
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This is really a conservative time line just to give you another point of consideration on what it might

take to pull off a flight. I've outlined a 15-month preparation from start to finish. It could be done in as

few as three months, but it depends on the payload, where the deployment is, and how much coordination

it takes. The big driver in that is six to nine months of planning with the FAA. I said the certificate of

operations and that's not strictly correct. But that is just for ballpark purposes. The steps you'd have to go

through is work out an experiment-definition proposal, work with the companies and probably use some

cost sharing, perhaps with other payloads, to work out your cost and schedule negotiations. And then

when you get down to flying, one month prior to flight there would be a deployment--do your combined

system test, functional check flights at your site, and then go do typically a two- to three-month mission.

I would expect three flights per week would be a maximum flight rate for these vehicles.
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Workshop Objectives

• Open dialogue between potential UAV users and providers

• Identify barriers to successful, and profitable, implementation

Provide inputs to the ERAST Alliance (NASA and industry

partners) on how best to invest in future UAV technology

developments

Now we're going to phase into doing the workshop activities. For the workshops, we're hoping to

have some open dialogue between potential users and the UAV providers. We want to identify where we

have significant barriers to the successful and/or profitable implementation of your uses, and we'd like to

get inputs back from you on how we should best invest our technology dollars between now and the next

five years to meet your needs.
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Question: It's on the insurance numbers that you had up there. You had 40 to 60 percent. Is that percent of

replacement costs?

John Sharkey: No. I'm sorry. Of the operating costs. I showed a number of about $250,000 a month to

operate these vehicles. And the insurance can be a significant part. As much as 40 to 60 percent of your

operating cost today is for hull insurance on your vehicle. That's because these are prototypes--one of a
kind. So we have a lot of dollars invested in these prototypes. Right now that's a dominating cost. If

people start buying these, those insurance costs will go down. But for these prototypes, insurance costs

are dominant.

Question: Does that number you put up there apply primarily to the unmanned vehicles because they are

unmanned and not necessarily to the manned.

John Sharkey: Yes. Thank you. Those numbers do not apply to the Proteus vehicle. Because that has

pilots on board. That's more conventional and flies with conventional insurance. It's experimental, but it's

not UAV.

Question: I had a question regarding the gentleman with the cocoa beans, or the coffee beans with

Pathfinder. Stan, you mentioned that the Pathfinder was not able to fly over the coffee bean plantation

because it was a restricted area? Could you expand a little bit on that?

Stan Herwitz: Well, from what I knew, in March of 1998 when the overpass was made of the plantation--

the images you saw--it was restricted. That's just the way it was.

Question: Restricted because...

Stan Herwitz: It's a populated area.

Question: Okay. So that had not been worked out in advance with the FAA to allow that?

Stan Herwitz: No, it hadn't.

Question: Do you view that that's a critical issue?

Stan Herwitz: Yes, it is. It was a long procedure.
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Question: My assumption was incorrect this morning that those issues could be worked through relatively

easily.

Stan Herwitz: Yes, they can. Well, the flight demonstrations were helpful in that respect. They flew

successfully. Obviously, there' s opportunity now. I think the door is opening to proceed with lifting those
restrictions.

Jenny Baer-Riedhardt: Let me go ahead and address that. Basically what we looked at doing was taking a

stair-step approach. We did have a policy when we were doing the flight test work with the Pathfinder and

also the Altus not to fly over populated areas. The airplanes were not allowed to fly over populated areas,

which was part of the coffee bean fields and the plantations, because we could not get a good idea of

where the people were in the population. We did have clearance to over fly other parts of the Island like

Waimea Canyon and areas that were not a populated. We have worked and are continuing to work with

the FAA and also with the states, looking at ways that we can demonstrate overflights of certain areas. We

don't want to take that risk until we do get the reliability up with these vehicles. So that was the main

reason.

John Sharkey: These were demonstration flights of the capability. We didn't necessarily want to spend that

six to nine months working with the FAA just for that purpose. It's not necessarily preclusive that you can

do that. But it takes effort and planning and coordination. That is one of our major challenges in front of us.
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COMMERCIALIZATION WORKSHOP
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COMMERCIALIZATION WORKSHOP

Dale Tietz: I have volunteered to chair this panel today. First, for the ERAST Program, we are looking at

the potential commercial opportunities that may be out there for these fledgling aircraft. Most people

realize we have a broad mixture of representatives here, some that follow the NASA programs and others

come out of the Department of Defense and international programs.

Today is an opportunity for our briefers to give their views on what they perceive to be commercial

opportunities in the marketplace. It is not meant to be all-inclusive. It is free form at this point. It's an

opportunity, from a forum standpoint, to have an open discussion of what the prevailing thoughts are, to

the extent that people are willing to discuss them in the marketplace.

I would like to introduce our first speaker, Mr. Basil Papadales. Basil is the president of Mirada, Inc.

It's a business consulting firm out of Seattle. Basil comes with a rich background--rich history in robotic

aircraft. He got his start in undersea warfare activities many years ago in the Pentagon in DARPA DoD

programs. Most importantly, he was one of the early program managers for the formerly classified

program called Condor. Basil then took various positions in industry, one of which was with Boeing, and

today is in a private consulting firm or business development firm in Seattle. Basil is also a consultant

with the ERAST Program and has been helping us with market analysis, market projections, etc. That's

what he's going to relay to us.

Commercial Opportunities for

Low Cost High Altitude UAVs

prepared for the

ERAST UAV Commercialization Workshop

October 13, 1999

pnmdu_d by

MIRADA Incorporated

22525 SE 64th Place, Suite 2

I ssaquah, Washln gton 9802;

Tel: 425 557 30gO

Basil Papadal.e.s: Good afternoon. I'm going to give a brief overview of our company's view of

commercial opportunities for a part of the UAV market that's of interest to the ERAST Program. We call

that class of vehicle low-cost, high-altitude UAVs.
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Shifting to a Commercial UAV
Market

Traditional UGovernment Commercial Relationship
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We' re going to talk about commercial opportunities. In the simplest way, there's a shift in the market.

Today 98 percent of the UAV market is a "government as customer" paradigm. That means many things.

There's generally one customer. The customer sets requirements. But the biggest difference is, compared

to a commercial business activity, the government pays for development up front. Now that has some

implications if you want to switch to the commercial business model. In the commercial business model,

either private investment or the supplier itself pays for development at its own risk, and then recovers that

cost in production. That presents an interesting problem: if you have a fixed market, that's not very good

if you only have one customer, because that means the production price of that airplane is going to go up

to cover the development cost and the cost capital. So the only way commercialization makes sense is if

you commercialize and you somehow expand the market. That's what I'm going to talk about today: the

opportunities to sell UAVs to people that historically have not bought them. That's the key to

commercialization. In fact, in the entire UAV market there are probably only two or three segments

where commercialization, at least right now, makes sense. This is one of them.
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The Projected Global UAV Market

1998 2004

Industry Reveres $2.1B $3.5B

USShare .... _ 45% 36%

Military Share _i.ii__ 94% 96%

First Tier Sup-pliers 168 140

User Countries _..i..... 45 55

Constant lggll US dolla_

Source:. MIRADA Inc.
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This is the UAV market today. It's about a $2 billion industry worldwide, and that's U.S. dollars. We

project that in the next 5 years the industry is going to grow at a rate of about 8 percent a year. Now this

is not all the money being spent on UAVs. This is the money being sent to contractors to keep the money

flowing in the private industry. There is, in fact, about a l 0 percent growth occurring in money that the

U.S. Government's spending internally because more and more programs are now being activated,

particularly on the military side.

There are some other parts of the market that I want to give you quickly. The U.S. market share has

historically been for the last 5 or 6 years somewhere around half the global market. There's pretty much

agreement that the U.S. market share is going to decline in the next few years, and that is because of

increasing interest on the part of foreign countries, and particularly the military agencies, in buying

UAVs. That interest has been developed primarily because of some of these small wars that have been

fought recently--Kosovo being the most recent one that's stimulated a lot of interest in Europe. What

that means is the market's growing, the U.S. share is declining, but the military share of that market is

actually going up. The non-military share stays small---4 or 5 percent.

The other aspect of the market is it's highly fragmented in a sense that there are over 40 countries

right now that use UAV's. We project that's going to increase by about 20 percent or so in the next

5 years. There are about 168 first-tier suppliers--those are companies that identify themselves as UAV

developers, manufacturers, who will take money to go and put a UAV in operation for you. We expect to

see some industry contraction, but not much. You have to really think about that from an economic

standpoint. This is a $2 billion global industry with 168 first-tier suppliers. I know of no other industry

organized like that, certainly not in the high tech sectors.
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The High Altitude UAV

Market Segment
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Within that market there's a high-altitude segment. That definition has changed over the years, but for

convenience right now we define that as UAV's that will typically fly over 50,000 feet in altitude. In that

market segment there's about $140 million of that $2 billion market being spent in the private industry.

Most of that is in U.S. military programs. The part that isn't is primarily the ERAST Program. That niche

that we call a low-cost niche; it represents about $28 million. The ERAST Program is by far the largest

part of that niche, which is all civil government. What are not NASA funds are from Department of

Energy, and a few other agencies.

The key part to it--if you go through the UAV industry projections is that investment into private

industry is going to increase at double-digit-type numbers--20 percent a year for the next 5, perhaps the

next 10, years. That's why there's a commercialization opportunity. Now that number is projected not

only on what people are planning to spend, but on what people could spend if the vehicles were there for

them to buy. So it's what we call a demand number. It's what the demand for those vehicles will be if

industry steps up to build the airplanes.
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Advantages of High Altitude UAVs

Larger footprint than most manned aircraft

Fly above most weather conditions

Fly above most manned aircraft

Closer to Earth than satellites

Loiter over one location for long periods

Direct access to the lower stratosphere

ERAST UAV Commer( _all_t Ion WorkshOp

Odober 13, 1999 Char

Spending on high-altitude UAVs is going to continue to grow because they have some unique

attributes. The most important one is in the footprint. That is, when you're looking down from the UAV

at the ground, you cover a lot of area. If you're at an altitude of the order of 60,000 feet, you'll cover

about four times as much area as you would with a piloted airplane, say at about 30,000 feet. That's a big,

big advantage. There are other attributes that really help as well. You can fly above most of the weather.

If you're at 60,000 feet you're not subject to weather, except when you take off and descend. You also

are flying above most of the piloted airplanes, which makes your air traffic control problem easier, again,

except during take off and landing. UAVs are also closer to Earth than satellites. For missions where you

want to take high-resolution imagery or where you're going to do telecommunications, that proximity to

the ground has a tremendous benefit.

There are some other advantages. In the other workshop, the scientists get very excited that you can

actually take measurements within the stratosphere. That provides some unique capabilities in what we

hope is a tow-cost platform.
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The Low Cost High Altitude
UAV Niche
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Where we see the market emerging is an interesting void. In the lower left-hand corner are two of the

vehicles that we saw in the hangar today--it's Perseus B and Altus DT. They are first-generation

vehicles. They're inexpensive. From an operational standpoint for commercial service they really don't

have as much performance as what is needed. You have to carry more payload, and you have to stay up in

the air considerably longer. There are airplanes that offer that performance. The ER-2, which is a piloted

airplane, certainly carries more weight than is necessary. However, you can't really stay in the air very

long, and it's an expensive platform. There's a military airplane development--the Global Hawk. That

airplane is going to take part of the market. We don't call that a low-cost UAV. Once it's in production

and once the Air Force has bought some, the marginal cost of buying additional Global Hawk airplanes is

going to be very attractive for some non-military users.

Finally, here is Helios, and Helios is really off the chart. This chart goes to about 40 hours endurance.

That provides a breakthrough in capability. If you have the many-day airplane up there, there are things

you can do that we really haven't even thought about. It's revolutionary in capability. When you put a

business assessment together, it's hard to put your arms around exactly what the market is pulling.
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Potential Applications
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What we do know is there's a bunch of users here. They want to carry five, six, seven hundred

pounds of payload. They want to have an airplane that stays in the air for whatever their requirements are,

give or take. And that's where the market's coming.

We see the applications that marry up to that demand coming in three areas. The first and the largest

from the ability to generate revenue for industry is in monitoring and early warning--that is, you fly an

airplane, it observes something, and perhaps it tells you something is about to happen like a wildfire is

beginning or a hurricane is approaching. That is where we think there is commercial value, and it is

difficult to provide comparable service with any other platform. It gives you some real

economic advantages.

The second market is environmental sciences. This is what again is going on primarily in the other

workshop. This is doing atmospheric, oceanographic research, mapping some environmental

assessments, and the like. However, you have to recognize from a business standpoint that all the

customers in that market are government agencies. Because of that, it limits the profitability. There are

revenues to be made there, but there's an argument that can be made that says it's not a very profitable

market in the long run.

And finally, there's telecommunications. We know there are two telecom applications for high-

altitude UAVs right now. The first is in service niches. Although there's a lot of satellite operations now

being fielded, there are gaps. There are geographic gaps, and there are gaps in time where UAVs could

provide some service. There's also in disaster recovery areas where you have a system where the satellite

ground infrastructure is no longer in place, and you can quickly put an airplane in and provide 1-2 weeks,

1-2 months, or whatever it takes to get your communications connectivity back. Those provide some

interesting market opportunities for UAVs.
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Projected Civil Demand for Low

Cost High Altitude UAVs
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In the next 5 years the market will be growing at about 23 percent a year. So it would be about a

$100 million market by the end of 2004. The market would continue to grow at an average rate of about

20 percent a year. By the end of 2009 you would be looking at $265 million going into the UAV industry

to support these applications. Now, that looks like a lot relative to the $28 million that's being spent

today. However, if you're trying to get investments to develop a new UAV, it's a pretty small number,

and that's part of the problem. This is not a large industry. This is not like the global telecommunications

industry where you have global telecommunications at the end of that chart, a $1 trillion industry. So the

scale of this business is small enough to be profitable, but it is not a huge industry by a lot of other high-

technology standards.
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Speculative High Payoff

Applications

Multi-Function Support of Disaster

Response and Recovery Operations
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There are applications that could make a significant difference and make the growth steeper. The first

is what we call multifunction support disaster response and recovery. The immediate need is to provide

communications connectivity in the part of the disaster. You could actually sell a service to do that. Once

you have a UAV there, you can do the things that we saw in the previous session. We now have a

platform there, and you could use it to capture imagery. By providing all that in a single platform

provides a new capability that, frankly, they've never had before. That capability could increase the use

and demand for UAVs. It will not increase the demand significantly in the long run, but it would make a

substantial near-term increase. For instance, it could make on the order of about a 10-percent increase in

the market size the next 5 years, unfortunately because there's a growth demand in disasters. The

telecommunications for mass markets is something else. There it doesn't do a lot of near-term

improvement to the market, but it could make a substantial difference in the long-term UAV market.

In the next 10 years if you were able to use the UAV, that would now compete against the big satellite

systems--Astro Link, Cyber Star--things like that. This could add 50 percent to the market that I just

described. It would clearly become the dominant application and would change the entire economic

nature of the industry. However, you're also competing against some very large companies that are

exceptionally well financed.

You have to separate in your mind what the revenue is to the company actually providing the

telecommunication services, which is where the profit is--and the folks selling and flying the airplanes,

which will be a subcontractor, and your margins could be squeezed. Although there is an opportunity for

a lot of revenue, it's unclear how profitable that would be from the UAV industry standpoint. It could

certainly make a big difference in the number of UAVs you're selling.
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The Competitive Field
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There's also competition out there, and it comes from five sources. The immediate one is piloted

airplanes. Piloted airplanes, for most UAV missions, represent serious economic competition. You heard

in the previous sessions a lot of people talking about remote sensing. What you do not see in my list of

applications is a lot of words about remote sensing. That's because it is our assessment that most airborne

remote sensor demand in the next decade can be more economically filled by piloted airplanes than they

can by UAVs. The cost difference is substantially in favor of the piloted aircraft.

There are some applications, though, where UAVs will be particularly useful, such as in dangerous

missions. However, those now require high-altitude application. Low-altitude UAVs, not necessarily

those that skim the ground but perhaps those that fly at 30 or 40,000 feet--particularly those that have

already been bought and paid for by the military and are converted into civil derivatives--may, in fact,

provide some competition and squeeze the market a little bit.

There are also civil derivatives of the big, expensive military UAVs like the Global Hawk. Clearly

that is going to take a piece of this market. There are customers who will buy a system like that and be

able to say they're flying a system that the Air Force flies. There are also groups of companies that are

financed and some governments spending money on high-altitude balloon systems. These range in size

and technology from some that are relatively near term to some that are far beyond even what you're

seeing in the Helios. The Japanese are investing. There are a few venture companies in the United States

developing that technology. They are all oriented at the telecommunications market because they're very

expensive to develop, and that's the only market that can generate the revenues for them.

Finally, of course, there are satellites. There are a lot of new lower orbit satellites, remote sensing

satellites, some of the niche players in telecommunications that are emerging--all those are going to

compete with what we're doing in UAVs.
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Obstacles to Market Growth
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There are also some other obstacles, other than just sheer competition to the market growth. The most

important one, in my opinion, is UAV reliability. Forty to sixty percent of the operational cost of using

the UAVs you saw today is insurance. It's hull insurance. If you're going to run a business, you have

other kinds of insurance. There's third-party liability insurance. There's business disruption insurance.

That number is driven solely by UAV reliability. That's what the insurance companies are concerned

about. UAVs have to get a lot more reliable before they're going to be commercially viable.

There's also an interesting little paradox. On one hand you would like to compete against global

satellite communications. But for some, particularly the scientific missions, those missions require

operating UAVs at very long ranges, that is, controlling the UAV and bringing payload data back through

satellite communication systems. So it becomes an interesting situation. In one of those market segments

you want to compete with the global satellite companies. On the other hand, you actually need them as a

supplier to provide a very key service for you to operate. That paradox hasn't really been sorted out. This

whole business is moving very rapidly. But it's a significant problem. The scientists are real hogs for

bandwidth. They don't want bandwidth such as some of the new systems--the radium ICO for example,

which is voice cell phone class bandwidth. They want megabits through space. That could be done. It's

very expensive. It's going to come down in cost. On the other hand, they're going to need that and they're

going to want it--particularly the kind of images and the kind of data you were just seeing.

Finally, you heard a lot of discussions earlier today about the regulatory environment. These are

aircraft. They not only have to meet regulatory requirements in the United States; they have to meet

regulatory requirements around the world. It's not just air traffic requirements, it's also radio

communications regulations. You're going to have to operate in certain frequencies. That becomes a real

problem in foreign countries.
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The Opportunity for
Commercialization
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To close, we think there's a commercial market. It's growing. It's attractive to make investments in

some areas. There are obstacles that have to be overcome. Competition is going to be there. But UAV

reliability and trying to bring down the cost and availability of global satellite communications are also

important. Working the regulatory situation is important. That's what ERAST is trying to do--to build
confidence, and work with the other agencies involved to go and try to create an environment that can

foster commercialization.

Question: This is Eric Brachhausen. What do you consider to be a low-cost, high-altitude UAV?

Basil Papadales: Five million dollars a copy. That number moves around too, depending on what the

expenses of UAVs are. The easy way to think of it is half the cost of the Global Hawk, because that's

exactly the way customers think of it. A Global Hawk, once it's in production, without payloads, will cost

somewhere between $10 to 15 million if everything goes right.

Question: So you feel the Global Hawk platform itself will be available in a commercial environment in

years to follow?

Basil Papadales: If there is demand for it. One of the things I didn't talk about is how you actually offer

UAVs to the marketplace. We were saying that there are alternate ways of doing it, rather than buying a

UAV flight service and things like that may be necessary, particularly an expensive platform like Global

Hawk. Some people are going to want that class of service.

Question: This is Nick Colella. It's very important to make the distinction that the Global Hawk is a

single-engine platform. And to offer its services in the U.S. on a commercial basis, or trying to get FAA

certification to do so, they may run into some issues like single-engine operation.

Basil Papadales: There's another airplane, Proteus, which has about the same performance with two

engines. But the single versus two-engine issue to me is a secondary issue. I realize some people think it's

big. But the big issue is that there's an installed base at the Air Force utilization. So you can see a Global
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Hawk airplanelookinglike anER-2.An ER-2--NASA wouldneverhaveanER-2 if it wereaninstalled
base.TheU-2 is alreadyout there.Thatanalogyisgoingto hold.Whetherit's 10percentof themarketor
40percentof themarketremainsto beseen.

Question: I was just questioning whether Northrop will be able to sell the Global Hawk platform in a

commercial environment or whether it be restricted.

Basil Papadal_s: That's their business problem with the Air Force. I would think that would be beneficial

to the Air Force.

Question: You talked about the regulatory process. Can you characterize what the current state of affairs

is with regard to FAA and their view of UAVs?

Dale Tietz: I'd like to route that over to Glen Witt.

Glen Witt: Next week at Las Cruces, New Mexico, an organization that we put together called the

Technical Analysis and Applications Center is putting on a symposium. The following day on Tuesday

we're going to be addressing specifically those issues such as aircraft certification, operating

qualifications, and procedures for operating in national airspace. The goal of the Technical Applications

Center is to engage with the FAA to come up with procedures and all that--I have with me two

gentlemen. Gary Nakagawa is FAA--30 years of aircraft certification experience. Ken Erdman is in flight

standards--35 years with the FAA in flight standards experience. I have 34 years of air traffic controller

experience. Our team has experience in the disciplines we're talking about. Now, we're not saying we

know all the answers. But I think we know how to ask the questions and go through the mechanics. So, I

will be able to speak to a lot more of those issues in detail next week and off line after we get through

with the ERAST Program. I'll put up some World Wide Web sites here.

Question: Your briefing and the results or recommendations or conclusions seemed a little bit askew. I

wondered perhaps what the underlying reasons for that were. You painted a bleak picture. Two hundred

sixty eight million-dollar market, kind of a niche market, in many regards small, civil, science, etc. Then

you showed all the competition. Yet in your conclusions or recommendations chart you said, there is a

market--there is an opportunity here. Is it a way of looking at it?

Basil Papadales: You have to look at it this way. It's an opportunity for small companies. It's a small

business from the Hughes Company point of view. Most of these alliance companies are really small

companies. I mean we're talking about if this market comes up they'll triple, quadruple their revenues. I

mean it's a big opportunity for a little company. It's not a big opportunity for Northrop Grumman or

Boeing, or some large company. Now maybe it will be in 10 years when that market grows. But that's part

of the scale--people need to understand the scale of the business. That's why supporting little companies

is important, because it's just too small a business to attract big companies.

Question: But you mentioned a breakthrough off the chart here with the AeroVironment aircraft.

Basil .Papadales: I think everyone agrees. That is truly a breakthrough that people can speculate upon.

That is a remarkable breakthrough in aeronautical capability that would be like asking me in 1902---now

what does it mean that Orville and Wilbur really fly, you know. I mean that's truly a big deal. And it's hard

for people to say--Well, I'm going to buy something in 2007 based on that.

Dale Tietz: Dr. Nick Colella is with us today to provide his thoughts on Angel Technology Corporation, a

company founded to provide broadband telecommunications to metropolitan areas using a piloted aircraft

called the Proteus. Future generations of this aircraft may become robotic to take advantage of high

altitudes, better performance, wider footprints and better economics. Nick became involved with robotic

airplanes in 1991 while he was working at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory on projects for
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missiledefense.Nick thenleft the Laboratoryandwent into theprivatesectorwherehe is today.Nick
alsowasthe founderof acompanycallednChip,a multi-chip moduleelectronicspackagingcompany,
andheis alsoafounderof theNationalRoboticsEngineeringConsortiumatCarnegieMellon. Nick hasa
Ph.D.thathe got throughCarnegieMellon aswell. And sotodayhe'd like to give us anupdateonhis
telecomthoughts,right?

Ang_l Technologies

Nicholas J. Colella, CTO

4377 First Street, Suite B

Pleasanton, CA 94566

925.484.4080, 925.484.4093 fax

ncolella@broad band.corn
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Dr. Nick Colella: Thank you. Yes. It's really interesting that often when I talk to the investment

community I get the question that "If stratospheric communications," which I'm going to talk about

today, "is such a good idea, why wasn't it done 10 years ago?" And, in fact, there were proposals by

Westinghouse Corporation in the early '50's precisely about wireless stratospheric communications. A lot

of patents were filed. What makes it practical today is the technology base--and I'm going to go through

a couple of points on that--but also there is the potential market pull, and not only the market pull

domestically but also internationally.

Clearly, there are now methods of making small, highly capable airframes. Manufacturing methods

have matured quite a lot, mainly due to funding through the Defense Department, but also due to a very

robust business jet industry in the U.S. and abroad. At the same time, wireless broadband access

technologies suddenly got released at the end of the Cold War, mainly because a lot of engineers got pink

slips. Suddenly a lot of technology that was very high value added to certain defense contracts walked out

the doors with the individuals who then teamed up with entrepreneurs, or became entrepreneurs

themselves, thus moving wireless millimetric wave technologies out into the marketplace. Now we're

seeing companies grow up. Concurrent to that was the liberalization, in Washington, of spectrum through

the Telecom Reform Act, which led to people providing new access modes. While you had that, you had

the data communications industry being fueled by Moore's Law, a factor of 2 performance increase every

18 months. I recall the people who founded Four Systems, which is an asynchronous transfer mode

(ATM) switch manufacturer in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The kind of switch technologies they looked at

as grad students and one as a professor at CMU were pathetic, when compared to what they're marketing

today. Talk about 40 gigabits per second packet switches--orders of magnitude higher than what they

prototyped just less than a decade ago in the university.
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You're seeingthe technologiesfor the terrestrialmarketsin how you close the air link, how you
modulatethesignals,how youwork computationsandcommunicationsall thewayup to theapplication
layer,basicallybeingfueledbyMoore's Law,except,perhaps,for themillimetric wavecomponentsthat
areevolvingmoreslowly. Thegreathopethereis that Silicon Germaniumwill suddenlyincreasethat
rateof evolutionof thosecomponents,perhapsunder10gigahertzinitially. SiliconGermanium--there's
somespeculations--mightbe ableto goup to 30 gigahertz,50 gigahertz.With manufacturingmethods
closerto silicon (thanGaAs), therecan be a world-manufacturingbasefor Silicon Germanium--and
suddenlyit's rock androll for millimetric wavecommunications.Sothere'sthis greatconvergencehere.

And last of all, everybodywantsa website,you know. There'sthis commercialin California about
"my-shoe-laces-are-untied.com"or"I-have-a-straw-stuck-in-my-ear.com."But on theseriousside,many
small businessesrecognizethat to survivethey've got to be ableto takeordersin a very facile way,
they'vegot to bemoreresponsive.In essence,they'vegot to startmovingcloserto the"marketof one."
Whenyouwantto ordersomething--theyhaveyourorderandit's clean,it's distinct,andit goesto you.
Insteadof just bulk productionhopingto getyourbuy, it's now targeteddirectly.

J
_ __i GEO Satellites

22, 300 miles

LEO/MEO

Satellites -- _ "_ _
400+ miles _'_"

HALO Aircraft
._..High Altitude Long Operation ................................. 10

_-_ _ _.. , miles
•_. _,_ "_._ .,,,:_ _, ,_.,_.,_

•. " .. Terrestrial

""" _ _ " " _.. <200ft
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If you do deploy a stratospheric layer--and ARTIS technology makes it possible and the market's

ready to accept it, however, this potentially is a very disruptive technology. There are big cats out there

that aren't going to like the idea of stratospheric communications--which brings me to the title of my talk

"The Rise of Stratospheric Communications and the Fall of Satellite Networks." What I mean by the

stratosphere or by the stratospheric communications layer is operating above the commercial airline

airspace. That's the stratosphere. Now that's not a correct technical definition, as you know. An

atmospheric chemist will get very upset with me. It's the layer above where we do commercial airline

operations, so that we can loiter and operate above cities.
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• Can match the telecommunications density to the end user

population of each major city

• Have short round-trip signal delays

• Allow real-time, multimedia dialogue

• Expand with regional e-commerce

• Are attractive for international "green field" deployments

• Easily integrated with terrestrial networks

• Can be grown into a global business

• "If it can be done, it will be done, "Andy Grove.

Angel Technologies
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Now the benefit of stratospheric corn networks, in general, is that because you are above the

addressable market and with advances in antenna technologies, one can match the offered

telecommunications densities to the addressable market. If you're business based--and you're trying to

offer business to the small office, to small businesses, and connections to them--if the distribution is very

heterogeneous, as it is in most cities, you can still match that morphology and be efficient with your use
of bandwidth. What's attractive from a data communications network standpoint is that you have short

round trip delays in your signal propagation. On the scale--on the air interface of about

lOOmicroseconds round trip to multiple hundreds of microseconds, but not milliseconds or

multiple milliseconds.

Consequently, because you can achieve high-data densities with short round trip delays, that allows

you to use communications protocols that are appropriate for multimedia. Suddenly you have this single

node--one that provides a single footprint that allows real-time multimedia dialogue. Some people refer

to it as virtual telepresence, immersive telepresence, etc. By now being responsive and immersive, that

will expand regional commerce.
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In the U.S. therearemanyopportunitiesfor deployingbroadbandaccess.Thereare twistedwire
pairs.Certainlyin the uppertier cities the twistedwiring is relativelymature.It's beenupgraded.The
competitiveenvironmentis right to offer accessto twisted wire. Cablemodemis going to be very
competitivefor the homemarket.Fiber to the tall buildings,and thenwirelessaccess.Thereare still
placesin theUnited States,though,whereanoverlay--a wirelessoverlaycanbevery effective.That's
especiallytruewhen you want to movesignalson a lengthscaleof tensof miles insteadof individual
miles, and you want to do soto connectclosedusergroups--small businesses--tothe headquarters,
telecommuters,businessoffices. You wantto do storeandforwardof largefiles, andyou don't want to
pay theconnectionratethat's dueall monthlongwhenyou'rejust doingafile transferfor minuteseach
day.Particularlyattractivearestratosphericnetworksfor internationalgreenfield deployments,wherein
youcan't doanupgradeof theexistingtwistedwire infrastructure.

It's interestingto note that in mostof Japanwhenthey did twistedwires theytook two wire pairs
together,andratherthanputting in a metalsheathwhichwouldcontributesomeisolationandeliminate
somecrosstalk,they usedpaperto wrap the twistedwire. Sothe crosstalkproblem in Japanis much
worsethanin theU.S.Whentheylook atADSL deploymentsin Japan,it's goingto bemoreproblematic
thanhere.And that's a verydevelopedcountry.Soin that senseit's almostagreenfield.

A stratospheric network can be easily integrated with terrestrial networks, which I'll show in my talk,

and can truly be grown into a global business, one city at a time. You learn by addressing each market.

You generate your revenues. You study +ach city as if it's an individual market. You don't try to anticipate

the whole world. And to quote Andy Grove, "If it can be done, it will be done." I think it will happen.
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High Density Coverage of a Major City and
Neighboring Towns & Communities From One
Airborne Network Hub

<_ Immediate Service to All Potential End Users on

the First Day of Deployment to that City

Ubiquitous Access with High Look Angle

Timely Upgrades In Step with Terrestrial Networks

Can Accommodate "De Facto" Standards Arising
from Global Competitive Forces

Angel Technologies
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There are a variety of wireless opportunities for stratospheric platforms. I will focus specifically on

broadband today. We have, indeed, looked at wireless local loop, which is very attractive in the interna-

tional context, next generation mobile narrowband services, data, telephony, and other wireless services

and devices that would happen in the next generation services. Those are all potential markets. Broad-

band access--there's a bandwidth frustration. If, some day, bandwidth becomes a commodity, you can

then bundle this type of access with the right types of information services, and suddenly customers can

do things that are potent for e-commerce.

The benefit of stratospheric broadband is that a single stratospheric node can cover a major city and

do so at most cities in the world. Los Angeles is an exception. New York's an exception. They're unique

morphologies. But most cities in the world, plus their surrounding towns and communities can be

covered. That's a great recipe for addressing telecommuters and for connecting small businesses to the

downtown, etc. It is immediate service to all potential end users on a first day deployment to that city. So

it fundamentally changes your marketing strategy, how you roll out. In the case of local muhipoint

distribution service (LMDS), you have to look at one business park at a time and convince them that

you're going to be in the next business park down the street, and some day "you will all (be able to) get

together." Where here there's another way of marketing and there perhaps are some real economies and

efficiencies in being able to do a "one-city" rollout. It offers ubiquitous access with a high-look angle.

Therefore, just about every single rooftop can be a potential customer. The cost per rooftop passed is

quite low with the stratospheric node.

The timely upgrades--and this is very important relative to a space network--is that the real

advances in data communications are going to happen through terrestrial data communications networks.

There's a tremendous amount of money behind terrestrial data communications. Stratospheric platforms

can accept that technology. By having fluidic cooling, by having a partial atmosphere, by having ample

power and volume, etc., you can integrate that technology; you can change it, evolve it, and stay with the

technological trends that are fueling terrestrial networks. That leads to the next point which is--by being

able to accept the technologies from terrestrial networks, one can respond to and accommodate the "de

facto" emerging standards before they' re accepted--the standards that you bet are going to win. If that

standard doesn't win for some aspects of your communications network, then you can respond and move

with the industry.
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Gateway & Dedicated Links

28 & 38 GHz (or others)

for End User Links

50 to 500 Beams (Cells)
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In the case of a broadband network and feasibility of a class of payload that we've talked about, I will

give orders of magnitude to orient people. That, in terms of dedicated beams, could then be to a high data

traffic business or to a gateway, two to twenty dedicated links--that really isn't a limit, but that fits nicely

in the envelope. Fifty to 500 beams can be combined in cellular patterns to give shared access per beam.

You could do a packet switch network. The frequencies where there's nice bandwidth to give the types of

data throughputs I'm going to talk about are available at 28 gigahertz and 38 gigahertz. There's an

evolving and growing technology base to support 28 and 38 gigahertz.

Moderate Number of Subscribers
DS1 (1.5Mbps): 70 K (or)

5 Gbps Ethemet (10Mbps): 10 K

High i

100 Gbps j

Number of Subscribers

DS1 (1.5Mbps): 1,300 K (or)

Ethernet (10Mbps): 200 K

• 20x oversubscription factor for symmetric traffic (typica&

http:l/www.broadban d.com 7
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If, for example, you develop a network that has a switch throughput on a scale of 5 gigabits per

second, with a typical bandwidth over subscription factor of 20X, one can support a subscriber base of

about 70,000 people, if their statistical average data rate is about 1.5 megabits per second. And that

includes users that are off net, on net, etc. This is a subscription base for that type of throughput. If you

can then go to 100 gigabits per second for the communications node servicing that one city market, one

can then serve on a scale of a million subscribers. I show a factor--roughly a factor of 6 difference

between if they're going at one megabit per--one and a half to ten megabits per second.

HALO Network Hub

J" / HA'O _ _* Bu_irte"l"n_remlse

/ '_<"'_°' / !IIiili!! \
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The types of elements one would have in a stand-alone network would be small premise equipment or

user terminals on the rooftop with a clear line of sight to the stratospheric node. In the case of a dedicated

link where, for example, this might be a web hosting facility like Concentric Networks where they

provide value added web hosting for small businesses, they might have a dedicated beam that allows

them to then reach their customers through this airborne node.
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The other network element is that for traffic that needs to get out of the network, it could either go

through one of these links that's connected to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) or through

a gateway to the PSTN. The gateway also offers a portal for individuals who want to move content to the

entire subscriber base. Here' s a real revenue opportunity for this type of network by being able to provide

a multicast opportunity.

To provide service to multiple cities, the network operation center (NOC) responsibility could be

shared over multiple cities. If there's only one city that's done, then you need to provide some kind of

network support functions and billing structures.

Working closely with Raytheon Corporation, the group that came from Texas Instruments (TI),

before we leaped into this project we said--can we work with LMDS equipment? Can we take the

equipment that's being developed for LMDS and replace the base station on a building with a base station

at about 50,000 feet altitude? The answer came back "yes." It took careful thought and engineering in

what's required. What we found is that you could use the LMDS rooftop unit, and you could use the

indoor units as proposed and evolving with a standards body. What will be required in the case of a high-

gain antenna if the stratospheric platform is moving would be then some type of pointing capability.

There are a variety of low-cost options that have been looked at for how to do that pointing capability if

the stratospheric node moves.
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Twin-turbofan propulsion for routine operations above 51Kft

Two-pilot certification (FAA Part 23), one active pilot with autopilot

operation on station. (Optionally piloted mode in the future.)

6,000 ff altitude "shirt sleeve" cockpit while on station

Small business jet airport operations: 95 ft span; GTOW of 12,500 Ib;

Fuel Weight of 5,500 Ib

20 KVA for airborne HALO Network components, about 2 to 10 times

higher than satellites.

1,800 Ibs & 18 ft diameter payload pod beneath the fuselage

Large fuselage volume for payload components

Modular fuselage barrel for swapping payloads

Angel TechP, ofogies
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In the case of High Altitude Long Operation (HALO)/Proteus, I think you've heard all these specs.

The important thing is that there's an optionally piloted mode in the future, if the ERAST Program is

successful in its objectives. If Scaled Composites happens to be one of the beneficiaries of that success

story, then we'll certainly see a nice transition from piloted operation consistent with the FAA Part 23 to

optionally piloted. As Burr Rutan mentioned, it's a shirtsleeve cockpit. It's actually a sealed capsule

environment. The airplane was designed to operate from small, local, county airports. We did a survey of

the United States, and we found more than 3,000 airports in the United States can support our operations.

Because there are so many airports where we could fly our small business jet from, what we do to achieve

robust deployment logistics is to operate from a primary facility, but within a 500-mile diameter we have

a number of secondary airports established. In the event that the primary facility is weathered-in or we

can't land and relieve the node, then we operate out of a secondary airport. We use modem meteorological

tracking capabilities to know when we rotate the assets between primary and alternate airports to stay

robust--much like--and done with great discipline and success by the AeroVironment team.
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With the Raytheonteam, Angel performed a wireless broadbanddemonstrationwith standard
equipmentmadefor terrestrialcommunicationsapplications.The airplaneusedwasactuallya Cessna.
What wedid is we replicatedthe slantrangesthat wewould havein our network,and we alsodid the
look anglesrelativeto local horizon.Through that we did multiple videoconferences.We aggregated
voicetraffic. We did IPover thatlink, etc.

• Oct 97:

Jul 98:

• Aug 98:

• Sep 98:

• Feb 99:

Jun 99:

• Sep 99:

• Oct 99:

Scaled Technology Works Factory Completed

HALO/Proteus First Flight over Mojave, California

52Mbps Demo over Dallas by Angel & Raytheon

HALO/Proteus Inaugural Flight

HALO/Proteus Flight Above 50Kft

Paris Air Show International Debut

Comm Pod Aero Flight Check

ERAST "Exclusive Preview" of the HALO/Proteus
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We debuted the Proteus in June of 1999 at the Paris Air Show. You saw the telecom pod; the

aeroflight check was done in September of '99. Here we are today, and you saw the corn pod today.

Those of you who love to go to Colorado--if you're in Montrose, there's the Scaled Tech Works factory.

It's capable of producing 50 aircraft per year of this class. A decision to capitalize that facility was based

upon the HALO/Proteus, as well as manufacturing carbon composite components for other aircraft--

certified aircraft. This is probably worth showing, because you saw the real article today.
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• Seamless ubiquitous multimedia services

Adaptation to end user environments

• Access to the consumer, small office/home office, and content

information markets

Rapid deployment of complete network solutions to cities of

opportunity

Total coverage of the city and its surrounding communities on

the first day of service

Bandwidth on demand for efficient use of available spectrum
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The commercial aspects of stratospheric broadband services are that if you engineer a network

properly and you respect what people are doing with terrestrial networks, you can make such a

connection seamless to the end user. You have to do that. Furthermore, you want to anticipate the end

user environment and adapt to it and anticipate how that end user environment is going to change over

time. If you are successful at that, then what you'll end up with is access to the consumer, small office,

home office, and emerging information markets. We think once you have that template you can then

deploy to cities of opportunity--not quite in a cookie cutter fashion, because you have to optimize for

each market to understand it, but you could roll it out in an evolutionary manner. You could be very

efficient with the available spectrum because you can offer bandwidth on demand through a simple star

topology network with a single hub in the air.

The shorter range from the stratospheric node to the end user (10

to 35 miles), allows the use of low-cost, low-power premise

equipment.

4 The premise equipment requires a single beam with slow angular

tracking (perhaps zero rates), instead of two beams for LEO
constellations.

• Data densities can be nearly one thousand times higher, e.g., 2-20

Mbpslsq-km.

• Round trip time delays will be acceptable to interactive

broadband services, e.g., 100 mlcrosec to 350 microsec

Angel Technologies
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Compared to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, the premise equipment can be less expensive and

lower power, and also only requires one tracking beam or one stationary beam, but not two. LEO

satellites require two because there's one satellite descending while the other's ascending ... you've got

to maintain the link. The data densities can be nearly 1,000 times higher--2 to 20 megabits per second

per square kilometer--for a stratospheric node. This is for the shared access. Clearly for dedicated beams

one can really chug along to whatever available bandwidth can be offered. Round trip delays are short

and appropriate for multimedia and interactive e-commerce.

• Frequencies usage can be decided by a local PTT, or spectrum

holder, to extract value from a licensed asset.

• In the U.S,, stratospheric networks could access frequency

bands licensed to a terrestrial service provider through a

business agreement.

• Stratospheric broadband network can serve hundreds-of-

thousands of broadband subscribers within a metropolitan area

distance scale.

• Data connections to destinations outside a metropolitan service

area can be made through terrestrial trunklines.

Angel Technologies
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It appears that frequency usage can be determined in an international context by the local PTT and not

require work with and coordinating with the ITU, to extract value from a licensed asset. In the U.S.,

stratospheric networks could access frequency bands licensed to a terrestrial service provider through a

business agreement for them to get additional value out of their spectrum. Hundreds of thousands of

subscribers can be served by a node over the city, subscribers within a metropolitan distance scale. So it

truly is a potent opportunity for e-commerce. Data connections to destinations outside can be interfaced
with terrestrial networks and trunk lines.
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Uniquely tailored "hub" In a • Many clones in a complex
simple star network mesh network

Easy to diagnose, maintain, _ Impossible to repair once on
and upgrade orbit

Readily serviced for optimal • Steadily degrading asset
performance diverging from its market

Commercial technology & 4b Special, integrated,
open standards proprietary "spaceware"

Efficient spectrum usage 4 Global spectrum allocation
focused on each city blurring regional needs

4_ Evolving business model 4 High risk, long-term business
with city-by-city learning gamble
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Now comes my satellite big LEO bashing. There's a uniquely tailored hub in a simple star network

versus many clones in a complex mesh network. That leads to a variety of things. First, the total system

topology and complexity are radically different. They're [stratospheric] easy to diagnose, maintain and

upgrade--yet [satellites are] impossible to repair once on orbit. [Stratospheric] Readily service for

optimal performance, [satellites] steadily degrading asset diverging from its market. You predict a

market. You go out there and you launch Iridium, and you find out that nobody wants to buy your hand

sets, or you can't ship them, or you've got real problems. That's a serious matter. It's really terrifying the

financial markets--look what has happened with Iridium and ICO.

Is the stratosphere better than space for providing "bit
clouds" to the populations in major cities of our world?

Can a stratospheric platform (SP) more efficiently use

spectrum than a satellite for serving needs of people and
business?

Can SP networks better evolve to meet the growing needs

of regional and global e-commerce?

Angel Technologies
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[Stratospheric] Commercial technology and open standards can be accepted and grown with, versus

[satellites] specially integrated proprietary spaceware. Suddenly here's a play that might be commercial.

[Stratospheric] Efficient spectrum usage focused on each city versus [satellites] global. If you have the

capital and the means to influence the work, then it's no problem. If you're a small company--small

satellite companies crash and burn when they try to acquire global spectrum rights. It's very hard to build

up that kind of consensus and get a position out of the ITU.

[Stratospheric] Evolving business model with city-by-city learning versus a high-risk long-term

business gamble. There are important policy questions, I think. That's what I want to leave with this

crowd. My understanding is that this is a workshop. A workshop is to influence policy also. Again,

looking at Andy Grove, "If it can be done, it will be done." The question is--"Is it worth doing?" That's

the next one. If, indeed it is, by answering questions of this type--is the stratosphere better than space for

providing e-commerce bit clouds to population centers? Can a stratospheric platform more efficiently use

spectrum than a satellite for serving the needs emerging in e-commerce, or meet the growing needs of

regional and global e-commerce better than satellites?

w

• Encourage access to spectrum bands practical for
commercial services.

• Develop seamless terrestrial/stratospheric standards for
broadband wireless services.

• Promote favorable Government environments for testing,
rapidly prototyping, and deploying SP networks.

• Foster a world forum and community for SP development.

Anget Technologies
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If answers are in the affirmative, then the following policy actions, I believe, are important. That is to

have a climate, certainly in the United States and worldwide, that encourages access to spectrum bands

practical for commercial services. Now I know there's a 47-gigahertz allocation for stratospheric. That's

junk spectrum. Who is making user terminals at 47 gigahertz. Develop seamless terrestrial/stratospheric

standards. It's very important that the blurring between terrestrial and stratospheric is done well. That is

what's going to be the success story, because the terrestrial buildup is going to happen fast. Promote

favorable Government environments for testing, rapidly prototyping, and deploying stratospheric

networks. I hope that the ERAST Program thrives. I think this is a nice Government environment. I'd like

to see more of it. It would be great to see some rapid prototyping activities, less centered on platforms and

more oriented toward payloads and services, to see if these concepts make sense at all.
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Last but not leastis have a world forum andcommunity.The NASA ERAST might be pivotal in
movingforwardthediscussionat aworld level ratherthanjust at aU.S. level.Thankyou.

Question: Aren't there real environmental impacts to flying a lot of aircraft in the stratosphere?

Dr. Nick Colella: In the case of the Proteus airplane, at cruise at altitude it burns less than 50 gallons per

hour. That's very low fuel consumption. Now for other aircraft. I did an analysis because when I went to

Japan, I anticipated that question a number of months ago when I gave a similar talk. If you look at the

exhaust of the Narita Airport and then you look at transport mechanisms---diffusion at high atmosphere--

and you draw a diameter around Narita Airport because takeoff burns a lot of fuel. So you combine

takeoffs and landings and look at how much chemicals are propagating up to the high altitude, it dwarfs

this contribution of 50 gallons per hour. The argument that I made is not only is this in the noise of the

Narita airspace in terms of pollution, but suddenly a lot of people don't have to commute for hours. So

there's the secondary benefit or incidental benefit.

Question: Eric Brachhausen. Out of all the data that have to get transmitted, wouldn't there be some

portion of it that isn't sensitive to latency and interactivity--like inventory data?

Dr. Nick Colella: Oh, absolutely. Thank you. I was speaking specifically of interactive real time,

multimedia correspondence, and looking at the stratospheric model versus the LEO space model or

deeper space model. But, indeed, satellites will have very useful wireless applications. Broadcast

satellites--that appears to me to be a very good business model--file transfers, back-hauling, reading

sensors, where it's distributed sensors everywhere--like ORCOM. The ORCOM financial model is a

very interesting one, being able to read gauges and meters all throughout the world. There are services

like that where satellites are going to be very compelling and effective. My orientation here was on the

broadband business.

_Question: Even in the interactive applications, what do you foresee in the way of getting the information

from, say, one of the city-like regions that you described to, across the world? How are the data going to

get through?

Dr. Nick Colella: Well, in that case, the latencies are comparable, right. If you go into a terrestrial trunk

line and then you employ--and cross the Atlantic with Global Crossing or something--it's the speed of

light, whether you're going through that mesh or going up in space and hopping in space. In fact, there

are a number of folks who propose hybrid stratospheric satellite architectures as being very clean

configurations for providing high teledensities to the city from a stratospheric node, but then being able to

connect across the world by a simple couple, you know, jumps on the satellite network. But, in that case,

the long haul latencies are comparable in the two systems. But when you're within what--a term I call

the "cone of commerce," then the latencies are very short. We think that a lot of people consume and do

their business within 60 miles of where they live. That's what they do. Virtual caching helps, too, for long

distance stuff if there are common websites. You could virtually cache at a local web server, and then very

much like TCI does with @home.

Question: Nick, Kim Schwartz. When will you or when did you actually fly the Proteus with the payload

and prove out the concept?

Dr. Nick Colella: You don't prove out a concept till you go into business. That's what Iridium has taught

people. The business concept is not proven out till you make your revenue. But what we did do in the tech

trial with Raytheon, we demonstrated a high-speed data link. With this airplane [Proteus], we got the pod

on. We're going to do another demo soon, but for proprietary reasons, I won't tell about that. There will

be an announcement, and an invitation to industry at the right time. If that's successful, and if we're
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successfulin thebusinessdevelopment,therewill bea markettrial that will comesometime next year.
It's financedriven.It's a toughbusinessproposition.Youwouldn't believehow many investorsI've sat
acrossthetablefrom who,just whenyou saywe're goingto doastratosphericcomnetwork,look atyou
andsay--get out of here,whatareyou doing?What we found is that the investorswhowerewilling to
talk to ususuallylongerthananhour,theywouldstartto say"okay."We passedtechnicalduediligencea
numberof times.Oncetheyput their assassinsonyou,they'll drill youuntil youfall apart.Theysaythis
hangstogether,this is makingsense.Thenit comesbackto financerisk,marketrisk, andbusinessrisk.To
doastratosphericnetworkrequiressomeonewhocantouchtheenduser,thesubscriber,theright kind of

access to spectrum, and then the wherewithal to work out a robust operations plan for a new operating

paradigm for offering telecommunication services.

Questio.n: Are you looking at initially deploying in the United States?

Dr. Nick Colella: We'll do our initial demos in the U.S. I'd like to see us do our first market trial in the

U.S., but it may happen overseas.

Q.._estion: Did you do your trial--was it in Dallas?

Dr. Nick Colella: Yes, we did.

Question: And for like the Dallas/Fort Worth area--if you were going to give continuous service there,

how many Proteus aircraft would you have to have?

Dr. Nick Colella: For Dallas? One overhead. If it's all by itself and it's an isolated city, you know there are

cities around, we anticipate three. We'd probably go into business at first by having one spare somewhere

at headquarters.

Question: A minimum of two for continuous service, right?

Dr. Nick Colella: Once you have multiple cities, you could start looking at less than two. But we keep it

at two.

Question: But initially--the very first city.

_: You would do three--have three airplanes.

Question: I'm Karen Robbins. We heard the U.S. Program Manager say earlier that the program is

committed to helping to look at the issues in commercialization. You're at the forefront of stratospheric

telecom. What do you think would be the best areas for ERAST to be focusing resources in to help pave

the way?

Dr. Nick Colella: I'm a guest in somebody's house here. I have to really think about that answer, because

it's a question of what value. You're saying what value specifically ERAST may be able to offer to my

business project. We have a very detailed operating cost model for deploying a stratospheric network--

broadband network. Believe it or not, the pilots' salaries are a small fraction of the total cost. When you

go to unpiloted operations, it's not in there for us. Now when we're in a position where we have to start

squeezing the margins, a couple percent here or there--we're going to squeeze margins. But the unpiloted

operation doesn't do that.

Question: Well, your pilots are going to know that they have to fly 8-hour shifts on station.

_: That's correct. That's what we assume.

Unidentified Speaker: I'd like to make a comment on her question. Being a start-up company as they are,

the biggest problem is convincing investors to take a risk. Now if you want to do this technology transfer,

the best thing you can do--the Government can do--is to alleviate that risk. How can you do that? You can
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do thatby makingloanguarantees.Yougetyourmoneybackwith interest.But youalleviatethatrisk and
themoneywill pourin frominvestorslike bucketsof gold.I'I1guaranteethat.I'm in thatbucket--I know.

Dr. Nick Colella: Actually that's an excellent point. Remember investors--what they look for is they're

looking for skin in the game from all parties. So here we are. We've got a platform. They see a financial

commitment on the part of the platform manufacturer, plus we have a fixed contract. In the case of the

payload, they want to see a financing of the NRE. The investor doesn't want to bear that with risk capital.

What they want to bear with risk capital is building out the business to achieve the market objectives.

That's really what they want to go after, because that's the risk they're willing to accept--not the

technological risk. If there's a mechanism for underwriting the technological risk or offsetting that from

the investment community, it sweetens it up.

Unidentified Speaker: I'd say that's the single most important thing you can do to make ERAST go.

Dr. Nick Colel!a: I don't know if that is or not. I need to think more. I could say that the satellite industry

was pretty much subsidized for decades. They built the indigenous technology and capabilities and

people and intellectual property base on the basis of public financing. In a case for the defense, it's a very

important mission, right?

Question: What are the technological risks that are facing you?

Dr. Nick Colella: The technological risks we're facing? Very few. It's a financing problem now. I went out

and I worked closely with terrestrial component suppliers. We turned the problem from one of

development to integration. The antenna technology on the airplane is exotic. Once you get behind the

millimetric wave, the emissions, into the IF band, into the packets--at the packet level, that's integration

of terrestrial components, Then partnering with a very capable company like Raytheon that can look at

the antenna technology--that then nullifies some of that development risk there. And the ground

station--the gateway---could be a Concentric network. It could be teamed with a company like
Concentric.

Ouestion: One comment. The environmental risk of the stratosphere can probably be handled by a

hydrogen-fueled aircraft. Lockheed's been working with that since the '60' s.

Dr. Nick Colella: I've been very draconian with my company, you know, as a CTO and saying--we're

going to do things that are very pragmatic and practical from a regulatory standpoint. That's why we

embraced, for example, the Williams fan jets as our propulsion, rather than trying to bring forward a new

propulsion technology and getting the FAA to approve it. We've got enough costs for a small company to

get the airframe certified and the other systems.

Question: I think Lockheed showed that it didn't take a lot of conversion technique to run the turbo.

Dr. Nick Colella: The 50 gallons per hour, you've got to put numbers in that. My car burns two and a half

gallons per hour when on a highway. In the Bay area there are a lot of people like me who are commuting

an hour and a half each way to go to work. We're trying to stay conservative here, but thanks for your input.

Dale Tietz: Our next speaker is Bob Ettinger. Bob comes to us with a rich background in military and

flight operations--27 years in the Air Force, fighter pilot, flight test pilot, flew 100 missions over North

Vietnam. With regard to his aviation background here, he was the chief of the Hight Control Division of

the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, was part of the A-10

System Program Office--director, in fact, and was deputy director of the F-16 System Program Office--

culminating his Air Force career as vice commander of the Air Force Hight Test Center, here at Edwards
Air Force Base.
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With regardto robots,Bobhasbeenworkingextensivelyover thelast few yearsasflight directorfor
operationswith theAuroraFlight Scienceteam,flying thePerseusandTheseusaircraft.And just in the
last 2 and 1/2 yearshe is THE manworking flight test for Global Hawk for the Ryan Aeronautical
Center,now partof NorthropGrumman.

Robert Ettinger: I'm going to talk a little bit about Global Hawk and how Global Hawk can be used

commercially in all of the things we've been talking about. I'm going to cover some of these subjects and

let you see what the platform's like and what its current capabilities are, and then what some of the

applications of it might be.

It has a 116-ft wing span. The construction of the airplane is dominated by this big bump on the nose.

There's a Ku [band] sat corn antenna dish there. There's an aluminum structure on the fuselage; a

graphite composite black metal wing and assembly of graphite composite molded together, diagonal tails.

The engine comes from Allison Rolls Royce. The core is the same engine that's used on the C-130,

I0 decades old. The core of that engine comes from the C-130. The fan wrapped around that becomes a

Cessna Citation business jet and on the Embraer 145 [a] commuter jet. The airplane weighs, with a full

load of fuel, 25,000 lb, has 15,000 lb of fuel in it. It's a 10,000-1b basic airplane.

The mission looks surprisingly like that chart we saw in the Plenary Session regarding the mission.

It's fly out 3,000 miles, stay for 24 hours, fly back. We do that autonomously. We don't have pilots flying

the airplane, but they monitor how the airplane behaves. They do that through these communication

links. We have a launch and recovery element that's located at the takeoff field. And we monitor the

performance of the airplane through a UHF [ultrahigh frequency] line-of-sight link. C-squared would

stand for command and control. If we want to change the flightpath of the airplane--say an FAA

controller asks you to change the level off or change heading 30 °, you can interrupt the basic plan by

overriding it through this link or through any of the command and control links.

That link works within line-of-sight. When we were beyond the horizon, more than about 300 miles

away on a trip to Albuquerque, we lost line-of-sight link about a beam of Phoenix. Going north we got up

about Reno and started losing the link. We used the UHF sat corn, fleet sat com. That's capable of talking

to the airplane from the launch and recovery element and also from the mission control element. The

mission control element is located right now in San Diego. When we're flying missions out of Edwards,

we can handoff control of the airplane to the mission control element in San Diego.

In addition to those two command and control links we rely on these wideband links to get the

imagery back to the ground. If the airplane is flying over a target area, it can send the imagery back to the

ground in near real time. That link is the common data link. It was designed for UAV several years ago. It

operates at approximately 150 megabits per second. We throttle it back to about 50 megabits per second,

but we send the imagery from the airplane back down to the mission control element in San Diego. From

there it's sent by other systems to various image exploitation devices. A suitably equipped user in the

field can also get a direct downlink from the airplane over this link. That CDL is obviously a line-of-sight

link. To get the imagery back to the ground when you're behind the horizon, we use the Ku [band] sat

com. Over every populated area there are Ku [band] sat corns, because they're used primarily for

television. We can send the imagery back via this Ku [band] at 50 megabits per second.

Now, when we're flying along, we also talk to local air traffic control agencies by talking on one of

these links and having the airplane essentially relay that information to the ground. You receive the

information from the ground on the radio in the airplane, and that is linked back to the satellite and back

to the control agency, whether it's the launch and control or the mission control element. So there are
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four links, two commandand control. Actually thereare four commandandcontrol, becauseeachof
thesewidebandlinks hasa commandandcontrol link in it, and then two widebandlinks for getting
imagerydown.

So,speakingof imagery,oneof theusesfor this typeof imagerymightbeto look atforestfires and
vegetationfrom thefront of theairplane.Under thefront we haveanEOIR sensor.This is a pictureof
ChinaLake.Thesearedonefrom above60,000feet.This is theboronprocessingplantright off theend
of therunwayhere.You canseetheindustrialtanks.This is therampatChinaLake.Therewasalittle bit
of mosaicingproblemhere.You can seefightersparkedhere--F-18, sometransportairplaneshere,
helicopterdownhere.Seethecarsin theparkinglot. Theweekafterthispicturewastaken,I happenedto
beonbusinessup thereatChinaLake,andI droveinto thatparkinglot, putmy fingersout like this, and
that washow widethosewhite linesarein theparkinglot. You can't quiteseethemhere,but theyreally
do reproducein theright imagery--the rightmedia.

This is an infrared (IR) picture--same telescope,10-in.diametertelescope---differentcollection.
There'sasplitterin there,andtheEOenergygoesto thissetof collectorsandtheIR imagerygoesoverto
this set of collectors. If you had enough computational power in the airplane, you could run both of them

at the same time. We don't. We usually only run the EO during the day and the IR at night.

This is an IR picture taken during the day. You can see the shadow of a C-130 that was parked on the

ramp for awhile and then left. You can see that there was another airplane that was right here and is gone.

You can look in the parking lot, and you can see that this car left before this car and before this car, and

before all these other cars. So there's quite a bit of scene content in that infrared picture. Another IR

imagery. This is the Trona Airport, I think.

We also have a synthetic aperture radar that looks out 20 to 200 kilometers off the wingtip. You can

see some baseball fields at Ridgecrest. For some reason, the sensor really picks up that sort of chainlink

fence that's used a lot around here. The wavelength is just perfect to show that up.

This looks through the weather. It doesn't matter whether it's day or night or weather, and takes this

sort of imagery. This is during a roving sands exercise at Holleman Air Force Base. You can see a mock

runway here, riveted areas where airplanes are parked, missile launchers driving along this road, an

underground storage area here, and a SAM site over there. There's another close-up of a SAM site down

here with six missile launchers around a central van, and then some tells with missiles on them going

back to a storage area. Actually, from the storage area they're going this way with missiles on them, and

the empty ones are going back this way. A tell is a mobile missile launcher.

The company that I work for used to be called Ryan Aeronautical, and it was just recently bought by

Northrop Grumman. So now it's the Ryan Aeronautical Center of Northrop Grumman. Jack Northrop

and Claude Ryan used to build things like Lindbergh's airplane and other things together. So they have

--the names, at least, have a long history. We were under contract to look at using Global Hawk in the

ERAST Program. We did a 4-month study. We looked at possible stratospheric missions for Global

Hawk that could be used in the ERAST or scientific area. Looking at the ozone hole over Antarctica is a

pretty good task--tropical forests. We kicked this off in a review here. The final report is in work. The

final briefing is scheduled for the middle of next month. In addition to the missions we've already talked

about, IR, looking for forest fires, using all three sensors on the crop and vegetation, coffee sorts of

things, high risk missions, like a winter crossing over the Arctic or Antarctica.
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Now I'I1 talk a little bit abouttheflight test.We've flown 32missions.In the beginningtherateof
flying wasprettylow. It's fly, fix, fly, identifyproblems.Wehadto changetheenginesherebecauseof a
problemwith themanufacturingof the engines.Our Ship 2 camealongandwe startedflying it, mixed
with Ship 1.Theratestayedaboutthesame.As we got thesensorin Ship2 andwestartedto proveout,
theratepickedupquitea bit. You mayhaveheardaboutin March,we lost Ship2 dueto an inadvertent
triggeringof theflight terminationsystem.TheAir Force had us have an independent flight termination

system on the airplane. We were flying with that on this day, and they were also testing out a flight

termination system over at Nellis. The frequency control agency for the western states is at Point Mugu

and handles California, and Nevada is done by a different agency. There are no requirements for those

two agencies to coordinate, although they usually do. In this case, we're flying along, just climbing out,

and on the same frequency (the other agency) turned on the arm and the terminate tone. Our carrier tone

actually has to drop off for a real terminate to occur. Just at that time we started to bank, and there was a

momentary loss of our carrier tone which allowed their terminate tone to get in there. We lost the

airplane. We took 2 months off here while we worried about that.

We started flying again. You can see we're flying at about the same rate we were here. We got Ship 3

in the air. It's flown twice now. This flight was flown the Monday of last week. It was a 25-hour mission.

This flight was flown on Friday of last week--another 25-hour mission. So the rate of flying here has

started to pick up a little bit. Fifty hours in one week there is one sixth of our total flying time.

At this moment we have 32 flights, 336 hours. In that low slope there the airworthiness flights

averaged about--the first 21 flights averaged about 7 and 1/2 hours per flight. We got an average of

about l0 and 1/2 hours for all flights. Then these exercises--the last eight flights we've been flying,

they've been flown at about 20 hours per flight, average. The last exercise flight, which was last Friday,

took off at 1:00 -1:30 in the morning. It flew for 2 hours in the local area here where we get our courage

up. Then it flew to Fallon--Navy Fallon up around Reno, spent 12 hours there supporting a combined

forces Navy exercise that went all the way from looking for enemy surface-to-air missiles, looking for

mobile surface-to-surface missiles, rescuing hostages from a simulated embassy, and close air support on

a column of tanks. During that 12 hours we accomplished all those things. Then we left and went to

Boise, Idaho and spent an hour in a lap around Mountain Home. We drove over to Salt Lake City and

spent 2 hours in the Utah test and training range--came down to the south past Nellis, down to Twenty-

nine Palms--spent 2 hours there taking imagery in Twenty-nine Palms, and then back into the Edwards

area--flew for 2 more hours and landed at Edwards. Flying two of those long missions is pretty hard on

the people supporting the thing on the ground.

On the 19th and again on the 25th we're going to take off from Edwards down here, fly up through

here, stay in Fallon for awhile, fly out here by Bend, Oregon, fly up the coast outside the Canadian

Adieus, come in here at the Alaskan border, come on up here and spend 3 hours in this orbit taking

imagery up by Isleson, and then turn around--come back--fly that route back 2 hours at Fallon, come

back into the area and land. Another 24-hour mission. This will be the first time that we've really flown

outside of gliding distance to a landing site. The airplane does have a single engine. If the engine should

quit when we're over the continental United States, we always stay within gliding distance of a suitable

landing site, and that's programmed into the airplane so it'll come down and land on your runway. We

haven't had to do that yet.
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Ouestion: You don't have to use a chase plane. Is that right?

Robert Ettinger: Well, we do occasionally use a chase plane. First of all, at its operating altitude, it's

above 50,000 feet in the first hour. About 3 hours it's above--3 hours--beyond that, 4 hours total it's

above 60,000 feet. At the end of the mission it's at 66,000 feet. So there are not many things you can

chase it with. If we're going to take off at Edwards in the middle of the day right when all of the traffic is

around here, we will chase it. We use an F-16 for takeoff and a T-39 to chase it coming back in. Our

agreement with the Joint Use Control Board for this restricted area is that we will sterilize a hockey puck

around the airplane within 2515, the closed-in restricted area here. When we're above 40,000 feet, then

we fly in the regular restricted area. Our FAA agreements say we'll block altitude from 45 to 68,000 feet,

and we leave the restricted area above 45,000 feet.

Question: Can you aerial refuel these aircraft?

Robert Ettinger: That' s a bit sporty. If you asked me to do that because I had to, I would trail a drogue out

behind that airplane, descend it to about 30,000 feet, and then have a tanker with a probe--a piloted

tanker with a probe come up there and stick the drogue, just like all Navy refueling is done, and pump the

fuel from the tanker back up into the airplane. That's a relatively low technology way of doing that.

Anything else gets pretty hairy, from a technology point of view.

Unidentified Speaker: But the answer is no, we don't currently have that capability of refueling the

airplane.

Robert Ettinger: So we don't. Maybe that's because we can fly for 32 hours without refueling.

Question: Basil Papadales from Mirada. Could you describe what the manpower loading is--how many

people you've got around when you're flying a 24 hour mission--how many people are supporting the

airplane?

Robert Ettinger: Yes. That's a good question. At this stage of the game right now, I put two pilots, two

command and control operators in the launch and recovery element to handle the radio coordination to

get the airplane off the ground. But once the airplane is up above 25,000 feet, we're handing it off to San

Diego. In San Diego I have three teams of two that sit there and monitor the control of that airplane. They

work for an 8-hour shift. Presumably, they split that so they're only staring at the tube and watching this

thing for four hours each. It gives them a chance to leave the shelter.

Question: From your standpoint, then, there are always two people----either at the launch recovery
element or at the mission control element.

Robert Ettinger: Right. It could be that you could get that down to one later in the program.

Unidentified Speaker: The system has also been designed to be able to control three airplanes at once. You

have two guys in the shelter to potentially fly three airplanes at the same time.

Rob.ert Ettinger: That's a good point. We really believe that we would be providing continuous coverage

over a target area if you flew 3 hours out, stayed 24 hours, 3 hours back. Three hours before you're ready

to leave here we launch another one. It flies up there, picks up the orbit, and the other guy is coming back.

Question: Jim Lacey with the Department of Justice. Do you have an estimated cost per hour to operate it?

Robert Ettinger: No. That's part of the NASA study.

Male Speaker: We're under contract. We'll probably come up with a number.
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Robert Ettinger: We, incidentally, have a mission planned to be flown in December which takes off from

Edwards, flies down the border of the United States to E1 Paso, and comes back. There are 80 some

airfields and about 800 targets all along the border there they're looking at.

Ouestion: Dale Walton. With the issue of the autopilot--as far as pre-planning, mission planning, does

that work off of a GPS you pre-plan? You take a floppy out to---some sort of program out to the aircraft,

plug it in, download it, and there it works off a GPS?

Robert Ettinger: Yes. Essentially there are two CA-coded GPS receivers that have a differential GPS

correction which are used primarily for takeoff and landing at the home site. And then there are two

P-coded GPS receivers that are used primarily in flight. We use the Air Force's mission planning system.

It's a thing called AFMSS. It's antiquated, and it's not exactly designed for unpiloted vehicles, but we

force or fit ourselves into that. We actually plan four mission plans for every sortie. One is the navarete

like you see here--pretty simple. The next one has a contingency. If you lose com anyplace along here on

all four links, the airplane will--suppose it happens here--will fly to this point, do a tear drop, turn

around, and come back. Then if it has a failure, which we call a C-2, a steady, red warning light, a loss of

redundancy, it will return to base. It will turn around right now and come back. If something really bad

happens like the engine quits, then you're relying on batteries. Or if both generators quit, then it will do

what we call a C-3, and it will go to the nearest landing spot. The batteries are guaranteed to last for about

45 minutes. So you have to hurry to get on the ground. But we kind of draw circles about 125 miles in

diameter across the ground, making sure we can fly it into one of those places.

Question: Mike Spies. Does it land itself or does it use a remote pilot to land?

Robert Etting.er: It lands itself. Autonomous for takeoff, autonomous for landing. The operator, even

when we taxi out and taxi in, it has to do it by pre-programmed coordinates.

Question: And it's all autonomous.

Robert Etting.er: The operator gives it a start taxi and a stop taxi. When it gets to the hold short line, he

gives it a stop taxi, gets clearance for takeoff. He gives it a start taxi and taxies out, turns on the runway,

taxies down about 300 feet and stops autonomously and waits for takeoff command. Then it flies the

whole mission and comes back and it lands. Comes to a stop, and then waits for a taxi command, and it

will taxi back in.

Question: Dennis Reinhardt, RMS. You have, and several of the other speakers in this panel have alluded

to or have stated directly, that in my interpretation the DoD and the other agencies at the federal

intelligence community may be much further along in experience and sophistication than what has

developed to date in ERAST. I think that's a given. Can you comment on what the position of the DoD is

with respect to cooperation through the commercialization up to the level of sophistication that might be

required by the more serious commercial agencies?

Robert Ettinger: You know, the Government--if they thought there was some advantage to exploiting

some of this technology that would save the cost of buying airplanes for them, they'd probably favor it. If

they thought it was something that's really important from an intelligence gathering sort of thing, they

might not be interested in selling it. Pretty obvious.

Question: Are there any weather restrictions for your takeoff and landing?

Robert E_tinger: Well, we have operated to a 16- or 17-knot crosswind right now. We are trying to show

that we'll hack it in the 20-knot crosswind--and I believe we will. It's just wait until the wind blows

right. We have taken off in a 20-knot tailwind. We've said that's the limit. Initially we said--just to be

safe, let's take off toward the lakebed and land from the lakebed. That worked fine, because all our early
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flights wereearlyin themorningandthere'snobodyelsearoundandthewind doesn'tblow verymuch.
Lately we've beenflying theseexercisethings.Thetakeofftime will bedependenton thetargettime up
herewheretheexerciseis. Someof thoseI've beenfindingaretakingoff at 4:00 in the afternoonhere,
which is absolutelytheworst time to takeoff towardthelakebed.So wehaveto takeoff--20 knots is
aboutasmuchof atailwind aswewantto take.We're goingto actuallyre-planthething to takeoff like
big guysandtakeoff into thewind heresoon.

Question:RayMorgan.Bob, you weretalking about if you lost the engine,you hadpre-programmed
airportsandemergencybingopointsor whatever.Yet you talkedaboutwhenyou takeoff andlandyou
have a differentialC-codeGPS.It implies to me that you don't havedifferential for landingat these
unnamedspots.

Robert Ettinger: Of those 32 flights, we have landed on the P-code system about half of the time. It

always lands in the center of the runway. No problem.

Question: So you have an accuracy for landing at these fields?

Robert Ettinger: Yes. We believe so. We're not worried about that.

Question: Are these fields military airfields that are designed to accept an unpiloted airplane showing up?

Robert Ettinger: Well, we go to each one of those military fields on that particular route--show them a

little video and say-- this might happen. This is what it looks like. Here's a checklist. It hasn't happened

yet, but we've thought about it.

Dale Tietz: Our next guest speaker is Kim Schwartz. Kim is the President and CEO of a company called

K Services International. Her company is involved in the development of marketing and sales activities

related to military and law enforcement products and services. I think it's especially noteworthy here that

Kim is the President of the AUVSI, the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International, which

is the large umbrella group that looks at commercial, Department of Defense, and civil missions. It has

for some time. I'm informed that there are at least 1,800 to 2,000 participant members of that

organization. She is also the co-chair of what Glen Witt and others are involved in now relative to the

FAA and it's called the FAA ISG, Industry Support Group, That is an ongoing activity to look at how we

get these airplanes to fly in civil air space. Kim is going to give us her perspectives on potential

commercial applications for the high altitude.
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Kim Schwartz: I really appreciate the opportunity to be here. And I have to tell you--from my

perspective, in this component of the UAV industry it is nice to see a component of the UAV industry

trying to break out of the box with some vision and trying to go after new markets. For a lot of the

industry, and particularly the military side of the UAV industry, you get the marketing technique of UAVs

for sale, UAVs for sale. I've had more than one UAV business development director say to me, "Well,

they know what UAVs are. Why don't they just call us and ask them for them?" So I'm very encouraged.

I think this is wonderful that this component of the UAV industry is out there now looking at commercial

applications. Because it is the Kim Schwartz view that commercial applications in the future for UAVs is

where it's at. That's the real revenue, that's where the real benefit to this technology can be.
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Now today I have to wear two hats. I want to take an opportunity to tell you about AUVSI,
Associationfor UnmannedVehicleSystemsInternational.WhenI get finishedwith that I'm going to
drop back to the original purposeof my presentation,which is to talk aboutthe potentialcommercial
applicationsfor UAVs in the wealth extractionmarket,particularly oil and gas,electric power, and
relatedareas.This is not theBible, but it couldbe if therewasa little bit of fundingandeffort put forth to
provingout thefeasibility of this market.You will seethat this is anareawherethereis a tremendous
amountof revenue,a tremendousamountof problems,anda tremendousamountof expenserelatedto
thoseproblems.

Havingsaidthat,I'm goingto dropbackandputmy AUVSI hatonjust briefly andtell youalittle bit
aboutwhat this associationis aboutandwhy I feel that it wouldbe really beneficialif you folks were
involvedin it to somedegree.
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We are in the middle of putting togetherour strategicplan. But AUVSI is organizedstrictly to
promote,enhance,andproliferateall unpilotedsystemsin all of thoseareas--in all areas.
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AUVSI is a 26-year-old,well-establishedorganization.We representthe entireunpiloted systems
community.We havebetween1,800and2,000membersworldwide.We put onanannualexhibition.We
haveacongressionalroundtable.We doa precisionstrikeconference.We haveindustrysupportgroups
like wejust mentioned--theFAA industrysupportgroup.WehaveaTRADOC [U.S.Army Trainingand
DoctrineCommand]supportgroup.Throughoutthe year I'm going to be proposingthat we do a few
others,suchas commercialUV applicationsworkgroupsaswell as export controls and technology
transferissuessupportgroup.I think thoseareissuesthatthe industryasa wholereallyneedsto gettheir
armsaroundfor usto moveforward.We doaquarterlypublication.And ourmembershipcomesfrom all
overtheUV industry.

.^:
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I thought these were particularly key objectives for our association that you need to be aware of. It is

first and foremost important for us to seek to ensure the continued growth of the industry, to lead the

effort in resolving any issues that would preclude that growth to include airspace issues, export control

issues, and others, and to open doors for the unpiloted systems industry in civil and commercial markets

where we have not really ventured with zest and gusto before.
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This information was put together by a team that I organized consisting of experts in the oil and gas

industry, and particularly in the security aspect of oil and gas, exports, UAV missions, and international

marketing and sales. That's really my background. These particular missions for the oil and gas

industry--what we did is we put together a pre-feasibility outline. We interviewed over 20 key

executives from the oil and gas induStry to get their thoughts on what potential missions ought to be for

unpiloted systems. These are the items that they came up with.

Obviously, pipeline monitoring. There are thousands of miles of pipeline on land, under water. They

have all kinds of problems from sabotage, leaks, just getting old and breaking. They constantly have to

monitor in what they call "run the lines" monthly, yearly, weekly.

Facilities and sight monitoring. Someone was telling me that in South America one oil and gas

company has a problem with squatters--people that build camps underneath their pipelines. They have a

problem with that on the uninhabited rigs out in the middle of the ocean. Boats just come up and they

camp out. That's not very good because it poses a risk for the folks in the oil and gas industry.

Next, mapping; oil slick and environmental monitoring; weather monitoring; resource detection and

exploration. Many don't know this--but the oil and gas industry has its own payload. They have their

own proprietary payloads that they use for their own proprietary missions. We have been approached

about putting together some type of a joint venture to take their payload and put it on an unpiloted

system. It' s been difficult to find a taker for that, believe it or not.
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Powerline inspection.Anothercustomerat a Latin Americanoil and gas company, power company

said to me, you know, if you had something that could fly into the most remote areas where they have all

these powerlines draped and that could detect the difference in resistance before the powerline broke, that

would save us millions of dollars a year.

Periodic photographing of facilities for security purposes. Investigative operations. One of the

security officers was telling me, "If you could put some type of a thermal imaging device on that," he

says, "we know when we're being ripped off. They'll have trucks come up to rip off the oil or the gas out

of the lines. We could stake out the area with an airplane and watch them come in. With a thermal imager

you can watch the flow of material go from one to the other and nail them." Apparently this happens all
the time.

Mine detection. What does an oil and gas company have to do with mine detection? Well, when

you're putting pipeline in places like Angola and Afghanistan, you have to worry about mine clearing for

your people.

Gas leak detection. This is a huge issue in the oil and gas industry. One company told me, "For us to

do ground operations for a relatively short amount of pipeline--it's a $300,000 proposition for a fairly

short amount of pipeline to determine leaks." If we could [only] do that from the air. We do have payload

capability to do that from the air. They also do leak detection under water. Apparently there are sensors

that can do that too. He also said, "If you could do that, that would save us billions of dollars a year."

They call it the vanishing gas problem.
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I put togethersomerationalefor the UAV industry--why this makessense.This is focusedon
commercial UAV's but also on military UAV manufacturers.I realize that the military UAV
manufacturersandthe commercialonescompeteto somedegree.But just like LockheedMartin and
Boeing--can't we find a way to get along?Theydo find waysto work with eachother.Someof these
points might suggestthat there are ways of collaboratingwith your more militarily focusedUAV
manufacturersif we sit down and put our headstogether.I'd have to get into an entire lessonon
internationalmarketingandsalesto go into that,but I'm goingto hit someof thehighlights.

Commercialprocurementsarenotdependentondefensebudgetsandfederalacquisitionprocedures.I
considerthis abonus.CommercialUAV's shouldbe lessexpensiveto produce.Theycould provideco-
productionopportunitiesandbe incorporatedinto a successfuloffset strategyin supportof the foreign
military UAV procurement.Doesanyonein hereknow whatoffset is? In mostforeigncountriesif you
sell a million dollarsworthof defenseitem, you arerequiredto put either50percentof the valueof the
procurementback into the item that is being purchasedor invest 50 percentof the procurementin
businessinitiatives in theforeigncountry.

Commercialplatformscouldprovide initial marketpresencein desirablemarketsfor military UAV
manufacturers.This is truebecauseit's goingto takealot lesstimeto getacommercialUAV in aforeign
countrythan it is amilitary onewith themilitary payload.You've gotmarketpresencebeforeyou try to
get your military bird in there.We havea lot of work to do in this departmentdown here. It could
certainlyhelpestablishprecedencefor futuretechnologyexportissues.
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But, more importantly,why do UAVs makesensefor the oil andgasindustry?Pipelinesecurity is
superoverheadandequipmentcostintensive.Millions andmillions arespenteachyearon monitoring
pipelines,storagetanks,andpumpingfacilities--besidesbeingdangerousfor thepeoplethathaveto do
it. Actsof terrorismandsabotagecosttheoil andgasindustrymillions of dollarseachyear in damage,
lost revenues,andlost lives.As anexample,thepreventionof onedownedpower line--just onedowned
power line for one day could saveas much as $1 million U.S. And that's in Latin America. The
magnitudeof the lossesthatcouldbepreventedwith UAVs thatgivesyousomeleverageright there.
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Increasingly,pipelinesarebeinglocatedin theworld troublespots.I've gota few factsandnumbers
for you to supportthesebulletpoints.Vanishinggascoststhegasindustrybillionseachyear.Oneof the
companiesthat I spokewith saidthat [for] his companyalone--the costis approximately$8 million a
year in lost gas.Think of all the oil andgascompaniesout thereandhow muchmoney'sbeing lost in
vanishing gas.However, they told me that the lossessuffereddue to environmentaldamageare the
greatest.No numbersweregiven,but I think it's morerelatedin finesandlegalcosts.
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In theCaspianBasin,therealissueis how to get theoil to marketin a landwherethereareterrorists
and peoplewho seemto focus on disruptingoil supply. In Chechnya,the quote is "Chechnyasees
pipelinesecurityasatask."But they,in fact,haveguardsstationedat half-mile intervalsto keeppeople
from blowing up thepipelines.In Turkey, this happenson a quarterlybasis--that they will sabotagea
partof thispipeline.Everytimetheydothatit's majorlossesof fourbillion inTurkishcurrency.
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The oil industry--private and state owned--in Colombia lost almost a billion dollars over 4 years just

from sabotage. This happens on a very regular basis that people are getting killed in Algeria over

pipelines.

Just some bullet points to show you that where all the pipelines are going in the world there are huge

problems with keeping the oil and gas company employees safe and the pipelines in tact.
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This is in the United States, and these are 1997 figures. But these are losses due to sabotage right

here, which are fairly significant--the loss of life.
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New pipelineprojects.Theseall equalout to be about$1 trillion. But asyou cansee,the pipeline
projects--the big ones--areall in the nastygardenspotsof the world. The assetsto be protectedare
immense.
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Presently,oil andgascompaniesareusingsomefairly primitive methodsof obtainingdata--O-2's
and130's.Theytie theminto amaritimeor landsecurityforce.For themostparttheir informationis not
realtime.

Sowe think, andthefolks with theoil andgascompaniesthatwe've talkedto on aperipheralbasis
havesaidthattheybelievethatUAV's wouldprovidelongerdurationover target,moreflexibility, better
response,andlowerrisk. They wouldallow for a reducedex-patriotpopulationin somecases,not in all
cases.But theywouldminimize the numberof personnelin harm'sway.That's a really key point with
the oil and gas industry, is minimizing the personnelin harm's way. They would certainly decrease
monitoringcostsandincreasesurveillancecapacity.
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Finally, theconsensusof thesefolks was--we don't wantanymoregidgetsandgadgetsandgizmos.
We needa totalpackage.They'renot interestedin buying aUAV. They're not interestedin buying the
logisticsupport.Theywant thepackagedeal.The way to do this is to comeup with a leasingtype of a
programthat providesthemthe platform, the training, the logistic support,andeverythinggoeswith a
one line item--to find the way to do that. I think that's it. For commercialapplicationsfor UAVs
domesticallyandinternationally,we're not going to beableto do anythinguntil wegetourarmsaround
theairspaceissuesandtheexportissues.And that's whatweneedto doasanindustryasa whole.

I wouldlike to putmy AUVSI hatbackonagain.I'd like to encourageall of you to supporttheFAA
industrysupportgroupeffort.We dohaveameetingnextweekin LasCruces,New Mexico.
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This wasour charter.To assemblean industry group to preparea family of requirements, base

concepts for commercial operations in non-military controlled air space. The tie-in with what I'm talking

about is that the one thing with the FAA is this kind of a catch-22. They've said--show us the money.

Why should we spend any time, we've got all these issues to deal with. We don't have any money. You

need to show us that there's commercial business out there for us to be able to pay any attention to it.
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So it's very importantwhat you're doingherewith ERAST. It's very importantthat weall get our

arms around the airspace issues, but we do it collectively as an industry.

Question: You mentioned there are payloads existing for doing some of this observation of pipelines and

powerlines, and so forth. Do you know anything specifically about how close you have to fly them to the

pipelines and powerlines?

Kim Schwartz: No, I do not. This was a pre-feasibility survey. The project ended there. But there are

payload manufacturers. I do not know how close you have to fly.

Question: If you flew over a pipeline and observed people trying to sabotage it, how would that help you?

You'd still have to have people there to stop them.

Kim Schwartz.: You would have a real-time transmission of the problem back to the base. Assuming that

there was an army ready and waiting to go out there and get them, that is much quicker than the situation

that you currently have. It would also tell you how many people were out there. It would tell you what

kind of weapons they had so you could be prepared when you went out there.

Question: But they'd still have to maintain that militia that was nearby or they wouldn't be able to stop it

anyway. Right?

Kim Schwartz: They do that in Colombia and other places. It's just like the police. You can't stop it. But,

again, it's knowing what the situation is before you go in that can determine the effectiveness of how you
resolve that situation.

Question: I know they do powerline inspections--just fly aircraft down. I mean how does this compare,

particularly domestically?

Kim Schwartz: I often get asked a similar question with regard to ex-patriot pilots. When I contacted a

CFO of one of the majors, he said--"we just lost a pilot last week. I don't want that to ever happen

again." It was from pilot error. It wasn't because he was shot down or anything like that. Our people are

important to us. And losing one of them is not worth the risk. I've heard that echoed all over the industry.

I've also heard from another security guy I was talking to about other countries and how you have to

worry about being shot down. He said, "we have them coming in with bullet holes in them all the time

here in the United States." So to the oil and gas companies, ex-patriot risk is not acceptable, I learned that

when I went. I didn't expect that to necessarily be the answer.

Question: Ron Schramm. If you're looking for a financial model to lease an aircraft, it's one thing to fly

locally or to fly a non-combat zone where you can get hull insurance. You need to get hull insurance if

you're flying in hostile territory. So your assumption is that of replacement costs?

Kim Schwartz: That would certainly have to be looked at. But based on the amounts of damage that can

be done and the losses in resource, that' s pan of it.

Dale Tietz: Our last briefing is going to be on a very interesting topic. Interferometric synthetic aperture

of radar technology as it applies to potential commercial applications. Harold Malliot is going to give us a

briefing on the subject. He comes from an extensive amount of research development background on the

technology side from Lockheed Martin Missiles and Space Company Research Labs in Palo Alto. He's

done a lot of work in this area on many different aircraft. It's directly applicable to what we're talking

about here--the SR-71, the ER-2, the U-2, the Egret, DarkStar, and Global Hawk, and the plane that I

think we're going to see a little bit more of which will be the Canberra.

Harold Malliot: [Slides unavailable] There's a quest for 3-D[imensional] imaging. Many approaches in

optical area, in stereo photogrammetry, laser ranging, laser holography, and the newer technologies over
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here--microwave.The areain particularthat's the mosteffective in this is called interferometric SAR.

SAR is synthetic aperture radar. I'm going to describe this to you today--how it's used, and so forth.

The primary objective of all this is to provide the third dimension. But first let me show you what

microwave or radar does for us. First of all, it gives us immunity to weather problems. In other words, it's

an all-weather capability. You don't have that with optical systems. You provide your own energy. You

can propagate through very dense, even storm media with very litre impact on it.

The microwave systems provide a different type of information than optical systems. It turns out

they're very synergistic to it. Rather than being dependent on reflectance and emissivity characteristics

like it is in the optical and infrared region, the microwave systems respond to the roughness of the

surface. That's the electrical property as the medium. It provides a great deal of information that is not

contained in optical images.

One of the most important values of this technology, though, is that in radar images the phase

information of the signal is present. You don't have that in optical images. But in the radar image we

have the phase information. This is what makes the images useful for getting elevation data. Very

powerful techniques.

Here, for example, are some thematic mapping images and a radar image. It provides a considerable

amount of information, including structural information, as I mentioned before. When you look at these

different areas, physically there's different phenomena involved there. Synergistically then, you can

gather more information from a remote sensing point of view. Very powerful combinations.

Let me go into what synthetic aperture radar is and then what IFSAR is. Then I'll go into how it

would be integrated into an aircraft. Fundamentally, our basic radar generates a beam like a pencil. That

beam intersects on the ground and makes a footprint on the ground. In range it resolves an area with a

width here, depending on the bandwidth signal--[at] 300-megahertz bandwidth you have a half-meter

resolution. The length of this resolved area is determined by the width of the beam here. So with its

typical radar at, say 50,000 feet, you would have a point here maybe--a resolved area here maybe half a

meter in width--in range direction, and almost a kilometer in the long direction. Not very good for

imaging, of course.

That problem is resolved by the synthetic aperture radar technique, which processes the Doppler

history of the signals as the radar is moving. This is very simple to think of in terms of when you listen to

an ambulance go by. You hear the Doppler shift--high coming toward you, low going on the other side.

Now if you have two ambulances coming by simultaneously, theoretically you could tell the difference,

and you can actually locate them in space by a difference in resolution, I should say, as proportional to

the bandwidth of those Doppler shifts. That's bow synthetic aperture radar works. It compresses this

long, azimuth-resolved area in the beam down to a very small area here. There are several advantages to

that, not only the resolution itself, but the fact that the resolution is independent of range. I can resolve

just as well at an altitude of 50 feet as I can at an altitude of 50,000 feet. It's independent of range.

Another advantage of it is the signal strength is a 1 over R 3, rather than 1 over R 4. So it's a huge

energy savings and reduces the amount of power you have to transmit. Of course, that directly impacts

the vehicle power generation. For example, C-SAT-A in orbit only required 55 watts of average power to

generate all its images.
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I'm going to talk abouttopographyin terms of digital terrainmatrix and digital surfacematrix. I
wantedto showyouwhatthedifferenceis. A digital terrainmatrix is theactualbareearth--the ground.
Theway it's measuredis from somedatum.For example,theWGS-84ellipsoid, if you're usingtheGPS
systemas a reference.You're measuringthe height from that reference---ellipsoid.Now if thereare
objectson the surface--buildings,trees,cars,whathaveyou, theradar,just like theopticalsystem,sees
the object.So you don't seethe surfaceunder there--you seethe object.So there'sa difference,and
that's aproblem.It's aproblemfor virtually everyimagingsystem.Thereis no imagingsystempresently
in existencethatcangiveyouatrueterraintopography.Lookingfrom arealisticpoint of view, if you've
got a building there,what is the terrainunder it anyway?Theyhaveabig holedug underneathit for a
basement,andsoforth.Thepoint beingis thatthedigital terrainmatrix is adigital file of periodicpoints
alongthesurfacewheretheelevationismeasured.That's datastoredin adigital computerdisk.Thenyou
useit in processingremotesensingdataandGIS systems,to giveyou to thethirddimension.It becomes
yourbottombase,I shouldsay,for yourwholeGISor imageprocessingsystem.Thatthird dimensionis
extremelyimportantin all theremotesensingapplicationsto get thegeometriceffectsof theterraininto
your remotesensingapplications.

Now if you take the SAR image, which is an image formed as radars float along, and it's measuring

these pixels in range and out, and compressed down an azimuth and it forms an image--very much like

an optical image. In fact, you take a SAR image that's been geometrically corrected and lay it over the

optical image, and they correspond very close together. In fact, you can use that to transfer points

between the two images. If you take that digital surface matrix or DTM file with computer processing,

then you can generate perspective views. Actually, you can do fly-throughs. We've done this very

effectively by taking the DTM data from an IFSAR system and overlaying a photographic image on it

and getting a three-dimensional photographic image then that you can actually fly around in. The greatest

example of this is the Magellan radar that was used to map Venus. it generated 3-D images or a terrain

topography of Venus. In fact, we have more complete knowledge of the surface of Venus than we do of

the Earth.

Now one of the techniques for getting the 3-D image by radar is a technique called stereo SAR, which

is very similar to stereo photogrammetry. You take two views of the scene. Here is Mount Shasta viewed

from two orbits - SIR B-sensor B, one at an elevation of 20 °, one at an elevation of 60 °. You use stereo

photogrammetry and you can get elevation contours on that image. Then you take color data from the

image and you color code this. Remember the intensity of the image is proportional to the surface

roughness. But you color code that--it gives a little bit better eye appeal with the intensity and the

coloring--and put that together with the topographic data, and you get a perspective view. I can show

you images all the way around Mount Shasta made with these two passes of SIR B. It's very much like

stereo photogrammetry. But it's not really the best way to do it for radar.

The next level of system is what's called SAR interferometry. That is, you fly and make a SAR image

in one pass. You do your SAR image processing. That generates that SAR image that looks like a

photograph. You make a second pass, either with the same aircraft or another aircraft, or whatever. You

take these two and process them together. Each pixel in the radar image has a phase. So I take the

difference between the phases of those two images, and I get a phase difference image. That image looks

very much like the fringe patterns you get if you looked at a Mack zender interferometer, look at the

contour of the surface. It's a bunch of inner fringes. You do some processing on it, and you generate the
DTM data from that.
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Here's anexchangeof 2.8centimeters.You canmeasurerangechangesin the orderof millimeters.
Thesehavebecomeextremelysensitive.

Now if SARis interferometricSARratherthanSARinterferometry,andthedifferenceis ratherthan
taking your two SAR imagesoneafter the otheryou takethem simultaneously.Therearesomevery
significantadvantagesto doing this. If you takethosetwo imagesseparately,numberone, therehave
beensometemporalchangesin the scene.Even if youdelaytakingthema few minutes,therearesome
temporalchanges.The leaveson treesmove,and so forth. The atmosphereis different. You've got
atmospheric--youhaverefractioneffects,andsoforth.Now if youdothosesimultaneouslywith thetwo
SARreceiverstranslatedon thesameaircraft,theatmosphericeffectsdropoutbecauseboth imageshave
thesameturbulenceeffectsin them.Therehaven'tbeenanytemporalchangesbecauseyou'vedonethem
simultaneously.Soyouendupwith amuchmoreeffective,muchmorecoherentrelationshipthatallows
youmuchhigherprecisionin extractingtheelevationdata.

Now how doweextracttheelevationdatafrom that?We're looking at thegroundpointdownhereat
someelevationH relativeto ourdatum,with a receiverlocatedout hereon this end of the wing and a
receiverlocatedhereon this endof thewing.We've transmitteda signalfrom somewherealonghere,or
maybethefuselage.It doesn'tmattermuch.The importantissueis thatradiationscattersoff the surface
andis receiveduphereandpropagatesoverhere.And becausetherangesaredifferent there'sa phase
differencebetweenthem.Remember,I saidyou cantell thephasedifferencein the radarimage.Soyou
processtheimagesona pixel by pixelbasis,andthatrange--thatphasedifferenceis proportionalto this
anglehere.There's proportionalrangedifferencethat is also proportionalto that anglethere.So that
givesyou theelevationangle.Throughsimpletrigonometry,if I know thetilt of thebaseline, thenI can
computeH with very simpletrigonometry.That's simply how 3-D SAR imaging works. There's a lot of

very complex processing goes on in it. But that's the bottom point.

Now IFSAR has been evaluated very extensively for its utility for topographic mapping and general

terrain elevation gathering. Over a 2-year period USGS conducted an extensive analysis. The Army

Topographic Engineering Center has completed an analysis, comparing the techniques with stereo

photogrammetry and laser range finders. Vexel, Inc. did a study funded by DARPA as part of the

IFSAR-E program back in the early '90's. They all concluded that IFSAR is the best way to generate

topography. It gets you the largest area coverage. It gets you the highest quality data. You can do it

without tie points. Because you can integrate this data with GPS, and you don't have to generate tie

points--a very expensive process in 3-D imaging.

Back in 1996 I went out and spent a couple of weeks with Darrow, helping them do a study of

alternative platforms for doing the high precision--what's called DTED-5 data collection for the DoD.

We evaluated all these different concepts here. I mentioned a modified U-2R here. That actually was an

ER-2, NASA's ER-2 that I developed a system called D-Tems on. You compare the area coverage

capability with all these, and so forth. Even with the SR-71 's--you know how fast it is compared to all

the others. Look at the modified U2-R or D-Tems [it] actually does as well at a fraction of the operational

cost, and so forth, but it gets much better accuracy, The Canberra system, which is a system the high-

altitude mapping missions is developing, we will be able to get about 30-centimeter average elevation

accuracy and we'll be able to map the entire United States in 3 months. That's how much area coverage

capability we'll have. That's at a leisurely pace of three flights a week. This system will be able to collect

200,000 square kilometers in single flight. That' s half of California on a single flight.
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We havea DTM madeononeflight, a DTM madeonanotherflight. We can look at thedifference
betweenthoseandseechangesin them.We seecentimeterlevelelevationchanges.Very importantfor
disasters.I've alreadyflown overandmappedthe area.You've got a hurricanegoingon,andI can fly
over it andI can tell you if there'sslide,if there's flooding, if buildingsareknockeddownbecauseof
change
change
on the
60,000

detection.Therearea coupleof ways of doing it. There's another technique called coherent

detection, which is extremely sensitive. That technique is so sensitive that for your security issue

pipeline--I can see the guy's footprints that walked up and put the bomb there. This is from
feet.

You can detect lateral change motion by taking groups of image pixels and cross-correlating them

from two different passes and measuring the actual translation on them. You can measure translations or

centimeters---extremely powerful for looking at volcanic activity where you've got volcanic bulging,

seismic activities along faults--you see the faults moving or slide areas, subsidence, all kinds of land

movements, erosion--all kinds of things where land is changing. You can actually measure these

changes very accurately.

As far as commercial products are concerned, here's a gray scale image of DTM data. These data

actually would be stored on a hard disk as bytes of data representing the height in the standard format--

like USGS uses a line scan format. The ortho-image is the SAR, which are very much like the optical

images, and then the SAR correlation data, which tells us about the changes that have occurred in the

image. All very valuable data for various remote sensing applications.

Value added products, where the big money is, will be found in producing digital maps, true

topographic maps. I'd like to compare what we can do, for example, with a Canberra SR, and potentially

with a UAV. USGS topographic data are 30-meter post basing; that is, the points measured on the ground

are 30 meters apart. You can have a hole that a Mack truck can drop in. You ought to know about it. The

elevation accuracy is 5 to 7 meters. That's how much area you've got. That's why FEMA is being

challenged about their flood maps. Because they're going to tell you you have to have flood insurance or

you can't build a house somewhere. The data they use are sampled 100 feet apart and have an error of

15 feet. So that's why they've got to do a map modernization, which is going to cost them $800 million.

They're projecting the cost of it. We can collect the data for the whole United States at a total operational

cost of $1.5 million. Big technology change. Classification maps in which you identify things in the

image, like finding roads, and so forth--all the types of things you know about classification. And then,

shaded release maps, which are very good for eye appeal that brings out things.

These images can be displayed in several forms--as shaded relief, color-coded elevation, or

perspective views.

I mentioned before digital surface matrix versus digital terrain matrix. Well, here's an example of

separating the two. Here is the area where, actually, you've got the surface things--buildings and trees,

laying over the terrain. For this area here he's pulled a lot of the surface stuff off and shows the

underlying terrain. So you can actually separate these and find the true bare earth beneath some of the

surface stuff.

How do you do it? Well, first you need an air platform. You need a SAR--and a SAR with two

receivers that are looking crosstrack from different displaced crosstrack from relative to the direction of

motion. Differential GPS systems. Good flight operations, in particular, operating at high altitude where

you're above air traffic control and you don't have to go through storms, because this is very sensitive to
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disturbancesdue to turbulence.Up abovethe troposphereis where you want to be. With the SR
processingyougeneratethosedataarchives.YouusethatDTM datathento rectify, thatis,geometrically
correctthe SAR images.So now you've got a geometricallycorrectedSAR image.And who's thebig
market?What arethebiggestmarkets?Satelliteimagingfirms. Spaceimagingcansave90percentof the
cost of producingrectified imagesby taking our DTM dataand using it to ortho-rectifytheir images.
Now,anortho-rectifiedimageis worth,in somecases,tentimesanunrectifiedimage.Soyouseebig,big
costeffectivenessherein doingthis.

What aresomeof the issuesthat becomeinvolved here?Well, multipath off the aircraft is a very

important issue. So structural organization of the aircraft and/or an aircraft design that doesn't reflect,

like carbon composite. Your carbon composite UAVs are really good in this respect because you don't

get multipath off them. You like high speed. So we would want an aircraft that can do Mach 0.6 to

Mach 0.7--high altitude, 50,000 [feet] minimum on up, because that maximizes our area coverage. High

stability, so we're not having to deal with the residual air, in motion compensation [that] is proportional

to the magnitude of the disturbances you have. You would like as high a stability as you can get. Long-

range capability. You'd like to be able to have collection periods of 5 hours, actual on-line collection

times of 5 hours. High reliability. We don't want to have to abort missions, and we want to be able to

takeoff when we' re supposed to.

There are many error sources involved here in the IFSAR instrument--the IFSAR processing,

systematic errors in the geometry in the system, and so forth. And these are all handled by very careful

design, understanding the physical relationships, and designing the system to minimize these errors. The

single biggest factor that minimizes the error, however, is baseline--the separation between the antennas.

If you get an aircraft that you can maximize the antenna separation on, you've minimized the phase error

in the system.

Here's an example of a distribution of error for a crosstrack. The blue lines are [data] collection on

two sides flying in one direction. The red lines are turnaround, comeback, offset, and flying in the other

direction in order to cover the gap. It ranges from less than 10 centimeters up to on the order of

40 centimeters in elevation error. You can't get that by any other means. Even laser range finders can't do

that for that large an area.

Major issues--multipath, reflection off the skin here and the skin here, and double bounces off the

wing, are big problems. Those are avoided by having a good aircraft geometry and carbon composite

designs--very good for that.

This just shows the magnitudes of the phase errors, how they depend on things. It's very sensitive to

them, and you have to design the composite for that.

Conclusions. A UAV may be a useful platform for limited commercial IFSAR applications. Is there a

market for IFSAR products? What that really translates into is--given a UAV and the integrated

capability of an IFSAR with that UAV, can you produce a product at a cost and a quality that can meet the

market demands? That's the issue. All the IFSAR, GPS, and data handling and processing software and

hardware exist. There's no technology risk here. Integration of the systems onto the UAV is the challenge.

Area coverage and operations cost will be important parameters. You've got to have an aircraft that can

be operated economically. From what I'm hearing here, the UAV doesn't sound too good. I'd rather see the

pilot in there. Because what I see is the cost of flying unpiloted vehicles looks to be pretty high. The most
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importantissue,though,is theareacoveragebecausethemaximumrangeextentyougetfrom yourground
controlstationissmall.However,there'ssomespecialnichemarketthattheymaybeveryvaluablein, that
usesa spotlightmodeSAR,whichgeneratesevenahigherresolutionandaccuracythanI've talkedabout.
Thatwouldbeapplicableto smallareas,andsomeof thesevehicleswouldbeusefulfor that.

Thebottom line is I'm willing to evaluatepotentialvehicles.Give me thedataon your vehicles.I
needall the structural dimensionson the vehicle--its carrying capacities,its speed,its function of
altitude,andso forth. I havevery completeanalyticcodesin which I canevaluatetheperformanceon
themwith. If there'sa winnerthere,we're willing to getinto alliancesto developthis.

Let mesayone final thing here. You want to sell aircraft. But who's going to buy your aircraft? I'm

not going to buy your aircraft unless I can get a product from that aircraft that allows me to generate a

huge amount of money--that stockholders are going to buy my stock to look for a big IPO payoff. That' s

the bottom line. I don't even want to own your aircraft. I don't want to operate your aircraft. My business

is producing data, not operating an aircraft. So you aircraft suppliers have to come up with a model--and

I'm not the only one. The communications guys are the same here. You have to come up with a model

that meets our--as users of that technology, our needs. I think the best way to do that is the manufacturers

have to look at it as you're going to sell a vehicle, you've got to get into an alliance. You have to look at

this corporation, this startup company, as a big payoff, and make the investment in the company and help

that company get the financing it needs. And then you're going to sell, you're going to make money then.

You're going to make money off that product through the growth and the sales of that company.

Ouestion: Jerry Peterman, Direct Wireless. I'm interested in knowing if ground-penetrating radar falls

into the same realm as SAR in its synthetic aperture. Is that possible?

Harold Malliot: Yes and no. Ground penetrating radar ranges--it depends on what you call it. The

simplest form of ground penetrating radar is a little pushcart you put on the ground and it transmits an

impulse. They call it a ground penetrating radar. I don't call it a ground penetrating radar. I call it just an

exotic metal detector. In fact, the surface penetrating SAR you're talking about--there has been one built,

one flown, one worked effectively, saw deep down into the ground, but it wasn't the Earth. It was done on

Apollo 17 with HF antenna--HF Yagi antenna that looks very much like the old TV antennas, pointing

down from the command module. They did lines along the lunar surface, and they looked down into the

lunar soil on Apollo 17. Yes, you can see down into the soil somewhat. The problem with the ground

penetrating radar is when you have soil moisture, the extinction is extremely large. With, say, 20-percent

moisture in the soil, you'll get 100 dB attenuation round trip. It's a huge loss. But the big problem, and

this gets into the P band systems that DARPA is recently building. I've kind of picked jokes at GPL for

this for a number of years and say it won't work. They're trying to get down from the surface of the

trees--top of the trees. X-band scatters off of the top of the trees. They want to get down through that to

the ground to see the bare earth. P band 425 megahertz tends to go down through there. Doesn't go all the

way because it rattles around off the tree trunks and branches and comes back up. But worse than that, it

goes down and hits the ground and penetrates into the ground. Well, in the conductive median what the

ground is when it's wet the wavelength shortens. It's meters long ordinarily. When it gets in the ground it

shortens like this. It just has to penetrate a little ways, and you've got a great big phase change. We're

measuring phase difference. So we've got a huge phase error that we can't predict because we don't know

the moisture in the ground.
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Question:Thequestionwasbasedonasteadydesireto findantiquitysitesin theSahara,sub-Saharanarea.

Harold Malliot: Yes. That has worked. In fact, they've seen them. They've seen old river bottoms and

trails and stuff there. That's been with the L band radar. It's because the soil in the Sahara is so dry. It's

just dry sand--quartz. The L band quartz is very transmissive. So it goes down until it hits that old soil

down there that's clay, and then it reflects back. So that's what you see.

Question: The Canberra was the aircraft Lockheed converted to hydrogen fuel. Were you burning

hydrogen fuel? It tends to enhance range and endurance.

Harold Malliot: No. These Canberra that we have were owned by the British research agency that's our

electronic warfare outfit. We bought them from them just a year ago. They were built in the '60's, but

each has about 2,500 hours, total hours on them. Never been used. They've been stored in hangars all

their lives.

Question: One of them burned hydrogen.

Harold Malliot: No. Not these.

Question: The early ones in the '60' s.

Harold Malliot: Yes. Not these. These are Avon 109 engines.
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ERAST-MEZZANINE SCIENCE WORKSHOP

Expectation
IBm_lm

Stimulate New Concepts for Airborne Science

• Highlight Earth Science Landscape

• Expose Potential UA VScience Mission Roles

• Share Real World Experience

• Get your feedback

Steve Wegener: My name is Steve Wegener. I've been with ERAST since before the beginning. I started

off with the Perseus A aircraft, trying to support the atmospheric effects of the aviation program, trying to

fly higher than the ER-2. Science has been a driver for ERAST since the beginning. I've tried to represent

the customer to ERAST to talk payloads, mission planning, interface activities and such. Over the years

ERAST has expanded to many platforms and continues with a science thrust.

Today what we're trying to do is to talk about possible new concepts for airborne science. We've

brought together speakers to try to highlight what the earth science landscape is like--what the big

science questions might be from a NASA Code Y perspective, to expose some of the potential UAV

science roles, mission roles, that might be out there, and draw on some real world experience from folks

who have worked with UAVs in science missions. And then lastly, to get your feedback.
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Agenda

2:00 - 2:20 Introduction,

Science Landscape
2:20 - 2:4b NA.')A ESE Strategic Views

2:45- 3:00 ESE UAV Science Mission Demonstration Program

3:00- _.!5 Break

Potential Science Roles

3:!5 - 3:30 Stratosphere Chemistry

3:30- 3:45 Radiation science/CRYSTAL

3:45- 4:00 Applications

Real World Experience

q;U_U - q: I0 UVr./AnM

Workshop Summary

_; mo- 4:qo worKShOp Summary

Imllmm_lllll
Steve Wegelter

Bob Schlffer

Cheryl Yuhas

Estelle Condon

Vic Delnore

Earnle Paylor

Will Bolton

Steve Wegener

We'll start off with Bob Schiffer talking about the high level NASA views. Cheryl Yuhas will then

talk about the UAV science mission demonstration program within Code Y. I want to talk about some of

the potential science roles. Estelle Condon will give us a flavor of what some of the stratospheric

chemistry issues are. Vic Delnore will talk about radiation science. Ernie Paylor will talk about

applications as seen from the Headquarters perspective in Code Y. Will Bolton will talk to some of the

real world experience from the recent DOE [Department of Energy] ARM [Atmospheric Radiation

Measurement] experiences.
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Discussion

Workshop Summary

- Discussion

- Questionnaire
• Perceived near term UAV science roles

• Barriers to UAV Science Missions

• Other considerations

- Event Evaluation

Then we'll go into the summary activities. We'll pass around a questionnaire, while we're doing

discussion. I'd like to get some feedback from you as to what you might see as perceived UAV science

roles--stuff that we might be able to be doing in the next couple of years. Interest that you may have in

the UAV NASA Research Announcement that is coming out soon.

Speakers Notes
The workshops at the ERAST event will be recorded,

transcribed, and converted Into a conference publication

(cP).

_entify yourself before you speak, if only to say "member of the

audience."

Imm_

• Speak clearly and distinctly.

• When you use acronyms, please state what they stand for, for

example: ERAST (Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor

Technology).

• When you refer to people, please give their full names

• When you refer to aircraft or special equipment, please give their full
designations.

• Please also provide a copy of any presentation materials.
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I'd like to alsohearwhatyou from thesciencecommunitymightperceiveof asthebarriersto doing
UAV science,and thencertainlyany otherconsiderationsthat you might havein terms of insurance
issues,communicationsissues,data issues--thosetypes of things that you might want to get some
feedbackfrom thespeakerson.

I'd like to introduceour first speaker,Dr. Robert Schiffer, the Deputy Director of the Science
Division, actingin thatpositionrightnow at NASA Headquarters.Bobhasbeena previousChief of the
AtmosphericScienceBranch at Headquarters.Been with NASA for 27 years.He's an atmospheric
physicistandalsoanaeronauticalengineer.
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NASA Earth Science Enterprise
(ESE)

presentation to the ERAST Science Workshop
14 October 1999

RobertA, Schiffer
ESEResearchDivision
NASAHeadquarters

Dr. Robert Schiffer: I'd like to talk to you about some of the motivation in the Office of Earth Science at

NASA and point out that essentially we are a science-driven office. Our science drives the applications

program. It drives the technology development. It drives the selection of flight missions, and essentially it

has a central role in virtually every aspect of the program.

Earth Science Enterprise Mission

"...to develop understanding of the total Earth system, and the
effects of natural and human-induced changes on the global

environment."

GOALS

• Expand scientific knowledge of the Earth system using
NASA's unique capabilities from the vantage points of
space, aircraft, and in situ platforms

• Disseminate information about the Earth system

• Enable the productive use of the Earth Science Enterprise
science and technology in the public and private sectors
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Essentially, the mission of the Office of Earth Science is developing an understanding of the total

Earth system, the effects of natural and man-made influences. We're a part in NASA of the U.S. Global

Change Research Program, which is a multi-agency national program directed at studying long-term

changes in the global environment. We're one of the key players. Our central role is primarily in terms of

observations, data management, and basic studies of scientific phenomena. The goals of our program are

expanding the knowledge base of the various processes that we're considering, using the unique vantage

point of space, aircraft, in situ measurements, ground base measurements. The selection of what type of

measurements one would look to is really problem dependent. There are some aspects of global change

that require monitoring, which kind of lean toward the space global observing capability. There are other

aspects of the problem that really focus on understanding processes where you have totally different

requirements in terms of space and time sampling of the phenomena, and more appropriately need to be

attacked with focused in situ and airborne programs. We also were responsible for ensuring archiving and

dissemination of data and research results. And to ensure that, there's a translation of the findings and

technology into the public sector for use by the citizenry.

One of the basic philosophies, I think, underlying our program is recognition that national policy

really depends, in many cases, on a sound scientific basis. And NASA, not being a regulatory agency,

serves as an R&D agency. We have a particular responsibility to promote the basic understanding of the

scientific aspects of the various problems that we're dealing with.

ESE Program Elements

• _ Basic Earth science R&A and related EOS and other mission
science teams, the airborne science program, UAV science program,
and the interdisciplinary research investigations.

• Applic,_tions. Commercialization and Education: Application research in
geodynamies, geology, natural hazards, resource vulnerability
assessment, related EOS science and mission science teams,
Education and Outreach, GLOBE, and the Commercial Remote Sensing

Program

• Advanced Technology: supports development of key lechnologies to
enable our future science missions. Includes NMP, Instrument
Incubator, HPCC, Advanced Technology initiative, Advanced Info
System Technology

• Mission Imoiementation and O[)erations: develops and operates the
EOS flight missions and EOS follow-on missions, a comprehensive
Data & Information System, and Earth Probes

The way we're structured in Earth Science, the science program itself is vested primarily in the

Research Division, with the exception of the geodynamics and geology solid earth programs which, for

one reason or another, are in the Applications Division. On the other hand, I think it's safe to say there's

a very close working relationship with both organizations. That's just an artifact of the way we're

structured. There's also an activity on advanced technology development and mission implementation.
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And, again, I want to reiterate that all of these are driven by the science and applications requirements of

the program.

Earth Science Enterprise

Recognizingthe importanceof environmental research in
atmosphere, biosphere,hydrosphere and cryosphere, NASA has long

pursued a coordinatedairborne and satellite program aimed at
focused research and long-term monitoringof environmental

variables.

Ik,_,,. _l,a,_ tt mllr r;¢_ lb.
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Essentially, if you look at the three foci of the program, NASA's primary role in this area is--since

we're in the space biz, and with a primary U.S. agency for our research--satellite based research. We

have a special responsibility there. On the other hand, we have major activities associated with

understanding processes that involve field campaigns. Here we see the important role of airborne

systems, both manned and perhaps in the future unmanned systems, for a variety of functions--the

obvious one being for providing verification, validation and ground truthing for satellite measurements.

It's naive to think that satellites alone can do the job. They have to be benchmarked to in situ and airborne

measurements. Of course, there is a number of surface networks that are involved in the program, again,

from NASA's point of view primarily for validation and to provide a sense of certain variables that can't

effectively be measured by remote sensing. There are certain fluxes that you can model but you can't

directly sense, and you've got to go to in situ network systems.

I'm going to go through some of the key questions that are driving our program. We've recently

produced a science implementation plan which is now undergoing external review by the science

community that really lays out our entire science program over the next decade, primarily looking to the

era beyond the first suite of Earth Observing System (EOS) platforms which are about to be launched.

We've essentially described the program in terms of key scientific questions which really motivate the

structure of the program. In contrast to some of the other science enterprises within NASA, which may

be justified and may derive primarily from discovery and understanding, the Earth Science program has

a human context to it, in that we have to be responsive to contemporary scientific issues that have social

and economic consequences. Probably the two that have had the most publicity in recent years are ozone

depletion and global warming. But we're seeing ourselves being held to a standard by the Office of

Management and Budget and by the Congress. There's an insistence that our research program
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eventually has a practical payoff for the country. So we've cast our program in terms of the number of

key scientific questions, and I'm going to refer to five of them here that really form the basis for our

long-term science planning.

HOW IS THE EARTH CHANGING

AND WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES FOR HUMAN CIVILIZATION?

1. WILL THE EARTH PROVIDE FOOD, CLEAN WATER AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES TO

SUPPORT HUMAN CIVILIZATION IN THE FUTURE, AND HOW WILL HUMAN ACTIONS

AFFECT THIS ABILITY?

* How do ecosystems respond to and effect global environmental change?

• How are land cover and land use changing? What are the causes and

consequences ?

• What Is the role of ecosystems In the global carbon cycle and might this role

change In the future?

2. WILL THE EARTH PROVIDE ADEQUATE WATER RESOURCES FOR HUMAN

CIVILIZATION IN THE FUTURE?

• Is the cycling of water through the atmosphere accelerating?

• To what extent are variations In local weather, precipitation and water

resources relaled to global climate change?

How can the Integrated effect of fast atmospheric, land and ocean surface

)roceases be accurately Included In large-scale climate models?

The first one is: Will the earth provide food, clean water, renewable resources to support human

civilization in the future, and how will human actions affect this ability? And this is a profound question.

There is a number of subsidiary questions that go with it.

The second is: Will the earth provide adequate water resources for human civilizations in the future?

This is a key issue. And I'm sure in the State of California the issue of water resource management is a

major concern.
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3. CAN WE EXPECT CLIMATE CHANGES OF CONSEQUENCE IN THE NEXT DECADES

AND CENTURY, AND WHAT WILL BE THE CAUSES FOR SUCH CHANGES?

• Can current global climate variations be understood and predicted?

• Can observed global climate trends be attributed to specific factors?

• Can change In polar Ice sheets seriously affect global sea level?

4. HOW DO EMISSIONS FROM HUMAN ACTWITIES AFFECT THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE
QUALITY OF AIR?

• How will stratospheric ozone respond lo reduction In almospherlc abundances
of ozone-destroying industrial chemicals?

• How does the chemistry of atmospheric trace constituents respond to and
affect climate?

• What ere the effects of regional pollution on the global atmosphere and the

effects of chemical changes on regional air quality?

The third is: Can we expect climate changes of consequence in the next decade and century, and what

will be the causes of such changes? What's the role of man-induced influences as opposed to natural

phenomena? There is a number of subsidiary questions with that.

The fourth is: How do emissions from human activities affect the atmosphere and the quality of air
and life?

5. HOW CAN KNOWLEDGE OF THE EARTH'S MOTIONS BE USED TO PROVIDE WARNING

OF EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS AND OTHER NATURAL HAZARDS?

I" What are the motions of the Earth and the Earth's Interior, and what

Jlnformetlon can be inferred about Earlh's internal processes?

1, How is the Earlh'a surface helng Iransformed and how can such information be
luaed to predict future changes?

And, finally, the fifth one is: How can knowledge of the earth's motions be used to provide warning

of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and other natural hazards?

These five questions really constitute the main justification of our new science implementation plan.

We're moving from the era of big satellites to smaller, dedicated, more focused, quicker, better, cheaper

paradigm-types of missions, and we have the ability to be more responsive to changing scientific

priorities. And I should point out that these questions really underpin the entire planning process for our

program.
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Example of a key scientific issue:

GLOBAL CLIMATE SYSTEM FORCING

& RESPONSE

I've selected one issue to dwell on for really most of my time. I thought that I'd use this as an

example of how the process proceeds for how requirements are established, how you dissect an issue into

its components that essentially lead to insight into what you need to do in terms of what kind of

measurements to make, what kind of models you need, and what are the consequences of this. So I'd like

to talk to the global climate issue.

Forces

Acting on
Climate

Climate

Response

Impacts

Climate Feedback

• To understand how climate will respond to forcing factors

in the future, we need to know how it works today.

• We are currently probing the linkage of regional weather

to long-term climate change.
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It's convenientto look at one approach to understanding climate by looking at the forces acting on

climate, the forcing agents, and look at climate response and feedback. Here our goal is to understand

how climate responds to these different forces and how the processes work, what are the feedbacks, and

is there a prospect--or to what degree is there a prospect--of developing the liable predictive capability.

We're also looking at the linkages of weather phenomena to long-term climate change. It's somewhat

simplistic--and I've seen this referred to many times--to describe climate as the integral of weather or

weather being climate noise. It's not quite that simple. It's much more complicated than that and, in a

sense, does a disservice to the science of climatology.

Climate g

Forcing

What do we know about climate forcing?

• Human-induced forces acting on climate

- Concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and other

trace gases are rising as a result of human activities

- Carbon dioxide has nearly twice the impact on warming of the

atmosphere as all other gases combined

- Lower atmosphere aerosols associated with air pollution have

significant local cooling effects that can counteract some of expected

warming

• Natural forces acting on climate

- Variations in stratospheric aerosols associated with large volcanic ,

eruptions (esp. Mt. Pinatubo in 1991) have measurable surface cooling

effects on climate system

- Changes in the Sun's output and the Earth's orbital position lead to

variability in solar energy reaching the Earth's atmosphere

If we look at climate forcing--I'd like to kind of break this up and see where we are in terms of what

we know, what we expect, what is it that we don't know, and where do we expect to be. In terms of what

we know about climate forcing--we have some insight unto the human dimension of forcing. We know

that man, through his actions, is dumping great quantities of radiatively active gases into the atmosphere.

We know that carbon dioxide has twice the impact on climate of all the other gases combined. On the

other hand, on a molecule-by-molecule basis, other gases--other radiatively active gases--may be more

efficient in terms of their impact on a radiative balance. But there's a lot more carbon dioxide. On the

other hand, water vapor is, in fact, the key greenhouse gas. And that's mainly associated with natural

phenomena.

In terms of natural forces on climate, we see that there's a major effect due to natural phenomena

such as volcanic aerosols. The Pinatubo volcano that went off a number of years ago had a marked

impact on tending to mask the greenhouse signal in the atmosphere by acting in the opposite direction.

The effect of stratospheric aerosols tends to counter, in sign and direction, the effects of increasing

greenhouse gases. Then, of course, we have the primary forcing agent on the climate of the Sun. There's

no feedback to the Sun that we can imagine, and it's important to maintain a monitoring program since

sensitivity studies of models show that prolonged changes in solar output can have a potentially

significant effect on climate.
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What we know today

Forces Acting on Climate
(in Watts per meter 2)

Climate

Forcing

This is an interesting cartoon that's been used many times. This comes from the IPCC report--the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. It attempts to show the proportion of the contribution of

different sources of forcing agents acting on climate. What it doesn't show, unfortunately, is the error

bars associated with each of these forcing agents, which I think would be more illustrative. But of the

uncertainties, the fact that if you superimposed uncertainties on this, I would think that the cloud

feedback alone could be a major source of uncertainty that could mask much else of what we think to be

the net forcer.
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Climate

Forcing

What don't we know about climate forcing?

Future emissions and atmospheric concentra6ons of carbon & other

greenhouse gases

Direction of feedback due to carbon absorption by land surface and

oceans

Rate of excess heat storage in the oceans

Feedback loop between atmospheric chemistry and climate

Impact of changes in aerosol distribution from industrial activity &

biomass burning on how the atmosphere responds to solar energy

Reflective properties of different types of aerosol particles and their

impact on how the atmosphere responds to solar energy

Impact of Sun's variability on climate over multi-decadal time
scales

Okay. What don't we know about climate forcing? Of course, there are many models of what future

emissions and concentrations of carbon and other greenhouse gases are. There are different models of

projecting based on fuel consumption and other uses. We don't really understand fully the feedback due

to carbon absorption by the land surface. In fact, within the U.S. Global Change Research Program is a

major study developing on trying to close the carbon budget. That's a formidable task. We don't know

accurately the rate of excess heat storage in the ocean. There is a number of feedback loops between

chemistry and climate that we don't understand. These are significant factors that we're going to have to

deal with if we're ever to achieve reliable understanding and predictive capability.
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Climate

Forcing

What we will learn about climate forcing over

the next 5-10 years?

• Solid understanding of the forces acting on climate and their
comparative strengths

Confidence level

Current 2010

- Greenhouse gases* tligh High

- Tropospheric ozone Low Moderate

- Stratospheric ozone Low High

- Tropospheric aerosols Very Low High

- Forced cloud changes Very Low Moderate

- Vegetation / surface Low High

- Sun's output Low High

Volcanic aerosols Moderate High

* Considerableuncertainty exists in forecasts of future carbondioxide & methane

Here's what we expect to do over the next five to ten years. We've given an assessment of where we
are in terms of our confidence level and being able to determine the effects of a number of these

parameters. We expect that in the next five to ten years we should make some significant improvements.

Many of these are amenable to investigation with airborne platforms. We're not wedded at the hip to
satellites, although they are in essence the major player in our program. We have a very strong

dependence on airborne and in situ systems. But this is kind of an assessment of where we expect to be
with the research program that's in place over the next five to ten years.
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What do we know about climate
sp_ CIJmgr¢

Response

re

• In the last 100 years

- Global mean surface temperature has risen by 0.5C

World glaciers have retreated drastically

- Global mean sea level has risen by 20 cm

• Greenland ice sheet is thinning on East slope but growing on the west

slope

• Larsen Ice Shelf in Antarctica has lost 10,000 km 2 and its margin has

retreated by up to 50 km in the last 50 years

• Growing season appears to have lengthened in much of the m id-

latitude northern hemisphere (1/2 day/year over 30 years)

• Frequency of extreme rainfall events (> 2 in./day) appears to have

increased in recent years, although this has not yet been directly tied la

climate change

• Understand basic mechanics of El Nifio and La Nifia, and predictable

relationships to rainfall in several regions of the world (¢. g. West

coast of the USA).

Where are we with the climate response? We have fairly reliable records going back over the last

100 years or so that give us a good indication of what we think the temperature rise has been. We've seen

evidence of the retreat of glaciers. There's been some modest increase in sea level. There's thinning of

the Greenland ice sheet in some areas, but there's thickening in other areas. So that jury is still out. The

ice shelf in Antarctica is diminishing. Recently there have been several papers published that have

essentially questioned whether the effects of the Antarctic ice sheet are due to greenhouse warming, as

opposed to a process that's been going on for thousands of years. And, again, the jury's out on that. We

do see evidence that there have been increases in the growing season. A number of papers have been

written on that issue. We're gathering statistics on changes in rainfall--an extremely important

parameter. We're improving our understanding of the basic mechanics of E1 Nifio and La Nifia, and

developing a more reliable predictive capability, although there are some serious questions still with

understanding the basic trigger mechanisms. Once we see the signal, we're making progress on the next

step of predicting its evolution. But we have not come to grips with understanding the basic fundamental

triggering mechanism.
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m
What don'____Htwe know about climate response?

• ttow does increasing temperature affect the amount of water in

the atmosphere and the formation of clouds? How will this

affect rainfall patterns, and dependent activities like agriculture?

• Are changes in local weather, precipitation and water resource

related to global climate change?

• Could climate change result in a "runaway greenhouse effect",

analogous to Venus?

• How might ocean circulation change? e.g., could the Gulf

Stream disappear, leaving Europe much colder7

• How will the mass of ice at high latitudes change, and how will

these changes feed back on the climate system?

• How will changes in climate affect the balance between

emission and uptake of carbon dioxide and methane by living

organisms?

Climate

Re_pon_e

What is it we don't know about climate response? Again, this is primarily associated with our poor

understanding of many of the feedback mechanisms. What's going to be the effect on clouds in a

changing climate? We've amassed over the last 15 years very comprehensive climatologies of global

cloudiness, primarily from satellite measurements, and we've begun to assess the radiative impact of
clouds. But we have no idea as to what the cloudiness distributions would be in a different climate state.

As climate would evolve, how would the global cloudiness change? Would there be more cirrus? Would

there be more stratoform clouds? These are fundamental questions to which we're devoting a
considerable amount of research effort.

There's a question of, could climate change result in a runaway greenhouse effect analogous to what

happened on Venus? At this point, that's really just a speculative hypothesis. There's no evidence that

that's actually happening. This concern about ocean circulation is very significant. The Gulf Stream--

the thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic--is extremely important for modulating weather patterns in

the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in the north Atlantic and in Europe. If there's a disruption, for

example, in the Gulf Stream, associated with perhaps changes in thermohaline circulation, this could

have absolutely devastating effects to the climates in Northern Europe. If you just look at the latitude of

most of the countries in Northern Europe, they are the equivalent of northern Canada and Labrador. So

the benign climates that they experience are really influenced strongly by the ocean circulation in the

Atlantic, and disruptions in that could be devastating. I think there's beginning an awareness and concern

about this amongst the European scientists. Of course, there are questions about changing the effect of

diminishing ice due to global warming, for example. If ice is having a negative feedback on climate--if

the ice diminishes, if the sea ice were to retreat--then it essentially tends to exacerbate the problem. I
mentioned before the carbon dioxide issue.
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I CHmate

RespoRse

What we will learn about climate response the

over next 5-10 years

Solid understanding of the mechanics of climate responses

Confidence Level

Current 2010

- Severe storms Low Moderate

- Droughts and floods Low Moderate

- El Nino frequency Low Moderate

- Fresh water availability Low Iligh

- Ecosystem changes Moderate High

- Ocean circulation Moderate High

- Sea level change Moderate High

- Ice sheet mass Low Moderate

You recognize the phenomena that are listed on the left [of the slide being shown]. There's something

in the newspaper virtually every day about one or the other of them. And unfortunately at this point we

have a limited scientific understanding of the basic mechanics of how these phenomena are driven. And

our program is geared in response to these fundamental questions that I described in the beginning, We're

focusing on trying to make some serious headway into improving our understanding.

Airborne Science in ESE

Airborne science supports:

- the Research Division's major field campaigns, which can include several
aircraft, numerous agencies and/or intemaUonal partners, and take place
worldwide for a period of weeks to months;

- Earth Science satellite calibration and validation experiments;

- Earth applications and commercialization programs;

- individual Principal Investigator flight requests;

- selected interagency programs, either on a cooperative or cost recovery
basis;

- a data facility at the Ames Research Center that processes data and
maintains/calibrates facility airborne sensors;

- response to federally declared emergencies (e.g. wildfires, floods,
earthquakes), and provides emergency management officials with rapid
response images through the data facility.
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Finally, I remind you that thereareessentiallythree thruststhat our office depends on airborne

systems for. The fundamental two in the past have been the validation of intercomparison of satellite

data--ground truthing of satellite data, and the incorporation of airborne systems in studying climate and

chemistry processes. There's a long history of the use of airborne systems, particularly in atmospheric

chemistry. I expect this to increase somewhat in the future. The third area, of course, is the use of

airborne systems for disaster surveillance. As long as I've been at NASA Headquarters, there have

always been requests coming from local governments, from states, from different regions for NASA

airborne coverage to consider their response to natural disasters.

ESE Airborne Science Tomorrow

• NASA is actively pursuing a transition from piloted to unpiloted aircraft

(UAVs), however:.

- the transition will not occur overnight;

- science must not be compromised;

- NASA and its padner agencies will leverage off developmenl programs in
the DoD, where possible (e.g. Global Hawk);

- NASA will evaluate available UAV platforms, such as those operated by

CIRPAS;

- NASA will evaluate quasi-UAV platforms, such as Bud Rutan's PROTEUS,
for suitability to its missions;

- NASA's ERAST program continues to contribute to UAV platform and

inslrument developments.

• NASA will release an NRA solicitation for UAV-based science, that will

allow investigators to match their science requirements to the UAV

capability.

There are several talks that are also scheduled a little later. Cheryl is going to discuss what this means

in terms of the airborne sciences program at NASA, which is also managed out of our office and the

Research Division. Estelle Condon is going to talk about the science associated with the chemistry

program, and Ernie Paylor will talk about the applications program. So in one short session like this

we're going to try to give you not enough to choke on, but at least enough to stimulate interest.

Steve Wegener: Now Cheryl's going to talk about the Airborne Program. Cheryl is the Suborbital

Sciences Program Manager, again acting, in the Office of Earth Science at NASA Headquarters. Cheryl

manages the NASA remote sensing airborne assets. That includes aircraft and instrument payloads that

support field campaigns and the Cal/Val experiments---or Cal/Val activities for Earth Science research

and analysis programs, the R&A Program, EOS, and earth system science Pathfinder missions. The

Airborne Science Program is also being extended to encompass new technology platforms like UAVs, as

well as other suborbital platforms.
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Cheryl Yuhas: What I thought I'd do is talk a little bit about the Airborne Science Program as we're

operating it now. Because it will give you an idea of how we want to use UAVs in the context of the Earth

Science Program. So I'll go through the first charts rather quickly and spend more time with the UAVs

later on.

Airborne Science in ESE

Airborne science supports:

- the Research Division's major field campaigns, which can include
several aircraft, numerous agencies and/or international partners,
and take place worldwide for a period of weeks to months;

- Earth Science satellite calibration and validation experiments;

- Earth applications and commercialization programs;

- individual Principal Investigator flight requests;

- selected interagency programs, either on a cooperative or cost
recovery basis;

- a data facility at the Ames Research Center that processes data
and maintains/calibrates facility airborne sensors.
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Basically, airborne science is an essential part of the Earth Science Program because we have

satellites but we need the aircraft for anchoring the satellite measurements in situ and for focus process

studies, and then for the individual investigators who need the special perspectives available from lower

in the atmosphere as compared with what you get from satellites.

Airborne Science in ESE - Field Campaigns: Global Tropospheric Experiment

Pacrm: Expk)mttn-y Mr_@m in the Tropkul Paeifit

Pl_,_e& _St_- October 19q6

O
KrpYllt tram eke JeUrlll oTGeop|y_cltl FIt',Jearrk

Pu hl_k_d b_ Ibe kmed¢l| t_oph_kll lrlleu

This is an example of a focused aircraft campaign--the atmospheric chemistry in the troposphere.

And you can see that we usually use multiple aircraft. It shows here the P3-B out of Wallops Island and

the DC-8 out of Dryden. It also shows that when we're finally done, we've learned something new about

the troposphere. That ends up with the special report in the Journal of Geophysical Research that I think
was the source of that slide.
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Airborne Science in ESE - CallVal Missions: TRMM Validation

TRMM_LBA lastrlzme_t=tion Nerwerk
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This is an example of the Cal/Val (calibration and validation) missions that are so essential to the

success of a satellite mission. This is the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. It took

the first rain-measuring radar into space--the first one ever on orbit. We needed to have the aircraft

campaigns in order to understand and validate that the algorithms that we were using to retrieve the

rainfall from the space-borne radar were, in fact, working correctly as we thought. We put a lot of things

together to make this work. You see the satellite path where we take the aircraft below the satellite track.

That's in the upper left-hand corner (see accompanying illustration). You have in the lower left-hand

corner the in situ platform for cloud microphysics. As shown in the upper right-hand corner, we used the

ER-2 to take airborne radar to simulate the satellite. Then we had an extensive ground campaign with rain

radars and rain gauges on the surface. All of these together make the satellite mission mean something to

us so we can learn something new. That's why the aircraft campaigns and the aircraft missions within the

Earth Science Program are so essential. Without them we would not know for sure what our satellites are

telling us.
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ESE Core Aircraft Fleet

Cooperative Aircraft Resources

The next chart is a sample of the sort of aircraft we are using today. On the upper section of the chart

we have the core aircraft that the Earth Science Division supports permanently. We have two ER-2's for

the high altitude, the P3-B and the DC-8 for more hands-on, laboratory, low-to-medium-altitude-type

facilities. And in the lower part of the graph you see some of the cooperative aircraft that we've used--

the CV-580 from universities. We get aircraft from other organizations within NASA. This is the

WB-57 that is stationed at Johnson Space Center. And in the far right is the DOE Citation, which

provides an additional remote sensing platform for us. The point here is that we have the four core

aircraft that we are using with a certain set of capabilities. When we need additional capabilities for a

scientific mission that has been proposed, we go out to look for other people with other capabilities. In

this case, we've been staying with the manned aircraft because that's really all we've had that have

reliably performed for us in the past. We're looking forward to the UAVs. We feel that UAVs will bring

us a very exciting new capability.
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Using ESE Airborne Resources

ESE airborne resources assigned on annual basis:

- requestors select aircraft based on capabilities, e.g. high-altitude;

- actual use of aircraft are assigned based on the proposed science
mission:

• requests are approved if mission is part of a competitively-selected
ESE grant, contract, mission science team, sensor development
program, or cooperative program;

• priorities are assigned by science requirements of the mission.

The point of this chart really is that when we approve an airborne mission and assign it to one of the

airborne platforms that we have, we base it on the science content, not on what the aircraft is. And that's

really the key thing. We are a science-driven organization. And that's what drives our decisions.

ESE's Strategy for UAVs

Directed Development
1994-2003

Missions

Open Competition and Peer Review
Selection based on scientific merit

Multiple platform Choices

•h_gh/mediurnAow a#itude

°uninhabited
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And this givesthe strategythat we're looking for in UAVs. We sawright awaythat theUAVs can
providenewandexciting opportunitiesfor observation.This includestheability to reachhigher in the
atmospherebecauseyou're nothavingto expendyourmasson thepilot andthelife supportneeded.We
alsohavetheability to doextendeddurationswherewecanobservediurnalprocesses.Thenwealsohave
the ability to sendanaircraft into a situationthatmaybehazardousfor a person,like nuclearaccidents
andthingslike that.Sowe seethatthere'rea lot of newthingsthatwecando with UAV platforms.The
ERASTProgramhasbeenworkingto a setof requirementsthat wedevelopedbasedon whatwecando
thatis new,basedon theseuniquecapabilitiesthat aUAV will bringto us.

Our long term goal is to havethe UAV assimply anotherplatformof choicewithin the airborne
program.Thekindsof missionsthatwejust described,thekindsof questionsthatBobjust describedand
thatDr. Paylorwill describelaterfor theapplicationsthemes--onceweknowwhat thesethings are,we
choosethe platform which is most appropriatefor what we want to achieve.In manycases,we look
forwardto theUAV providingoneof thesenewplatforms.To get from wherewe arenow wherewe're
developingnewplatformsto thatfuturewherewe simplydevelopasciencecampaignto answera science
questionanduse the most appropriateplatform, we startedwith what I call a directeddevelopment.
Essentially,that's somethinglike theERASTProgramwherewe've developedthesenewaircraftwesaw
today,whichI find veryexcitingandI look forwardto seeingsomeworkdonewith those--to whatwe're
calling now aUAV sciencemissiondevelopment.This is wherewe're movingto now.We've seenthat
theplatformshavedeveloped.We've seenit herewithin ERAST.We seethatthere'sdevelopmentout in
themilitary world andin thecommercialworld. We believenow that wearein a positionwherethese
platformscando somethingnew andexciting for us. Let's seewhat sciencemissionsare really most
appropriatefor them.

That's whatwe think will continuebeginningnextyearand probablythrough2006.We're not sure
whetherit'll be a three-or a six-yeardevelopment.It dependsupon the progressthat we see.Then
basically,oncewe've donethat sciencemissiondevelopment,we've seenhow it canwork, we goback
intooursciencedrivenmissionsandUAVs arenow partof thecoreplatformsfor us.
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UA V-Based Science Demonstration NRA

ESE will release an NRA for UAV-based airborne science

missions, draft for comment in October 99, competition in

early CY2000, and selection/award by summer 2000.
- Demonstrate that valid science missions, that take advantage of

their unique capabilities, may be conducted from UAV platforms;

- PI-mode, in which the PI proposes to one of the ESE questions
and selects the UAV platform, ANY UAV MAY BE PROPOSED;

- NASA facilitators to assist PI in identifying UAV operational
constraints and capabilities;

- 2-3 awards, totaling $3-5M/year for 3 years (follow-on NRA under
consideration);

- strawman schedule assumes Year 1 Mission Planning; Year 2
Flight; Year 3 Analysis & Results.

How are we going to do this science mission development--the directed development? We're going

to release a NASA research announcement later this year. We hope to do a draft for comment next month

with an actual release out very early next year. The objective of this is to demonstrate that valid science

missions that take advantage of the unique capabilities of UAV can be performed, and that when you're

done you can take the data--you can analyze it and you can publish it in a reference journal. This is valid

stuff that we can do. And UAVs bring a unique capability to it. The way we're going to do it is what we

call PI mode, or principal investigator mode--in which the principal investigator has complete and full

control over what is going to be done, womb to tomb. You start out looking at one of the science

questions that Bob just described or one of the applications focus teams that Dr. Paylor will describe

later, propose to one of those themes--any one of them--and select your own UAV platform. It can be

any platform that is out there with demonstrated capabilities. That's key to this. It's open competition to a

peer review. We know that a lot of principal investigators may not be as thoroughly familiar as some who

have been following the UAV development. And so we're going to provide a facilitator-type

arrangement, sort of like a library or a reference arrangement for people to call and get help on some of

the questions that have already come up this morning, such as insurance, and the regulations, and the

restricted air space. That will help the potential proposer understand what all these issues are and what

must be done in order to obtain a good science mission.

Now to the bottom line. We're expecting a budget of $3 to $5 million a year for these missions. We

hope to make two to three awards. We'll look at it as a three-year mission with a strawman schedule of

where you do your mission planning and any kind of development and integration in the first year, go

into your flight mission the following year, and in the third year do your analysis and publish your results.

This is the strawman schedule. But depending upon the UAV, upon the mission, upon the instruments

that you would use, you would propose whatever you feel would be most appropriate to achieve your

goal.
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UA V-Based Science Demonstration NRA

Facilitators

Gary Shelton Dr. Haflidi Jonsson David Pierce
NASNDFRC CI RPAS NASNGSFC/WFF
661-258-2919 831-384-2776 757-824-1749

garyshelton@dfrc.nasagov hjonsson@nps.navy.mil dlpierce@pop800.gsfc,nasa,gov

- act as library reference:
° maintain list of UAV vendors, provide points of contact;
• assist in identifying UAV-related concerns/issues such as operational

and regulatory constraints, liability issues.

- prohibited from proposing to NRA:
• cannot assist in proposal development, exchange information

provided by proposers, or provide advice on science content.

NRA Release will be announced on the Earth Science Enterprise homepage:
http://www.earth,nasa.gov/

9

I mentioned the facilitators. What we have here are three people who have been working with the

science community already in the airborne world. So they are familiar with the PIs. They are familiar

with the problems and issues that you will be facing. We have Gary Shelton from the Airborne Science

Office here at NASA-Dryden. We have Dr. Haflidi Jonsson from the CIRPAS [Center for

Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies]--the Office of Naval Research Group at the Naval

Postgraduate School at Monterey, California. And we have David Pierce, who has been working with the

sounding rocket and balloon program at the Wallops Flight Facility of the Goddard Space Flight Center

and is also familiar with some of the smaller, more applications-oriented UAVs that have been

developed. They're going to act as a library reference. And one important thing--that when you deal with

the facilitators that we want you all to understand is that they are prohibited proposing to the NRA

themselves. They are there as a reference. They're not going to exchange data with everybody. They are

there to provide advice to you and help to you.

And so that you can be aware of when this thing actually comes out, let me just say that we are

working on the NRA now. It's in the concurrent cycle. As I said, we hope to release a draft for comment

around the first of November. If you track the Earth Science home page, there will be an announcement

on there when that release actually comes out, plus we will be sending out a general announcement to our

regular mailing list. But this is also an easy way to keep track of what's going on.
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Future of Airborne Science in ESE

Comprehensive suborbital program to

complement space-based observing programs

- core flying laboratories to support process studies and
cal/val activities with facility and PI instruments, for both
remote sensing and in-situ;

- unique observing capabilities provided through either
core or cooperative platforms, including aircraft, UAV,
balloons, rockets.

Lastly, I just want to close by reminding you that what we're looking for is a comprehensive

suborbital program that complements our satellite program within NASA. We want to provide core flying

laboratories that provide very special capabilities for the Cal/Val and the focus missions that we pursue

within Earth Science. We want to provide these unique observing capabilities through whichever means

is possible. We look at a core platform and we look at bringing in the UAV as core cooperative platforms,

but we want to make that capability available to all of our potential investigators.

Steve Wegener: The next speaker is Estelle Condon. Estelle is the Chief of the Earth Science Division at

the Ames Research Center. Estelle has led several atmospheric science campaigns, including the airborne

Antarctic ozone experiment, airborne Arctic stratospheric experiments one and two, airborne Southern

Hemisphere ozone experiment/measurements for the assessment of effects of the stratospheric aircraft,

which was really the first opportunity that we had within the airborne science community to explore the

use of RPVs to make measurements above the ER-2. Estelle will talk about the potential UAV science

roles in atmospheric chemistry.
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ERAST Open for Business

Atmospheric Chemistry

Estelle Condon, Chief
Earth Science Division

NASA Ames Research Center

_Arn_ Ruear©h Cente_

October 13, 1999

Estelle Condon: I'm filling in for Dr. Mike Kurylo who couldn't be here today. And he is very sorry about

that. But he had another commitment.

[Interactive Programs of Research

tn Atmospheric Chemistry
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I'm going to give you a few minutes on the upper atmosphere research program primarily--

atmospheric chemistry, the program that he manages. And then I'm going to give you a couple of ideas

that I gleaned from some of my colleagues on potential UAV missions.

>' Atmospheric Chemistry

Goal

• To develop a sufficient understan_ng of the physical, chemical and transport

processes in the Earth's atmosphere (troposphere and stratosphere) with which to

assess its susceptibility to change

0 Planning

• Through advisory pmels, in-hotr, e coordination, ad-hoc issue-focused workshops,

science team meetings, conferences and symposia, and international assessment
acitivities

_' Implementation

• Through Upper Atmosphere Research Program (UARP) and the Tropospheric

Chemistry Program (TCP)

- Tropospheric and stratospheric field meamrements

- Atmospheric laboratoryst,adies

Process modeling andanalysis

Assessrncnls and coordinalions

• Theory, modeling, and data analysis [Atmospheric Chemistry Modeling and
Analysis Program (ACMAP)]

The goal of this Atmospheric Chemistry Program at NASA is to really develop an understanding

about the physical, chemical and dynamic processes in the earth's atmosphere, with the hope that we can

assess change and the susceptibility to change. That's kind of the fundamental underlying goal of all of

the research that Bob described a little earlier. The program is carried out and is planned through an

enormous amount of input and interchange with the science community. There're all kinds of advisory

panels and science team meetings and conferences as well as international assessments. This has all

provided direct input into political processes that have, for example, resulted in the Montreal Protocol. So

it's a very critical piece of this larger Earth Science program, because this one has had direct impact on

national and international policy.
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>"Upper Atmosphere Research Program (UARP)

Congressionally Mandated Long-Range Scientific Research Program

• FY1976 NASA Authorization Act

1990 Clean Air Act Amendments

"develop and carry out a comprehensive program of research, technology, and monitoring

of the phenomena of the upper atmosphere so as to provide for an understanding of and to
maintain the chemical and physical integrity of the Earth's upper atmosphere"

This next slide is just to remind you that this particular piece of that Earth Science program is actually

a congressionally mandated program. And it stems from a 1976 law passed by Congress. It was amended,

I think, in the 1990 Clean Air Act. But NASA has a particular role, and that is to develop and carry out a

comprehensive program of research technology and monitoring of the phenomena in the upper

atmosphere so as to provide for an understanding and to maintain the chemical and physical integrity of

the earth's upper atmosphere. So that's a fairly serious role that NASA has, directly mandated by

Congress. And, incidentally, it' s one of the very few congressional mandates that we have.
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UARP Long-Tern Objectives

To understand the physical, chemical, and transport processes of the upper

troposphere and the stratosphere and their control on the distribution of

atmospheric species such as ozone

Ilt To assess possible perturbations to the composition of the atmosphere caused

by human activities and natural phenomena (with specific emphasis on trace

gas geographical distributions, sources, and sinks and the role of trace gases in

defining the chemical composition of the upper troposphere and the

stratosphere)

O To understand the processes affecting the distribution of radiativety active

species in the atmosphere, and the important chemical-radiative-dynamical

feedbacks on the meteorology and climatology of the stratosphere and

troposphere

'_ To understand ozone production, loss, and recovery in an atmosphere with

increased abundances of greenhouse gases

UARP, the Upper Atmosphere Research Program, has a number of long-term objectives. The first

one is to understand the physical, chemical and transport processes in the upper troposphere and the

lower stratosphere, and their control on the distribution of atmospheric species. Another one is to assess

potential perturbations to the composition of the atmosphere, to understand the processes affecting the

distribution of radiativety active gases. And the third, of course, is to understand ozone production, loss,

and recovery.
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_"Main Science Questions

How will stratospheric ozone respond to the reductions in

the atmospheric abundance of ozone-destroying industrial
chemicals?

¢t As halogen burden falls in response to regulation, stratospheric ozone

should begin to recover

0 Recovery will be influenced by changing abundance of water vapor,

methane, sulfate aerosols, and changes in dynamics and temperature

t_ Thus, for a given halogen borden, stratospheric ozone amounts will not be

the same in the future as found for that same burden in the past

There are a couple of main science questions that are the pressing issues at the current time. But for

some of these, they're actually tong-standing questions. Because it actually is the heart of the research.

How will the stratospheric ozone respond to the reductions in the atmospheric abundance of the

halogens--the ozone-destroying chemicals? The Montreal Protocol has been in effect for a number of

years. We've actually begun to see the growth of some of these gases tailing off in the lower atmosphere.

So we want to understand as this halogen burden falls, will the stratospheric ozone actually begin to

recover. Or will this recovery be influenced by the changing abundance of the radiatively important

gases. Will those gases, in fact, change the temperature and impede the recovery of the ozone. These are
critical current issues.
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Main Science Questions

How does the chemistry of atmospheric trace constituents

respond to and affect climate?

_t Need to understand the spatial and temporal variabifity of long-lived and

short-rived greenhouse gases for radiative forcing of climate

Plausible changes in water vapor, methane and temperature could impact

the expected recovery of upper stratospheric ozone

Will the build up funCO 2 and other greenhouse gases exacerbate ozone

loss due to chlorine activation in Arctic winter?

Will the hydrological cycle accelerate and increase the frequency and

intensity of lightning and the abundance of tropospheric NO,?

Here's the other one. How does the chemistry of the atmospheric trace constituents respond to and

affect climate? This is understanding the spatial and temporal variability for the radiatively important

gases. But we also need to understand that for radiative forcing, not just for ozone production and loss

and keeping the stratosphere above us. I've said some of these possible changes in the water vapor,

methane and temperature could impact the recovery. Will the buildup of CO 2 and other greenhouse gases

exacerbate ozone loss due to chlorine activation in the Arctic winter? That's partially a temperature issue,

in addition to the halogen issue. Then will the hydrological cycle accelerate and increase the frequency

and intensity of lightning and the abundance of tropospheric NOx? So there really are a lot of remaining

science questions, despite the fact that this program has been in existence I think more than twenty years.
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_"UARP Implementation-Program Structure

0 Aircraft-borne, Balloon-borne, and Rocket-borne Measurements (-50%)

s_ Ground-based Measurements (-25%)

Laboratory Studies (-20%)

O Process-scale Modeling, Assessments, Misc. (-5%)

APACHE--Airborne Polar Aerosol & Chemistry Experiment

mToohey, Newman, et al

How rapidly does chlorine activate?

Payload CI0 30 lbs

03 30 lbs

CO 2 25 ]bs
CI

N_O
Particles 30 lbs

Pl TI H20

Total wt 200-250 lbs

Area of operation--Northern (southem)-most latitudes fly in

l_lar stratospheric clouds

_AmBs Rele411ch Center
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Thosearethefundamentalobjectives,bothlong-term.And I think someof themarepressingscience
issuesthat the programis dealingwith. I wentout andpulsedthe sciencecommunityanda coupleof
peoplethat I know havebeenthinkingaboutUAV missionsandwhatcouldbedone,oneof which was
DarrenToomey.We describedanddiscussedthe payloadthat would includea numberof the kinds of
things that we currently measureon the ER-2--the C10, theozone,CO2,chlorine,andthat shouldbe
pressure,temperature,andwater(on theslide).In thediscussionwith Darren,heandI bothbelievethat
perhapsyou coulddo thiswith a weightof somewherebetween200 and250 pounds.We sort of added
up the existing weights, aswe rememberedthem, for someof the instrumentsthat havebeenbuilt,
particularly underthe ERAST Program.This would continueto investigatethe Polar Regionsand to
understandthe processesthat impactpolar stratosphereclouds,andthe chemistryin the northernmost
andsouthernmostlatitudes,andhopefullyto fly directly in polarstratosphericclouds.That wouldentail
getting above the ER-2, although in the Antarctic, the ER-2 did manageto get into the polar
stratosphericclouds.

Potential UAV Missions - Paul Newman

http://h _vperion.gsfc .nasa_gov/Other/hawk/Hawk.html

Ozone Hole Mission - Examine causes of ozone loss in Southern Hemisphere.

Provide detailed understanding of balance between polar processes and local

chemistry.

Measurements - HCI, C1ONO2, NOy, HNO3, H20, particles, T,P, winds,

position

Tropical Mission -Examine tropical tropopause and the distribution of water

vapor, particles, and other trace gases and the transport of these gases into the

lower stratosphere.

Measurements - Water vapor, CN, particles, radiation, cloud LIDAR, ozone,

CO2, N20,T, P, winds, position

I also talked to Paul Newman, who has a website which I'm going to give you. He's written up a

couple of ideas for a couple of missions. He, too, wants to investigate the Polar Regions, or thought that

would be a good thing to continue to probe and understand what's happening there as the halogen

amounts decline. But he wants to take off from Dryden and fly down there all the way--and some of

those aircraft we saw this morning I guess can actually do this--and then turn around and come back and

land back here at Dryden. That was about a 39-hour flight. So I thought that was very interesting. I said to

him, do you think we can record 39 hours of one-second data? But, you know, we're projecting the future

here. So some of the limitations will, in fact, go away.

Okay. So this is the website. [http://hyperion.gsfc.nasa.gov/Other/hawk/Hawk.html] That's important

so you can get a little more information from Paul. The first one I've already talked to you about. For the

tropical mission, there is a whole range of issues around the tropical tropopause and the exchange
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betweenthe lower atmosphereandthe upper atmosphere.Examiningthe tropical tropopauseandthe
distributionof watervaporparticlesandothertracegasesandunderstandingthetransport--howdo these
gasesgeneratedat thesurfacemakeit to thestratosphere?We listed anumberof thingswe thoughtwe
would like to have:pressure,temperature,winds andpositionarekind of a given. We have to know
wherewearewhenwe're doingthesampling.Heenvisionedthatyou'd takeoff outof Drydenandyou'd
go all theway out to theeasternPacificsomewhereandturn aroundandcomeback.Soyouwould doa
very longtransectacross,above,andbelowthetropicaltropopause.

What I discussedwith the two of them were other missionswith sub-setsof that long list of
instruments.Becauseassoonasyouhaveall thoseparametersthatyouwantto measure,thepayloadgets
very large.It's very muchlike whatwe currentlyfly on the ER-2.I amtold that for theaccentmission
that's in progresson theB-57 thereare23 instrumentsonboard.Thathasbeentheway theprogramhas
been conducted,becausewe want to measurealmost everythingwe can to understandthe inner
connectionsandtheeffectsof onetracegascycleon anotherone.But thereareothermissionsthat you
could do with sub-setsto understand,for example,the polar stratosphericcloudchemistrywhereyou
mightonly measurenitratesandchlorine,not necessarilyeverysinglething that'sthere.

SoI think therearesomeverygoodthingsthatcanbedone.Therehasbeenalong-standingneed.It
goesback to the TruckeeReportwhereinthis programdefineda needfor high-altitude,long-duration
flight. And it was, of course, to get above the ER-2 altitudes--to fly at 100,000feet, to make
measurementswherethesatellitesdon't usuallydoa verygoodjob, or at leasttheydidn't in thosedays,
andwherethepresentaircraftcan't quitegetto.We havethisrangein theatmospherethat'snot verywell
sampled.We thoughta muchhigheraltitudeand long-durationaircraftwouldbe important.Also these
platformswouldbeusefulin whatarehazardousregions,thatis flying over theArctic andtheAntarctic.
We askedthoseER-2guysto keepdoing thatin thesingle-engineairplane.It's avery reliableplatform,
certainly,but it's still averyhazardousthingto bedoingon aregularbasis.

Steve Wegener: Thank you, Estelle. This atmospheric chemistry community is where I came from. And

they have really pushed the ER-2 to its limits. There is not enough weight-carrying capacity on the

airplane for a lot of the missions the scientists--this community--might want to do. We've kind of maxed

the airplane out in many respects. And, as you can see, the missions that Paul suggested here would more

than tax the extended capabilities that are promoted by the Global Hawk people. So I think the

atmospheric science community will use all the capability that we have, and they're ready to go now.

Our next speaker, Dr. Vic Delnore, is the FIRE Program Manager. FIRE is the First ISCCP Regional

Experiment. ISCCP is an acronym for the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project. This is part

of NASA's Atmospheric Radiation Science Program. Vic is from the Atmospheric Science Division at

Langley. He's been involved in several large meteorological and marine field campaigns. Vic is also a

commander in the Naval Reserve helping to coordinate resources with the Naval meteorological and

oceanographic command. Vic's going to talk to us about the potential UAV science roles in radiation

science.
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ERAST: Oct 13, 1999

Vic Delnore, FIRE Project Manager

(FIRE = First [International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project]

Regional Experiment)

FIRE's Charter: Conduct experiments to:

•Study the effects of clouds on climate

•Facilitate the modeling of clouds in global climate models

•Support NASA's Radiation Sciences Program

•Link satellite retrievals and in situ measurements

• Understand the physics of clouds and cloudprocesses

Vic Delnore: FIRE's charter is to study the effects of clouds on climate, facilitate the modeling of clouds

in global climate models, support NASA's Radiation Sciences Program, of which Bob Curran is the

Program Manager, and understand the physics of clouds and cloud processes. One mission that I did not

put up there was to help to validate satellite retrievals of meteorological and climatological parameters.

To do this we are the field campaign part of one of the slides that Bob Schiffer showed a few talks back. I

also want to mention that if you paid attention to Bob's slides, he gave some projections of what sorts of

uncertainties there would be over the next five or ten years. He assigned probably as much or greater

uncertainty to the knowledge of clouds and their effects as to any of the other parameters. It's really

important that we learn about clouds. Because the knowledge of clouds seems to be the weak link in the

global climatological models right now.

This figure [not available] is just my way of getting across to you the basic problem of radiation

sciences. There is a lot going on. It all starts with the sun. And then I've got these arrows running all over

the place to represent scattering, absorption, and reflection at different parts of the spectrum. We're trying

to help sort this out. And those boxes that I've got there--those are some of the places that you might

want to send UAVs or aircraft or other balloons, whatever, or do ground base sounding to try to find out

what's going on--try to measure the radiances up and down--try to measure the particle sizes--try to

measure the distribution of the particles. What's the liquid water content? How much moisture there is

really in the form of ice?
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CRYSTAL--CirrusRegionalStudyof TropicalAnvils andLayers

BASIC QUESTIONS to be explored in CRYSTAL:

1. How best to improve the modeling of clouds in Global Climate Models?

2. What are the processes at work in the life cycle of clouds?

3. How can we best observe tropical cirrus cloud systems in a large-scale context for

climate research?

4. How do tropical cirrus cloud systems impact local, regional and global circulations?

When and Where: 2001, Florida Everglades; 2003 Tropical Western Pacific.

Let me describe for a few minutes the next couple of field campaigns that we're anticipating. In fact,

there's a planning meeting the day after tomorrow in Chicago which will involve a lot of scientists that

are sort of steering the science of CRYSTAL [Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Layers]. I

want to underline what both Bob and Cheryl mentioned earlier. The field experiments, the field

campaigns that FIRE undertakes and CRYSTAL, which I'll talk about in a minute, are strictly principal-

investigator driven. It's important. It's sort of a grass roots campaign from the ground up. Scientists get

together and propose various missions to do in the overall context or guidelines of the NRA which gets

issued. And each PI is sort of autonomous in contributing to the overall effort. Anyway, on CRYSTAL,

let me jump to the bottom of this--when and where, because that's what's most important. Two thousand

one, Florida Everglades and 2003, the Tropical Western Pacific. What we're going to try to do is

investigate the things that I have listed up there--how best to improve the modeling of clouds in global

climate models. What are the processes at work in the life cycle of clouds? How can we best observe

tropical cirrus cloud systems in large-scale context for climate research? How do tropical cirrus cloud

systems impact local, regional and global circulations? CRYSTAL has two parts: two years from now in

the Florida Everglades, four years from now in the Tropical Western Pacific. The reason for the 2003

campaign is it had originally been scheduled for 2001. However, Cloud SAT, EOS Chem, Picasso,

Sena--various other satellites are going to be up at that time. We want to take advantage of that, and we

also want to contribute to their validation and calibration programs.
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This is thebasiclogisticsplanfor CRYSTAL. It looksalot like oneparticularoneof theUAVs. It's
supposedto be representativeof all of them.Also, I don't really meanto imply it hasto beaUAV. The
pilotedversionof oneof theaircraft thatwe sawthis morningcouldvery well fit thatrole undercertain
circumstances.Anyway,whatI've got hereis RS (for remotesensing),IS (for in situ). By the way, this

would be the cirrus that comes off of a convective system, say, in the tropics. The idea for CRYSTAL is

to have an island station--this would be one of the DOE ARM sites. This would be the NOAA Ship

Brown. This would be a cooperating Japanese oceanographic research vessel. [Points to ships in the

figure.] The three of these would form a triangle in the ocean. We would have a large triangle. The two

ships, of course, would be mobile. They would move around with respect to the island in order to take

advantage of whatever prevailing convective systems we had. Likewise, you would have an aircraft--the

DC-8 or a similar vehicle--as a remote sensing aircraft. It would fly underneath the cirrus looking up.

You would have the ER-2 as a remote sensing aircraft with sensors looking down. You would have a

WB-57 flying through cirrus. The in situ aircraft would be gathering information on distribution of

particulate sizes and water content--this sort of thing. Hopefully, there would be another in situ

aircraft--a Citation or a Lear or something. And then over here--this would be perhaps the end car

Electra or similar aircraft equipped with the ELDORA tail radar, Doppler radar. And this could be useful

at various places in the column. Of course, there is satellite data. So that would be CRYSTAL.

This is a DOE slide [not shown], I think, that I can't really talk too much to. I was just given it

yesterday. However, there are some people in the group here--Warren Gore from Ames and also Will

Bolton from Lawrence Livermore--that I think could answer questions on this. But basically this is an

example of a recent successful mission in radiation sciences. And the stated aim is right there. The

logistical result is fight here. What you've got here is one of the UAVs--the Altus, in fact. I understand

that this box was inside somewhere. Then each of these radiometric measuring devices was a broadband

radiometer, one of them looking up and the other in the belly looking down. And the result was albedo at
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overa very broadspectrumof wavelength.And thedifferent colorsrepresentdifferent flight days.We
cango into moredetail,youknow,duringthequestionperiod.

Advantages of ERAST Aircraft for

Atmospheric Radiation Science Research

•Long Endurance: Monitoring Roles

•High Altitude: Above the Clouds

•Station-Keeping: Stationary or Drifting Air mass Measurements

•Range of Speeds: Good for in-situ measurements

•High Payload Efficiency: Carry lots of sensors

I've listed up here some of the advantages of ERAST aircraft. And, again, I'm using the broader term

instead of just UAV because there is the piloted version. Some of the characteristics here I've listed. And

then opposite them or next to them I've put some of the things that I think would be useful in radiation

sciences. Long endurance--that gives rise to monitoring roles. High altitude--we can get above the

clouds. Station keeping--I understand you can set the flight profile of these vehicles to do two different

types of measurements. That would be very, very interesting, especially if you combine the long

endurance and the high altitude and the station-keeping abilities, you have the makings of a very good

capability there. Also the range of speeds--that's very good for in situ measurements. Also the high

payload efficiency. In other words, for every crew member that you can leave on the ground, you can

carry a lot more sensors. So that's very, very appealing.
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Challenges for ERAST Aircraft in

Atmospheric Radiation Science Research

• Staging, Ground Support

oWx conditions for Takeoff/Landing

•Airspace Use

•Flight in Meteorologically Interesting Regimes:

Icing in Clouds

Turbulence, Gusts at the edges of Clouds

Cloud Condensation Nucleii: Salt Spray, Dust & Ash

These are the challenges. These are some of the things that are going to have to be overcome in order

to make this a really viable system for use in radiation sciences. We're going to have to cut down the

staging and ground support costs. Some of the numbers that I saw up there were pretty scary. Those have

to come down. Weather conditions for takeoff and landing. As we saw this morning, the reason we all

had to roll out of bed at a real early hour was to take advantage of the calm conditions that were expected

and which, indeed, did occur for takeoff and landing of at least the first vehicle. ! think the second vehicle

had a much, much wider cross-wind tolerance range and all that sort of thing. But you have to figure, as

was mentioned earlier today right here in this room, a lot of times the things that we're looking at--in

fact, Burt mentioned this--the conditions that are going to be there when you want to do a science

mission mean that you're going to have to be able to take off in gusty conditions. So that is really going to

have to be addressed in order to make these vehicles useful. The airspace use. That's going to really have

to be worked with FAA and overseas authorities as well. Flight in meteorological interesting regimes--in

particular, if you're doing cloud science---one of the things that you're really interested in is ice particle

measurement. Well, are these aircraft going to ice up real bad? Is it going to really damage that very, very

thin wing fabric structure there? That has to be worked out. Also, flight in turbulence and gusts. This is

what you get at the edges of the clouds. And we want to make measurements at the edges of clouds. Also,

cloud condensation nuclei. What problems are there going to be when you deliberately fly one of these

aircraft into salt spray at real low altitudes, into dust and, say, volcanic ash. These are all part of the

radiation science equation. Because we're trying to measure what comes down from the sun through the

filter of the atmosphere. And if it's dust from the Sahara and ash from a volcano, we have to be able to

put an aircraft into that. And how is that going to work with a UAV?

Steve Wegener: Next up, Dr. Ernest Paylor, who is the Solid Earth and Natural Hazards Program Manager

for the Office of Earth Science [OES] at NASA Headquarters. He's also the Manager under a DoD hat for

the Pacific Disaster Center. Ernie will talk about the OES Applications Program and the potential roles for
UAVs in that.
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Dr. Ernest Paylor: [Slides unavailable] This talk really should have followed Bob Schiffer's. It's really a

program-level talk. It's going to discuss the Applications Commercial and Education [ACE] Division and

a new initiative that we have at NASA Headquarters to deal with applications.

But what I'll be talking about today is what we call the ACE Program. It really is not only a division

within NASA Headquarters in the earth sciences area, but it is also a major new initiative that we have

put forward. It's about a year and a half old. It's an aggressive new strategy devoted to significantly

increase the applications of the earth sciences enterprise's science and technology for more pragmatic

uses--societal uses, economic uses to ensure maximum return on taxpayer investments.

I won't talk about this too much because Dr. Schiffer talked about the earth science enterprise's

missions and goals quite a bit. What I will point out are these three goals. And it turns out that Bob

Schiffer talked about my first point about expanding our scientific knowledge of the earth system. The

other two goals that we have in the earth sciences area are disseminated information about the earth

system and also enabling the productive use of earth science and technology. It's really these two issues

and, in particular, this last one that the ACE Program or the ACE Division is addressing. The inset picture

on the right [not available] is a September 20, 1997, snapshot by the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite of E1

Nifio as it was occurring back in that time period. As Dr. Schiffer talked about some of the physics behind

the E1 Nifio phenomena, from the applications perspective we're looking at the impacts of E1 Nifio on, for

example, the fisheries along the West Coast of the Americas, meteorological impacts in the United States,

potential fire danger in Australia and also in Indonesia. So those are more the types of applied science

issues that the Applications Program is dealing with.

The science themes--I just want to point out that these five themes represent the fundamental

underpinnings of the Applications Program. It's the science and technology that's coming out of this

basic-science endeavor that allows us to apply our science or results or data and our techniques to more

pragmatic uses.

ACE's mission is to realize the full value of NASA earth science enterprise investments by

encouraging a broader use of the science and technology that comes out of the program. But we really

want to extend the use of our science and data to routine decision-making in the public and private

sectors. I emphasize the public and private sectors because we are working with the commercial industry

in this endeavor. We do this really by developing new capabilities and applications through applied

research and development. And, again, I emphasize applied research because this is a research program.

It's not an operational type of activity. We work directly with our user community--the potential users in

this activity. But we've also realized that in order to make this all happen we definitely have to encourage

and utilize the commercial industry quite a bit. So they're actually teaming up with us on these activities.

When we get to a point where an applied research project that we might be working on is ready for

routine applications, that's not really our job to do that. But we hope that the commercial industry is there

so we can hand this off to them and they can implement it on a routine basis for the end customer. We've

realized that educational training is a very important component of this activity, not only to the ultimate

decision-makers, but also to the general public at large. Finally, we hope that by going through this

process that we are identifying unmet challenges that we can use not only in the Earth Sciences Program,

but to develop future earth science missions and research objectives.

This chart [not available] is just a graphical form of what I just talked about. But I'll use it to point out

a few things. One, as you can see over here on the left-hand side--these are really the science themes that

we just talked about. We feel that there is a fundamental linkage to this market adoption on the right-hand
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side.That's really theusercommunityoutherethat's representedby thisuserbeneficiarybox. And the
governmentalsector,the internationalsectoror thecommercialusers,aswell astheseotherusers--they
representan enormous,enormouslyuntappedusercommunity for our scienceanddata.That's really
whatwe're trying to tap into. This box right hererepresentsthe heartof the applicationseffort. And it
really is what developsthe program's content. It's basically forming a bridge betweenthis market
adoptionand the sciencethat we're trying to do. And like the scienceprogram,the researchprogram
that's designedaroundresearchthemes,the applicationsareais, likewise, formulatedaroundwhat we
call applicationsthemes.And thesewere designedandselectedby a committeeof thesepeopledown
herebasedon nationalpriorities,uniquenessto NASA, andseveralotheractivities.So we hada long
discussionwith thisentiregroupthathelpeduscomeupwith thesetypeof theseapplicationsthemes.As
I saidearlier,wework directly with the usersin trying to understandwhat their requirementsare.We
look at waysor investmentstrategiesto try to figureout--is thesciencematureenoughto do what this
applicationrequires?Are therevalue-addedindustriesthatcanprovidethe sametypeof informationat
that point?And aswe go throughthis process,we comeup with strategieson how to implementthis
program,whetherit be throughteamingarrangementswith industryor with governmentsectoror with
otherU.S.governmentagenciesor internationalagencies,or whetherwedo it throughdatapurchasesor
someothersolicitationmechanisms.But wego throughthisprocessor we're establishingthis process,I
shouldsay,to go throughthis activity. We've realizedandwe've knownfor a long time that thereare
ways that wehaveto interfacewith ourcommunityout there.Oneis throughknowledgetransfer--and
thatinvolvestheeducationandtrainingprocess.And theotheroneis actualdisseminationof information
anddata.And it's our hope that we can do a much better job of connecting our potential users with the

science and applications that we have.

These are the applications themes that I talked about earlier. At the high level we have food and fiber.

Talks about things like precision agriculture, natural resources, disaster management through all types of

different natural disasters, environmental quality, urban-energy infrastructure, and also human health and

safety. These represent the basic core information content or program content of the ACE activity.

Those applications themes look very much like the science themes. I put this chart up just to show

that the basic science programs that we have interrelate with the applications themes--for example, the

Solid Earth Natural Hazards Program feeds into at least four of these areas in the applications themes.

A few other examples. We had a talk earlier about coffee beans in Hawaii. But through our science

programs, trying to understand terrestrial ecology and biogeochemistry, and the carbon cycling--we

have techniques. We have technologies that can be useful in agriculture for identification of crops,

invasive species, to do a better job and help in the planning process for watering and fertilization, and to

help bring down the bottom line in terms of cost in agriculture.

Wildfire is another example. Through trying to understand terrestrial ecology-type applications, we

can do now better jobs of understanding fuel loads and being able to model potential wildfires, not only

model the fuel loads themselves but detect and monitor wildfires as they're occurring and be useful in the

deployment of resources in the field in real emergency situations.

In our Solid Earth Program we're trying to understand eruption mechanisms, the plumbing system of

volcanoes to try to figure out really how they work internally. In doing so, we develop techniques and

technologies to monitor precursor signals that include ground deformation of volcanoes themselves,

volcanic out-gassing, as well as thermal signals. These can be very useful for understanding or in

emergency-management situations for warning of volcanic eruptions, and also volcanic plumes--being
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able to monitor volcanic plumes,their evolutionPand be useful for warningsfor aircraft safety,for
example.

In flooding,our interestin understandingthedynamicsof watershedsandflood plainsleadsto alot of
newtechniquesandtechnologiesthatcanbeusefulfor flood-plainmanagement,flood-inundation-level
monitoringusingremotesensingtechniques,aswell asflood-plainmapping.Justasa sideissue,oneof
theprojectswe're workingwith rightnow is with theFederalEnergyManagementAgency(FEMA). It's
beenmandatedby Congressto go back out and re-mapall the flood plains for the National Flood
InsuranceProgram.They'veestimatedthisjob to costalmost$900million overafive-yearperiod.It's an
enormousbudgetexpenditurethattheyhadnot plannedfor in their budget.Sowe're working with them
on evaluatingdifferent techniquesand new technologiesfor flood-plain mappingthat include Light
IntersectionDirection and Ranging[LIDAR] techniques,interferometricsearchand rescue[SAR], for
more precise mapping of the flood plains and incorporating that with other types of structural
information,aswell asfinding outhowthosetypesof datasetsaffecthydrologicmodelsto comeupwith
betterpredictionsof 100-yearand500-yearflood plainsand,therefore,re-mapanddo a moreaccurate
job of comingupwith theflood-plainmapsthattheFloodInsuranceProgramneeds.

Obviously,we arenot doing this alone,evenwith our currentsetof partners.We're looking at the
otheragenciesparticipatingin thisactivity, aswell astheprivatesector.Stateandlocalgovernmentsare
majorplayersright nowin this--the internationalorganizationsaswell asuniversities.Theintentionhere
is to at leastprovidethisproblem-solvingcapabilityatthe local levelfor decision-makers.

Oneof thefirst major activitiesin this is to try to hookupall 50 statesin theUnitedStates.In terms
of stateandlocal governments,therearemanydifferent levelsof expertiseright now ableto utilize some
of the sciencecomingout, not only of NASA but of otherprogramsaswell, andutilize remotesensing
capabilities.But our intentthroughthisactivity is to providecoast-to-coastdatafor communitiesto solve
practicalproblemsand basicallycontributeto informeddecision-making.So, as oneof our first steps
we're trying to reachout andprovidethesetypesof capabilitiesto all 50statesandthenfrom thereto the
internationalcommunityaswell.

Sincethis is aconferenceonUAVs, I thoughtI would summarizeby talkingalittle bit aboutpotential
for aircraftobservationsin this ACE Program.Now Cheryl talkedaboutsomeof the airborneactivities
andalsoBobSchiffer.But I'd like to saythatairborneobservationsandairborneplatformswill beavery
largepartof theACE Program as we move out into the future for two reasons. One is as a test bed for

technology and science. We really do use our airborne programs as a test bed for applications

development, for instrument development, and will continue doing that into the future. But secondly, as a

regular mechanism for providing routine observations.

Now the airborne sciences or the airborne systems fill a niche. And I feel that they're complementary

to the satellite observations and also the ground observations we make. They provide the nice link

between these two sets of observations. Now they,re particularly useful for high-resolution imaging, as

was pointed out earlier, but also event-based imaging. What I'm talking about with event-based imaging

relates in particular to the natural disaster area or disaster management. If you're talking about response-

type operations--preparedness and response--they can be very useful for quick response, long-loiter

capabilities for phenomena to evolve over several day periods, as well as providing the continuous high-

temporal frequency monitoring of these events. But the considerations that we have to think about, as the

last speaker pointed out, are the costs. We have to consider the cost of deploying this. Is it more cost

effective to go to our regular aircraft versus ERAST-type unpiloted vehicles. These are all considerations.
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TheFAA regulationsarea big factor,in particular,for someof the activities that we're talking about.

Because many of these phenomena occur over urbanized areas. If we can't fly over these areas, then we

have a serious problem. Are the instruments that we need available? I don't think a lot of them are right

now. I believe there are programs going on right now that are developing new instrumentation. But the

constraints that we have to think about--power, mass, and volume--are very large considerations in

developing technologies and instrumentation for these aircraft. It's through the ERAST-type program

that I think we're going to break down these barriers. Over the next five or so years we look forward to

being able to utilize these systems for this type of research.

Steve Wegener: Our last speaker is William Bolton, who is the Deputy Director of the UAV ARM

program, another acronym--Unmanned Aerospace Vehicles is UAV and Atmospheric Radiation

Measurements is the ARM part of it. He's with the Sandia National Lab in Livermore. Will has led several

UAV experiments, including this most recent one--the tropical cirrus mission out of Hawaii with the

Altus UAV. Will's going to share some of his real world insights into flying UAVs and some of the

applications there.
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UAVs in

Atmospheric

William Bolton: My plan was to spend the time that I have here to tell you a little bit about the

ARM-UAV Program--just a couple of slides so you understand what it's about, talk about the Kauai

deployment that we did this last April and May in Kauai, Hawaii, and close with some comments based

on our experience.

ARM-UAV programmatic approach

t_ ._:_ _--_.

n,RM-I !_V

The A RM-UA V program was structured to utilize existing capabilities and

to foster the development of improved instrument and platform capabilities

within the framework of an expertmental program accomplishing

scientifw goals.

ARM-UAV was enabled by increased interest in and funding for development

of small, high altitude, long endurance UAVs utilizing:

• Composite structural materials and construction

( Weight efficient structurfs w!th complex aerodynamic shapes )

• Microelectronics

( Powerful, low-cost, ubiquitous processing )

• Computation
( Sophisticated analysis and design )
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I wantedfirst of all to point out the overall programmatic approach. The point is that the ARM-UAV

program is constructed not to do development of platforms--to do some instrument development, but to

do all of this in the context of a program that's accomplishing scientific goals. We're not a development

program in that sense. We're a user of the technology as it becomes available. I pointed out some of the

technologies here [see slide] that I thought were key in facilitating the availability of aircraft to meet the
ARM-UAV needs.

ARM-UAV Program :,_RM-I_AV

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement - Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (ARM-UAV)

Investigating the largest source of uncertainty in global climale change predictions:

The interaction of solar and thermal energy with clouds in the atmosphere

General Circulation Models are used to

Study the response of global climate

(e.g., "greenhouse" warming)

Comparison of 17 world-class
GCMs showed clouds to be the

largest source of uncertainty
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This is a slide that sort of sets some of the background for the ARM-UAV Program. It has been

pointed out several times in the past how clouds are probably the largest single source of uncertainty in

our understanding and modeling of the global climate change. The ARM-UAV Program is designed to

address that largest source of uncertainty. The approach we're taking is to utilize airborne measurements

primarily from unmanned aerospace vehicles--hence the name UAV in the title of the program--to carry

aloft primarily radiometric payloads to help our understanding of the interaction of clouds and solar

energy in the earth's atmosphere. The little box in the lower right-hand comer here illustrates an

intercomparison of 17 world class general circulation models and illustrates that with clouds there's a fair

degree of uncertainty or disagreement between the models in terms of the predicted warming in response

to the increase in global warming or greenhouse gases.
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ARM-UAV Measurement Strategy ARM:_UAV •

/" i"/,. HighlttfftudeA/t_ UAV
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I wanted to give you a quick view of our measurement strategy. That is basically to use two

platforms, one above the clouds, one below the clouds. This little wiggle here is intended to represent a

layer of clouds. [Points to figure.] Both of those platforms are carrying matched sets of radiometric

instruments to measure the effect of the clouds and also to measure the effect absorption in clear skies to

help understand the role clouds play in effecting the transport and absorption of energy in the

atmosphere. The data from these two platforms is telemetered to the ground and made available to the

principal investigators and scientists in real time so that they can observe the data, monitor the

performance of their instruments and make sure that they're getting what they want, and then redirect the

mission in real time if there's opportunities to do that.
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ARM-UAV has developed payloads

for a variety of aircraft
ARXt-I_AV

• Atmospheric Radiation Measurement - Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (ARM-UAV)

Integration of sophisticated payloads (IMar, radiometers, in situ meteorological;

including on-hoard data handling and RF telemetry)

• Radiometric payloads flown in several major campaigns :

Gnat (UA V)
(11193, 4/94)

Twin Otter (piloted chase aircraft)

(7/95, 9/95, 4/96, 9/96, 9/97, 4-5/99, 6-7/99)

Egrett (piloted high altitude aircraft)

(9/95, 4/96)

Altus (UA V)

(9/96, 9/97, 4-5199)

Over the years that the program has been in operation we've prepared payloads and flown them on a

number of platforms. We started off with the Gnat--General Atomics Gnat airframe, a relatively small

airframe--which carried a smaller payload than we would like to have carried. But it was available at the

time and got us started. We did a two flight series--an engineering flight here at Dryden in '93 then a

subsequent series of flights in '94 at the Oklahoma CART site. CART stands for Cloud and Radiation

Test Bed. That's a DOE facility that's very heavily instrumented in north central Oklahoma and has been

the focus of a lot of our activities. One point I wanted to make while we're talking about CART is that's

general use airspace. It's over Oklahoma--relatively sparsely populated, but, nonetheless, it's general

use airspace--not a restricted area. We've been able to work with the FAA to allow us to do these

operations over north central Oklahoma. For our flights so far, because of FAA requirements and general

use airspace, we've had a chase aircraft--in our case, a DOE-owned Twin Otter aircraft. We

instrumented that aircraft so it becomes the second instrumented platform. It accompanies the UAV up to

18,000 feet into class A airspace. Above that altitude, the UAV can operate as any other aircraft on an

IFR--instrument flight rules--flight plan, and then the Twin Otter is available to operate as a second

independent platform which we use in coordinated flight with the high altitude UAV. We also used the

Egret for two series of flights. This was basically a surrogate for high altitude UAV before such a high

altitude UAV was actually available. We operated a payload just as if it were in a UAV. And most

recently we've been using the Altus as the high altitude UAV to carry our payload in three flight series as
noted in the chart there.
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ARM-UAV Altus Payload Instruments ARM'I_AV •

Radiation Measurement System (RAMS) - UCSD Scripps Institute
• Total Direct/Diffuse Radiometer, 7 channels, near UV to near IR

• Total Solar Broad Band Radiometer, 0.2 to 3.9 _tm

• Fractional Solar Broad Band Radiometer, 0.7 to 3.3 _m

• Infrared Broad Band Radiometer, 4.0 to 48.0 _m

• Zenith and nadir

Scanning Spectral Polarimeter (SSP) - Colorado State University
• 55 spectral bands, 0.4 to 4.0 pro, nadir only

Multi-Spectral Pushbroom Imaging Radiometer (MPIR) - Sandia

• Modular, 9 channel, 0.58 to 11.5 _tm, +40 ° FOV, nadir only

Cloud Detection Lidar (CDL) - Lawrence Livermore

• 1.053 I_m, backscatter lidar, 5 KHz pulse rate, 20 nanosecond pulse
• Nadir only (in Altus mount)

Solar Spectral Flux Radiometer (SSFR) - NASA Ames

• Zenith and nadir,fiber optic coupled, 0.3 to 2.5 _tm

Meteorological Instruments

• Total temperature, total pressure, frost point hygrometer

This is a listing of the instruments that are part of the Altus payload. This is a picture to show you

what the payload looks like, as installed in the Altus. This is starting the installation here [points] down to

the completed installation here with the instruments in place. We have radiometers on top of the payload

as well as on the bottom, just as Vic pointed out earlier, showing the bottom of the aircraft for this

installation and the instruments located on the top. In addition to the radiometers, we also have in situ

measurements of temperature, pressure and water vapor concentration.
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ARM-UAV Altus Payload

ARM-UAV Twin Otter Payload Instruments

Radiation Measurement System (RAMS) - UCSD Scripps Institute
• Total Direct/Diffuse Radiometer, 7 channels, near UV to near IR

• Total Solar Broad Band Radiometer, 0.2 to 3.9 _tm

• Fractional Solar Broad Band Radiometer, 0.7 to 3.3 _tm

• Infrared Broad Band Radiometer, 4.0 to 48.0 _tm
• Zenith and nadir

Scanning Spectral Polarimeter (SSP) - Colorado State University
• 55 spectral bands, 0.4 to 4.0 _m, zenith only

Airborne Cloud Radar (ACR) - JPL/Univ. of Massachusetts

• 95 GHz, 30 cm lens
• Zenith

Solar Spectral Flux Radiometer (SSFR) - NASA Ames
• Zenith and nadir,fiber optic coupled, 0.3 to 2.5 _m

Meteorological Instruments
• Total temperature, total pressure, chilled mirror hygrometer
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This is a listing of thecomparableinstrumentscarriedon theTwin Otter.For themostpart, it's the
sameradiometersasfly on theAltus. Therearesomedifferences.TheAltus hasa clouddetectionLidar.
TheTwin Otterdoesnot havetheclouddetectionLidar, but for themostrecentflight serieshadacloud
radarin its place.The Lidar looking down at the cloudsfrom the top--the radarlooking at theclouds
from the bottom.By virtue of the coordinatedflight, both of themlooking at the sameregionof the
cloudssimultaneously.

ARM-UAV Twin Otter Payload
........

This is a photo showing the installation of the instruments on the Twin Otter. These are the up-

looking radiometers in a can on top of the aircraft--the comparable radiometers on the bottom of the

aircraft. Both of those are added onto the aircraft. The cloud radar horn looking up through the top of the

fuselage of the aircraft into the bottom of the clouds. And we have equipment racks in the fuselage of the

aircraft. Generally, two payload operators fly onboard the aircraft to operate the equipment located in the
Twin Otter.
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Altus over Kauai, Spring 1999
_!i_i,_ *¸ -"_ _

_RM-iL_V

Now I'd like to move to the Altus over Kauai in the Spring of 1999. These flights were conducted

over the Pacific Missile Range Facility [PMRF]. And the PMRF is shown here, and the Altus turning is

part of its approach for landing at the PMRF.

Kauai Deployment "Roadmap"

DOE ARM-UAV

NASA ERAST

GA-ASI

US Navy PMRF

.._ Tropics,
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This is what I called a road map. It points out the four major participating organizations in this flight

series and shows you how it all flowed together to support the spring deployment. The DOE ARM-UAV

Program has a long-standing interest in going to the tropics. Moving to Kauai as one of our stepping

stones towards the tropics made a lot of sense to us. We have prepared these payloads, flown them on the

Altus before. So we were ready to use the Altus for a Kauai flight deployment. The ERAST Program and

the Alliance and General Atomics under that program have fostered the development of a high altitude

version of AItus that's capable ultimately of getting to 65,000 feet and had the operational capability to

serve our needs for a cirrus mission in Kauai this last spring. The fourth organization participating was

the Navy's PMRF facility. They have the facilities and the controlled airspace that were well suited for

our mission. All four of those elements came together very nicely to support this deployment last spring.

S99 Deployment site was US Navy

Pacific Missile Range Facility, Kauai, HI
A R M-I ,",_V

• Ground operations were based in and around the

"Clamshell" fabric hangar used by ERAST/Pathfinder

In hangar:
• Science facility
• ARM-UAV mission control

• Briefing area

• Altus storage and work area

Adjacent to hangar:

• ARM-UAV Payload Ground Station and antenna
• ARM-UAV weather data satellite antenna

• ARM-UAV "meteorological" station
• GA-ASI Ground Control Station on ramp

• GA-ASI Ground Data Terminal on ramp

• Flight operations were conducted in
R-3101 and W-188
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The Spring 1999 Kauai Deployment had

Scientific and Operational Objectives

Key scientific issues:

1. Distribution and amounts of ice mass and

total water in the upper tropical troposphere

2. Radiative properties of upper tropospheric

cirrus clouds

3. Radiative properties dependence on
environmental conditions

ARM-| tAV

Operational objectives: To demonstrate...

1 .... the ability of Altus to carry the ARM-UAV payload to altitude required for tropical

cirrus mission at Kauai (-50,000 ft with growth path to 65,000 It)

2 .... adequate reliability of Altus to take advantage of flight opportunities

3 .... the ability to maintain "vertically stacked flight" with higher UAV altitude

4 .... secondary objectives: coordination with another range facility; deployment

to non-CONUS, sub-tropical location

This spring deployment had both scientific and operational objectives. This reflects the first slide I

used, indicating that this is not a development program so much as it is a program getting scientific data

embedded in a program, taking advantage of developments as they become available. We had a number

of key scientific questions dealing with cirrus clouds, their properties, water vapor concentration,

radiometric properties, and so forth. In terms of operational objectives, again it's an opportunity to move

closer towards the tropics, which will require higher altitude performance from the aircraft. We're

looking for an opportunity to show that the Altus can carry the full payload--the Altus payload--up to

the higher altitudes to get above the cirrus clouds. We can interface with another range. We can do these

operations in a non-continental United States (CONUS) location away from our normal operating

facilities and some additional secondary objectives as shown on the bottom.

As I mentioned earlier, the deployment took place at the Pacific Missile Range Facility in Kauai,

Hawaii. The little map down here, which may be difficult for you to see, shows PMRF located on the

western edge of the Island of Kauai. Our operations were conducted within either restricted or warning

airspace. In this environment we didn't need the chase aircraft to accompany the UAV at all times. They

really operated as independent aircraft coordinated during the data-taking phases of flight. An overview

of PMRF--the fabric hangar was located here [points to slide], the same hangar that was used for the

Pathfinder and Pathfinder Plus flights. Immediately adjacent to the hangar were the trailers to support the

data acquisition, the antennas, and the ground station for controlling the Altus aircraft.
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The "Clamshell" hangar contained the...

...Science Facility...

... and the UAV work area.

I wanted to show this slide just to show you what the inside of the clamshell hangar looked like

when it was configured for our uses here. At one end of the hangar we had our science facility. You can

see a number of scientists and engineers monitoring the performance of the instruments, looking at data

in real time as the mission is being conducted. This was set up with a little local area data network so

everyone had access. They could plug in their computers or work stations and have access to the data in

real time. At the opposite end of the hangar was a work area for the Altus aircraft. That's where it was

parked overnight, and that's where any maintenance or checking of instruments or checking of the

aircraft took place.
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This Joint ARM-UAV/ERAST Campaign _-_.,...

Resulted in Many Notable Achievements ,_l-!_v "

Operationally

• 7 Science flights were conducted during

the 4 week flight series

• Total Altus flight time above 50 Kft was

approximately 16.5 hours

• First flight series for dual turbo, high-
altitude Altus UAV Altus DT: 55 Kit now

(65 Kft ultimately)

• ARM-UAV payload flown to highest

altitude ever (55 Kft)

Scientifically

• Simultaneous "stacked aircraft" measurements with thick (~7 Kin) cirrus clouds

with cloud detection lidar and cloud radar characterization of clouds

• Simultaneous "stacked aircraft" clear sky measurements

• In-flight intercomparison of instruments on Alms and Twin Otter

• "Calibration" of CERES/TRMM satellite instrument with Twin Otter payload

This is a summary of the accomplishments of this flight series. We did a total of nine flights. Seven of

them we consider science flights--two of them are engineering flights just to check out payloads and

make sure that everything was working properly. You can see some of the objectives here. Over 16 hours

of flight above 50,000 feet allowed us to acquire a lot of good data in the course of the mission. In

particular, we had some very good thick cirrus cloud days, which provided excellent data for us and

which we considered a very important data set to get. We feel that this is a very successful flight series,

both from an operational and from a scientific standpoint.
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General Comments on UAV Experience ARM-I++4V

..+.._ + + ,.,.

UAVs have provided a good platform for several valuable scientific flight series
• Long endurance ( 26 + hours ) and high altitude ( 55 ÷ Kft )

• Stable measurement platform

UAVs are a rapidly developing technology with further improvements on the way...

• Capabilities ( altitude, endurance, "over-the-horizon", payload, all weather

flight, etc. )
• Compatibility with National Airspace System ( e.g., "see and avoid" -

chase airplane requirement, other limitations - clear of clouds )

• Utility ( reliability, availability, maintainability )

Now I'd like to move into the general comments on our UAV experience. I wanted to start off with

some rather general comments. First of all, this is a good platform for our uses. We've had some good

deployments with it. We've gotten good data. We feel very good about the capability that this aircraft has

provided to us. We did a long endurance flight of over 26 hours at in the low 20,000-foot regime. We've

done flights as high as 55,000 feet in Kauai with our full payload. So we feel very good about the

capabilities there. I noted here that it's a stable measurement platform. By that I mean the motion of the

platform is such that it's suitable for the kind of measurements we want to make. Initially there was some

concern about whether UAVs would even be a suitable platform for scientific measurements and, I

believe, for the kind of radiometric measurements we make. And we've demonstrated that indeed it is.

I've got some comparison slides here that illustrate the relative stability of the piloted aircraft and the

remotely piloted aircraft. And we feel very good about the stability of the airframe. It's at least as good

as, if not better than, the piloted aircraft in that regard. What is stated here is there's been a lot of

developments taking place in UAVs, a lot of it fostered by the NASA ERAST Program. We feel that

further developments are on the way in ways that I've shown here in terms of compatibility with the

National Airspace System, improved capabilities of the aircraft, altitude endurance, payload, and so forth,

and utility of the aircraft in terms of reliability, availability--that is, can it be ready to fly every day you

want to fly--and maintainability--how many hours of maintenance does it take per flight hour of flight

operations. I made a little statement down here which just illustrates my thoughts about the cost question,

which is basically getting lower in price. Lower purchase price allows more of these platforms to be

made available, more opportunities for scientists to get their instruments to altitude. Lower operating cost

allows more use of the aircraft, which both increases the reliability-- in the sense of learning what the

issues are--addressing them, also in terms of demonstrating a reliable operation of UAVs which should

help with some of the cost issues, for example, insurance.
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UAV Experience - Specific Comments and Issues

Development of UAVs continues
Cost

• Relatively low purchase price allows more UAVs to be built, increasing

the number of platforms available.

• Relatively low operating cost allows more use of aircraft by thinly

funded science programs.

Weather capability

• Flight in icing conditions

Operation in airspace system
• Limitations on operations - flight in clouds

• Chase plane requirement

• Equipment requirements (lights, transponder, communications, FTS)

Payload integration issues
• Environments/environmental control

• Weight, volume

• Ground compatibility testing

• Remote operation of payload

• Standard interfaces (mechanical, power, data)

These are some more specific comments and issues that occurred to me. The development of UAVs

continues. That was intended to be a coded way of saying that these aircraft are not yet as reliable as fully

developed, piloted, certificated aircraft. They are at the front end of the development process. A lot has

been done, but more needs to be done. I'm sure it will be done.

But one shouldn't put one's payload on this aircraft with the expectation that it's going to be as

reliable as a 737 that somebody flew in here today. That's not quite the case yet. So more development, I

think, is appropriate there.

I put cost as a bullet with not a lot of elaboration. At this point it's difficult to characterize the cost of

UAVs versus piloted aircraft because they're in much different states of development. But I think this is

an issue. Insurance is clearly a concern in terms of per hour cost that may often be the dominant cost of

operating UAVs at this point. Again, additional reliable use of UAVs will help address the insurance cost

issue as well. The weather capability--I highlighted the icing conditions as one issue. Cross-winds, other

factors really are something that need to be addressed, will be addressed. It's just early enough in the

development phase that not all these have been fully chased to the ground.

Operation in national airspace system--we've been able to work a number of our flights in general

use airspace. We've been able to address the issues and use them satisfactorily. More could be done. The

goal would be that the UAV will operate just like any other aircraft without requiring a chase airplane,

without any other special restrictions on its use. It will take more work to get there, but I think that should

be the goal. In terms of payload integration, I don't really have any lessons learned to offer here---other

than to point out that these are numerous issues one needs to be worried about in putting a payload on the

UAV. We've found, for example, that these are all workable problems. But the environments, the aircraft

in general do not have pressurized or inherently heated payload compartments. You need to think about

conditioning your instruments--developing them such that they can survive in other than a shirtsleeve

environment--maybe a little harsher environment then, characterized by low pressure and perhaps lower
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temperaturesthanyouwouldseein a laboratory-likeenvironment.Weightandvolume--of course,you'd
alwayslike to havemoreweight. You'd alwayslike to havemorevolume. You'd alwayslike to have
moreelectricalpoweravailable.Again, it's just afactorto keepin mind.Thosearesomewhatlimited in
mostof theseaircraft. So whenyou're developingan instrument,think in termsof miniaturizingand
makingit light,minimizing its powerrequirementsasmuchaspossible.We makeit apracticeto try and
dogroundcompatibilitytestingbeforewecommitto aflight. This is animportantstepin developingand
integratingthe payload.Also, keepin mind that manyof the instrumentsaredesignedwith the ideain
mind of anoperatorableto accessthe instrumentdirectly andcontrol its operation.Theseneedto be
remotelycontrolledinstruments,which mayeffect the way you approachthe designof the instrument
itself. A final bullet herewasjust apoint thatwhenwestartedtheARM-UAV Programwehad anoble
goalof encouragingtheuseof standardinterfacesfor data,power,size,volume,andsoforth.Thereality
is thatmanyof theseinstrumentswerealreadydevelopedfor otherpurposesandwereadaptedfor UAV
use.Someof the instrumentsweresofar alongin their developmentprocessit wasn'tpossiblefor us to
direct theminto this standardinterface.But I still think that's a worthwhile goal, and one that as a
communityboth the UAV providersandtheusersof UAV servicesshouldthink about,trying to work
towardsmorestandardinterfaceshere.

For Additional Information about ARM-UAV

Please visit our web site at:

armuav.atmos.colostate.edu

If you would like additional information about the ARM-UAV Program, this is the address of our

website. There is contact information there, you can get in touch with myself and other people on the pro-

gram to get more information about instruments or other aspects of the program.

Steve Wegener: Well, as you can see, ERAST UAVs are ready for business. We really can do UAV

science, some of it certainly with restrictions. But we're crawling up that curve and we're making a lot of

progress. And as we heard earlier in the day, this has really happened over the last five years. We' ve really

come a long way.
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Let's startoutwith questions.

Question: I'm Steve Walter from JPL. First of all, the airborne program fight now is oversubscribed in

terms of the demand for the airplanes. That's going to get worse with the increase in requirements for Call

Val activities and science missions. What is NASA going to do to provide additional platforms to try to

alleviate some of those problems?

Cheryl Yuhas: What we would propose to alleviate the problem is to see what sort of cooperative programs

we have with other agencies and with universities in which we can get access to the aircraft with the

capabilities we need on a parttime basis. For example, with NSF we trade hours on their C-130 with ours

on our WB-57, which is a cooperative aircraft itself. We borrow it from another organization at NASA.

Question: Where do you see the instrument development being funded for UAVs?

Cheryl Yuhas: The instrument development for UAVs would be funded through the sensor development

and technology program such as the Instrument Incubator Program (IIP).

Question: But the Instrument Incubator Program last time discouraged UAV instruments because of the

risk involved.

Cheryl Yuhas: Those are the programs we have for developing new--

Question: Two comments. One is, my perception is that there's a lack of coordination here between the

Earth Science Technology Office and the ERAST Program in terms of making programs available for

UAVs. The other comment is that in a downsizing environment, loss of an instrument could mean layoffs

for the people involved. And so not only does the Earth Science Technology Office say that proposing for

UAVs for liP is risky, it's also career-wise risky right now in NASA.

Cheryl Yuhas: Well, basically, one of the objectives of the position that I'm currently acting in is to

increase the coordination between the Technology Program in the Earth Science Division and what we're

doing. And seeing problems like this and getting feedback from the different developers is the way I deal

with it. I would go to the Technology Office and work with the NRAs as they come out to bring them all
in line.

Steve Wegener: It is a very real problem. I think as we demonstrate reliability with missions like this, the

liP folks will begin to take notice a bit more and, hopefully, be supporting it. We've got to push it. We

realize it's a problem. And we're trying to do what we can.

Question: If you could give us a ballpark estimate for the total integrated cost of what we saw in that

video, taking into account the different contributions from the different agencies, [that would help a lot].

William Bolton: We normally think of one of these deployments costing about $1 to $1.2 million. That's

the aggregated cost. In this case, the costs were split between the ERAST Program and DOE-ARM UAV

Program.

Question: And the second question was for Estelle. I was hoping to get a peek at her last chart. So if I can

remember the question. How much money does Mike have set aside for this sort of stuff or whatever it

was that you...

Estelle Condon: He has no money set aside for it. This [slide not available] shows the upper atmosphere

research budgets from 1992 to present. The blue is the actual budget. The red is if there had been at least

three percent inflation. So you can see there's a huge, huge difference in buying power in '99 from '92.

That has a direct impact on the ability to develop new instruments. It also makes people far more
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conservativeaboutputting anexpensiveinstrumenton a UAV platform that may or may not have the

reliability of our manned aircraft. Because you can't replace it with a budget scenario that looks like this.

Robert Schiffgr: Let me just add that that's true of virtually every other research program; we see that

we've been operating under, at best, a kind of fixed envelope. There's no room for compensating for

inflation. So the buying power essentially is tailing off. That's a fact of life. One of the things that we have

done is try and leverage activities with Code R and its atmospheric effects of aviation program--UAV-

ARM--where we can bring budgets together to help do some of these missions.

Que_ti0n: Given this picture then, and the fact that the ERAST budget plan has another $80 million in it

over the next five years, what are the plans for continued coordination between say UARP and ERAST?

Estelle Condon: I can't answer that directly. All I can tell you is that Mike [Dr. Michael J. Kurylo, Head

of the Upper Atmospheric Research Project in the Office of Earth Science at NASA Headquarters] has

leveraged his money in every way possible. He worked with the atmospheric effects of aircraft hand-in-

glove for the ten years of the program. I think if an opportunity presents itself to work with the ERAST

Program, he would never back away from that.

Question: George Getz, Navy, China Lake. I hate to bring this up, but I would suggest that an air-to-air

collision incident would be disastrous to the UAV Program. And I was wondering if there is any kind of

safety of flight or stringent reliability requirement that's being laid on the programs.

Steve Wegener: Actually I can not answer the question. It's a valid question, and that's why we're

restricting our flights right now to test ranges like PMRF and Dryden. The investment between now and

FY 02 is in developing our next generation UAV. We are requiring that vehicle to operate in unrestricted

airspace. So we are trying to make that investment and force that to happen. Because we agree with that

sensitivity of operating in the general aviation airspace--in unrestricted airspace. I don't have a specific

answer for you. But I can tell you we're very sensitive and concerned about those operations.

John Sharkey: We are working with the FAA and others to evolve those kinds of criteria and have those

fairly uniformly apply to UAVs, not only within ERAST but across the industry.

Steve W¢gener: If I could just amplify John Sharkey's comments a little, there is extensive technical and

operational review that goes on before any of the flights that you see taking place here in any of the ARM

or ERAST flight operations. I mean, it's done under the full regime of the NASA procedures here at

Dryden and coordinated with the Air Force and the FAA, and so on.

Question: I'm Robbie Hood with Marshall Space Flight Center. Another question I had is probably a

longer-term goal of the whole program. As we foresee these aircraft going up and staying up for extended

periods of time collecting lots of data, especially for six months at a time, the data archival issues are

going to approach those of a satellite mission. Are plans being made to incorporate that, or is it assumed

that these will be PI-driven data archives and that're going to come out of the general funding?

Steve Wegener: Well, it seems real clear that that's going to have to be a PI issue. And right now there're

no plans made for that kind of long-term archival [effort]. You can even get huge amounts of data off of

short missions with some of these if you were to be flying multi-spectral sensors. So that's really right

now a PI issue. That type of concern is very real and I think needs to be addressed. But right now, the

focus is on flying missions that are certainly much shorter than that. Your concern is noted, and I've heard
it before.

Ouestion: Pete Conway from Marshall. Is the UAV community working with the instrument

developers to try to identify specific instruments that would work better in the environments that are
inherent to the UAV?
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Steve. Wegener: Right now, the mode of this has been kind of driven by the science questions driving

measurement strategies that would develop payloads. Those payloads need to be evolved clearly in

coordination with the UAV for interface issues, environmental issues, and so on.

Ouestion: Yes. The reason I asked the question is that I got the feeling from earlier discussions that you're

building UAVs initially but, the long term approach has got to be the instruments, more than the UAV.

Because you have to work with the microelectronics organizations and companies in order to get
instruments in these aircraft.

Steve Wegen_r: And the instruments are driven by the science questions. And so all of that's got to be

coordinated, all the way from the science question through to the platform, and developed in concert,

depending on what the mission is.
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